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Preface 
The foundation of this project was laid with work done in preparation for my final DM 
recital on fortepiano at the Jacobs School of Music. It was a selection of works for fortepiano 
from the classical era, and the works were grouped in pairs, with an introductory work preceding 
something in a standard compositional form. This included some preludes and fantasies that were, 
in retrospect, probably larger in scale than an improvised prelude from the period may have been, 
but the idea of improvising – or at least composing – specific preludes as introductions to 
compositions or as interludes between had taken hold. After that recital, I began a series of house 
concerts of classical chamber works and experimented with fantasies, preludes, and 
improvisation.  
This project is a travelogue detailing how I developed a methodology for improvising 
preludes to works from this period. What started as a casual interest in preludes turned into an 
examination of the tutors and treatises of the period, and I found that there is less instruction from 
the period than there are examples. I have used these sources to engineer a method for creating 
them for the modern performer, mindful of the expectations of modern audiences and performers, 
the scarcity of improvisation in classical live performance, and the particularities of modern 
performance situations, all in hope that this method could be used to foster a reinvestment in 
improvisation in the classical realm, and to advance the endeavors of historically informed 
performers. 
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Abstract 
The history of the prelude as an introduction reaches back to our earliest musical 
expressions and extends to the modern day. The prelude as a compositional genre sprang out of 
improvised practice, one which still finds life in the realm of organ service playing today, but 
which was otherwise largely abandoned by keyboard players in the 19th century. This 
abandonment was the result of two significant forces; a change in focus on the prelude from being 
an introduction to a stand-alone form, and the structural change of preludes from affektive 
expressions to abstract, formalized constructs. The transformation of prelude to a new genre of 
composition in the 19th century was its ultimate death as an improvised art form, and one aspect 
of the historical performance movement that has received little attention and even less studied 
application. 
This project addresses specifically non-organ keyboard preluding during the period circa 
c1760 to c1830, the period framed roughly by C.P.E. Bach’s seminal treatise, Versuch über die 
wahre Art, das Clavier zu spielen (1753/62), and Carl Czerny’s A Systematic Introduction to 
Improvisation on the Pianoforte (1836), which marks the last gasp of improvisational invention in 
keyboard performance. This project provides an historical context of keyboard preluding, traces 
the development of the prelude from written examples of improvised preludes to an independent 
compositional form during the same period, and most importantly supplies a method for creating 
improvised forms, including preludes, interludes and introductions to works from the period, 
using the principles of preluding supplied in the original sources. 
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 1 
1 
Chapter 1: PRELUDING: AN INTRODUCTION 
How many of our best pianists can make a prelude so unsatisfying? And as for students, 
there is not more than one in a thousand who try to go beyond the perfect cadence in 
improvisations.1  – Friedrich Kalkbrenner   
These words penned by Kalkbrenner in 1849 were the death knell of an art form that had 
already been in decline for at least two decades, and that for generations was one of the hallmarks 
of an accomplished keyboardist. Something other than a composition as one would expect, the 
prelude Kalkbrenner references here is some form of improvisation as he indicates, but the nature 
of which may be somewhat elusive to the modern reader’s sensibility.  
The term “prelude” extends back to the beginnings of notated western music,2 and 
envelops musical expressions of a number of types that are tied together by a thread of common 
function; namely, that they precede and prepare for something else. Preludes broadly represented 
introductions in several contexts: introducing or substituting for vocal music in the Mass led to 
the Italian toccata, trying out the strings and tunings of a lute or harpsichord before a dance suite 
brought about the French prélude, and laying out tunes for hymn singing in the Protestant 
tradition across Germany and northern Europe brought us the præludium.3 These functions of the 
prelude were eventually seen as opportunities to demonstrate musical expression, technical 
facility, or creativity. As these practices matured and were perfected, musicians were moved to 
memorialize them in notation, which was the beginning of preludes becoming fixed 
compositions. Therefore, to contemporary sensibilities, the prelude more specifically means – and 
                                                     
1 “Combien parmi nos meilleurs Pianistes en est-il, qui puissent faire un prélude tant soit peu satisfaisant? 
Et quant aux éleves on n’en voit pas un sur mille qui, dans ses improvisations, essaie de dépasser la 
cadence parfaite.” Friederich Wilhelm Michael Kalkbrenner, Traité d’harmonie du pianiste, Op. 185 (Paris, 
Chez l’auteur, n.d. [1849], introduction. Author’s translation. 
2 The earliest known keyboard preludes are found in the Adam Ilebourgh tablature (1448), Conrad 
Paumann’s Fundamentum organisandi (1452) and the Buxheimer Orgelbuch (c1470).  
3 Nicolas Temperley credits Bach as the one man who brought all forms of the prelude to their highest 
expression in the prelude and fugue, the prelude to a dance suite, and the chorale prelude. See Nicolas 
Temperley, “Preluding at the Piano,” in Musical Improvisation: Art, Education, and Society, ed. Gabriel 
Solis and Bruno Nettl. (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 2009): 236. 
2 
 
has meant since the second quarter of the nineteenth century – a single movement composition 
memorialized in notation with no particular organizational or structural arrangement that may or 
may not be intended as an introduction to a substantial work. Preludes are for us in the twenty-
first century but another compositional form, the exception of course being those preludes 
improvised by modern-day organists.4 For the eighteenth-century musician, however, the prelude 
had a dual existence, encompassing not only works notated, but those improvised, and the act of 
creating such engendered its own term: preluding. 
Preluding  
Definitions of both “prelude” and “preluding” appear as early as 1768 in Jean-Jacques 
Rousseau’s Dictionnaire de musique: 
Prélude – Prelude is also a stroke in singing, which passes thro’ [sic] the 
principal chords of the tone [mode], to announce it, to verify if the instrument is 
in tune, et cetera.” 
 
Préluder – Is, in general, to sing or play some stroke of irregular fantasy, rather 
short, but passing by the essential chords of the tone, either to establish or to 
dispose the voice, or to place the hand well on an instrument before the 
beginning of a piece of music. 
But on the organ and the harpsichord, the art of preluding is more considerable. It 
is to compose and play extempore pieces, filled with all that composition has 
most ingenious, in design, in fugue, in imitation, modulation, and harmony. It is 
chiefly in preluding, that great musicians, exempted from that extreme slavery to 
rules, which the eye of the critic imposes on them on paper, makes those 
transitions shine which ravish the ear of the audience. It is here that it is not 
sufficient to be a good composer, or to possess one’s key well, or even to have a 
good and well exercised hand: We must, moreover, abound in that fire of genius, 
and that inventive ingenuity, which find[s] and execute[s] instantly the subjects 
most favourable to harmony, and most flattering to the ear.5 
 
For Rousseau, the difference between a prelude as composition and preluding as 
improvisation seems to be the immediacy of the reaction to artistic inspiration. The terms 
                                                     
4 The extensive history of organ preluding in church is too large a topic to approach here, but the 
præambulum of north and central Germany is the foundation stone of the style, technique, and 
organizational strategies for the keyboard preludes and fantasies under examination in this writing. 
5 Jean-Jacques Rousseau, A Complete Dictionary of Music, 2nd ed., trans. William Waring (London: J. 
Murray, 1779), 323. 
3 
 
themselves suggest that the focus of attention is defined by the function of the terms – one a 
noun, the other a verb – used to describe a product and an activity. Preludes, therefore, can be the 
product of two different endeavors: preludes as compositions are the result of composing, 
preludes as improvisations are the outcome of preluding. The distinction is not trivial. Rousseau 
credits preluding with all the qualitative characteristics of composing, but admits to the freedom 
from the pedantry that is inherent to composition. In this he confesses a secret: that at least some 
degree of compositional criteria is meant to satisfy an academic rather than musical requirement, 
as expressed in his reference to the “eye of the critic” and transitions which “ravish the ear.” 
While Rousseau seems to suggest that both types of preludes are the children of invention, there 
are real structural, articulated, and organizational characteristics that differentiate the two. Here it 
is useful to introduce a new term of art: fantasia. 
Preludes and Other Improvisations 
In his Anleitung zur practischen Musik (1767), Johann Samuel Petri remarks that the 
fantasia was “the highest degree of composition … where meditation and execution are directly 
bound up with one another.”6 It is unclear whether Petri meant fantasies as notated compositions 
or as improvisations, but his reference to “meditation” being directly connected to execution is 
suggestive of the immediacy that Rousseau requires for preluding. 
Similarly, C.P.E. Bach defines the fantasia as 
… varied harmonic progressions which can be expressed in all manner of 
figuration and motives. A key in which to begin and end must be established. 
Although no bar lines are employed, the ear demands a definite relationship in 
the succession and duration of the chords themselves, as we shall see later, and 
the eye, a relationship in the lengths of notes so that the piece may be notated.7 
                                                     
6 “Und diß ist das Fantasiren, wo Meditation und Execution unmittelbar mit einander verbunden ist.” 
Johann Samuel Petri, Anleitung, 161.  
7 C.P.E. Bach, Essay on the True Art of Playing Keyboard Instruments. William J. Mitchell, ed. and trans. 
(New York: W.W. Norton, 1949), 430. 
4 
 
It is worth pointing out that C.P.E. seems to indicate that fantasias are composed, rather 
than improvised. For him, at least, whether a piece is notated or not is one of the distinction 
between forms. 
Daniel Gottlob Türk in his Klavierschule (1789) lends us his insight on the distinction 
between prelude and fantasia: 
§37 The præludium (Vorspiel) has much in common with the fantasie, for 
example, the lack of restriction as regards the meter and the modulation, etc. The 
character of a præludium, which some past composers joined with a fugue, is for 
the most part indeterminate. … The customary preluding of instrumentalists 
before a performance is quite unbearable since even without this the listeners 
have already endured enough during their loud and long tuning of instruments.8 
Obviously, Türk did not restrict his commentary to instruction, but included a little 
carping about tuning practices, but it’s not quite clear whether his criticism is about preluding per 
se, or simply exasperation at long tuning session. It is particularly interesting that in 1789 Türk 
makes mention of “past composers” attaching preludes to fugues. On first glance this seems to 
indicate the general status of fugues at the time, which it does, but is not a complete assessment. 
Fugues and fugal writing continued in use through the classical era, most notably in Haydn 
symphonies, Mozart string quartets,9 symphonies, and the Requiem, and Beethoven in his late 
period, including the piano sonatas and every movement of the Ninth Symphony. But Türk was 
right in this; preludes were not attached to them. The bifurcation of preludes from fugues was the 
result of different intentions. Fugue continued in use both as composition – often presented in 
sets10 – and as a compositional strategy. Prelude continued, through preluding, as an expressive 
device.  
                                                     
8 Daniel Gottlob Türk, School of Clavier Playing, trans. and intro. Raymond H. Haggh. (Lincoln, NE: 
University of Nebraska Press, 1982), 389. 
9 Mozart was so fascinated by the fugues from Bach’s Das wohltemperierte Klavier, he transcribed five of 
the fugues for string trio (K. 405), supplying three of them with preludes of his own. See Alfred Einstein 
and Marianne Brooke, “Mozart’s Four String Trio Preludes to Fugues of Bach.” The Musical Times 77, no. 
1117 (Mar. 1936): 209-16. 
10 Mozart’s intention for the Fantasia and Fugue in C, K.394, was to compose five more fugues to make 
them suitable as a set to present to Baron von Sweiten as a gift for the complete set of works by Handel and 
5 
 
A dozen years later Koch addresses the subject of fantasia in his Musikalisches Lexikon 
of 1802 in the definition of “capriccio,” as a type of work in which the “composer does not 
adhere to the conventional forms and modulations, but instead gives rein to the prevailing mood 
of his fantasy, rather than to a thought-out plan.” This definition stands in quite appropriately for 
the description of fantasia.11 
Türk says elsewhere more about the fantasia: 
§35 The fantasie, for the most part, is first contrived during the performance, but 
there are also fantasies which, like other composition, have already been 
composed and notated. A fantasie is called free when its creator holds neither to 
a certain main subject (theme) nor to meter or rhythm (although for some 
thoughts a meter could be used), When he roams around in his modulations, 
when he expresses various and often contrasting characters, in short, when he 
follows his whims completely without attempting to work out a specific plan.12 
 
Türk is more overt about his distinction between notated and un-notated fantasias than 
C.P.E., but appears more permissive in the manner in which fantasy is expressed. He doesn’t call 
for any harmonic organizational structure like Bach, although complete abandonment of 
harmonic sequence is probably not his intention. However, his text seems to be underplayed with 
greater interest in the freedom of the fantasia, rather than the pedantic requirements of harmonic 
and notational structure. 
Haydn’s sensibility of improvisation is cast from the same mold as Türk’s. In a 
description of his improvising process late in his life, Haydn appeals to the rules of art – not 
composition – while improvising: 
I sat down [at the keyboard] and began to fantasize, according to whether my 
mood was sad or happy, serious or playful. Once I had seized an idea, my entire 
effort went toward elaborating and sustaining it according to the rules of art … 
And this is what is lacking among so many of our young composers; they string 
                                                                                                                                                              
Bach that he gave to Mozart. See Stanley Sadie, “Mozart, Bach and Counterpoint,” The Musical Times 105 
no. 1451 (Jan. 1964): 23-24. 
11 Mark Evan Bonds, Wordless Rhetoric: Musical Form and the Metaphor of the Oration. (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1991), 115. 
12 Türk, School, 388. 
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together one little bit after another, and they break off before they have barely 
begun, but nothing remains in the heart when one has heard it.13  
Haydn distinguishes between good and bad improvising based on the mature development of 
material, and dismisses lesser composers as offering up musical bromides. His view is supported 
by his own notated capriccios, the themes of which are as fully developed as are in the more 
compositionally rigorous sonatas and symphonies of his output. 
Invoking similarity between fantasies and preludes opens the door to the question of 
another relationship – that between preludes and cadenzas. In an interesting discussion of the 
cadenza to Beethoven’s third piano concerto (Op. 37 in C minor), Joseph Swain states  
Since a cadenza always means an interruption in the flow of the movement – 
caused by its characteristic feature of suspension of meter, steady tempo, broken 
phrases, all of the devices of improvisatory music – including a cadenza of 
significant proportion means a looser, less integrated movement.14 
The interruption – or delay, as would be the case for a prelude – in the flow of movement 
characteristic of the cadenza could also be attributed to the prelude. Certainly the more crafted a 
prelude is to the “parent”15 it precedes the more “in the flow” it will be, but it is suggested by 
original sources on the technique of preluding that it should be possible to discern the difference 
between the prelude and its parent. This suggests that this delay, possibly non-metric in nature, 
should be one of the defining characteristics of the prelude, as the interruption is one for the 
cadenza. 
Friedrich Kalkbrenner’s reference at the top of this chapter only hints at the forms of 
improvisation that were prevalent in performance until the mid-19th century. Improvisation took 
                                                     
13 “Haydn dichtete seine Werke immer vor dem Klavier. (Haydn always composed his works at the 
keyboard.) ‘Ich setzte mich hin, ﬁng an zu phantasieren, je nachdem mein Gemüth traurig oder fröhlich, 
ernst oder tändelnd gestimmt war. Hatte ich eine Idee erhascht, so ging mein ganzes Bestreben dahin, sie 
den regeln der Kunst gemäß auszuführen und zu souteniren. [So suchte ich mir zu helfen,] und das ist es, 
was so vielen unserer neuen Komponisten fehlt; sie reihen ein Stückchen andas andere, sie brechen ab, 
wenn sie kaum angefangen haben: aber es bleibt auch nichts im Herzen sitzen, wenn man es angehört hat’.” 
Georg August Griesinger, Biographische Notizen über Joseph Haydn (Breitkopf und Härtel, 1810), 114. 
Translation by Mary Burke. 
14 Joseph P. Swain, “Form and Function of the Classical Cadenza,” The Journal of Musicology 6, no. 1 
(1988): 55. 
15 For the purposes of this writing, “parent” refers to an independent work for which a prelude is crafted. 
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the form of independent pieces, primarily fantasias, capriccios, fugues, variation sets, marches, 
and pastorals. It also manifested in dependent forms, namely, the prelude, cadenza, and 
Eingang,16 all of which had been a necessary arrow in every keyboardist’s quiver.17 By the 
second half of the 19th century, concertos had taken on new forms that either included a written 
cadenza or eliminated their necessity, perhaps first by Dussek, in about 1810.18 Other forms of 
embellishment began to be written into the scores, and concomitantly the prelude – beyond that 
necessary as a song introduction – gradually disappeared. 
Sources generally refer to preludes and the practice of improvising preludes in vague 
descriptions of role and style, rather than functional or structural terms. The purposes of preludes 
seem to have been many: trying out the keyboard, warming up, preparing the audience for a 
performance, modulating, connecting individual or separate movements, and thematically 
forecasting the work to be heard. Later in the era and with works that do not begin in the tonic, it 
might have been helpful to the audience to establish the tonality of the piece being offered before 
it begins.19 Czerny warns that a soft, tranquil prelude is always more suitable than those with 
greater energy because “in the latter case the hearers may easily be led to believe that the piece 
itself has commenced.”20 For Czerny then, even as late as 1839, it should not be the objective of 
the player to deceive the listeners or blur the line between prelude and work. On a deeper level, 
preludes could be used as a forum for the expression of artistic voice, or an homage to the host or 
to the composer, who may have been present at the performance.21 They could also be used to 
                                                     
16 Eingang – Mozart’s own term for an introductory passage that leads into a theme. It is usually 
identifiable by the fermata on the dominant or a rest following the dominant. 
17 Carew, The Companion to The Mechanical Muse: The Piano, Pianism, and Piano Music c. 1760-1850. 
(Aldershot, UK: Aldersgate, 2007), 435. 
18 Stephen D. Lundeman, Structural Novelty and Tradition in the Early Romantic Piano Concerto. 
(Stuyvesant, NY: Pendragon Press, 1991), 25.  
19 “To awaken the hearers’ attention, and to prepare him for the key and the commencement of the piece.” 
Czerny, Complete Theoretical, 116. 
20 Ibid., 122. 
21 Carew, Mechanical Muse, 451. 
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appeal to the audience by incorporating foreign melodies that “enjoy the favour of the public.”22 
Liszt may well have performed Henri Herz’ Variations on a Theme from Rossini’s ‘Siege de 
Corinthe’ and replaced the introduction with his own.23 Not least, of course, was the opportunity 
preluding offered for showmanship, demonstrated also by Liszt in the account by his teacher 
Czerny on their meeting in 1819: 
In the following year his father…arranged to have him give public concerts, in 
which the boy played Hummel’s new concertos in A minor and B minor, 
Moscheles’ Variations, Hummel’s Septet, Ries’ Concerto, and a number of my 
compositions; in addition he would always improvise on motifs the public gave 
him, and people had indeed every right to see a new Mozart in him….’  
Czerny’s reference to Mozart speaks to the reputation he acquired as a public improviser, 
as demonstrated almost thirty years earlier in the famous contest between Mozart himself and 
Clementi at the court of Emperor Joseph II in 1781, at which the two young masters each 
improvised a prelude before launching into larger works – Clementi to his Sonata in B-flat, Op. 
24 no. 2, and Mozart before a set of his own variations. The competition, not restricted to 
demonstrations of playing, also involved sight-reading and dual improvisations on a given 
theme.24 
It is also probable that the prelude was a continuation of the creative process for the 
composer. It is not at all uncommon for a composer to present a new work only after it was just 
completed, or even not yet completed, as was the case with the premier of Beethoven’s Horn 
Sonata, Op. 17  in 1800 (its original title Sonate pour le Forte-Piano avec Cor ou Violoncelle), 
the horn part to which was penned the day before the premiere, and the piano part played 
extempore by Beethoven the first few times it was played before he committed the part to paper.25 
                                                     
22 Carl Czerny, Complete Theoretical and Practical Piano Forte School, book III, Op. 500, trans. and ed. 
J.A. Hamilton (London: R. Cocks and Co., 1839), Ch. 19, § 6.  
23 Kenneth Hamilton, After the Golden Age: Romantic Pianism and Modern Performance. (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2008), 111. 
24 Katalin Komlós, “Mozart and Clementi: A Piano Competition and Its Interpretation,” Historical 
Performance 2 (Spring 1989): 3-9. 
25 Glenn Stanley, “Some Thoughts on Biography and a Chronology of Beethoven’s Life and Music,” in The 
Oxford Companion to Beethoven, ed. Glenn Stanley (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000), 9. 
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In such a circumstance a composer could well have provided his own prelude to a work that 
reflected on the subject matter of the piece, or even used material that was considered for but 
scrapped from the composition. And in the case where players were presenting works by other 
composers, it was an opportunity to put a stamp of their own style or technical abilities upon the 
work. It was known that players from Mozart to Liszt had different tendencies and technical 
skills, and preluding allowed performers the opportunity to express musical thoughts that best 
showcased their particular prowess. In this manner the prelude, like the cadenza or trunk aria for 
traveling opera singers, was a bit of personal property belonging to the performer, applied by 
them to the work of a composer as a tool for demonstrating a personal skill and style, forming a 
signature upon a particular performance, not upon the work per se. It also opened them up to 
criticism, such as this opprobrium leveled at Clementi by Mozart: 
Clementi plays well, so far as execution with the right hand goes. His greatest 
strength lies in his passages in thirds. Apart from this, he has not a kreutzer’s 
worth of taste or feeling – in short he is simply a mechanicus.26 
While most descriptions and writings about preluding refer to that of the keyboard 
variety, the practice was not confined to the piano. Examples of the practice can be found in 
tutors and examples for harp, violin, flute, and horn as well.27 Still, evidence supports that 
preluding was a practice that was of peculiar importance to keyboardists. 
Characteristics of Preludes 
If the act of preluding generates preludes, what, then, would these be? In its most 
fundamental state, a prelude is an introduction, but in the preluding context, a specific kind. 
                                                     
26 Emily Anderson, ed., The Letters of Mozart and his Family (New York: Norton, 1985), 792. 
27 See Leopold Mozart, Gründliche Violinschule (1756); J. J. Quantz, Versuch einer Anweisung die Flöte 
traversiere zu spielen (1752); Mathier Péraut, Methode pour la flûte (c1800); François Devienne, Nouvelle 
methode théorique et pratique pour la flûte (1794): Bartolomeo Campagnoli, L’art l’inventer á l’improviste 
des Fantaisies et Cadences Pour le Violon, Op. 17 (c1812); and Bochsa, Harp Preludist (1840); Jacques 
François Gallay, Quarante Préludes pour le Cor mésuré et non mésuré, Op. 27 (c.1830). See also Betty 
Bang Mather and David Lasocki, The Art of Preluding 1700-1830: for Flutists, Oboists, Clarinettists and 
Other Performers (New York: McGinnis & Marx, 1984).  
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General principles about what constitutes a prelude can be gleaned from the improvisation tutors 
and from the examples from the period, and these can be summarized in two categories: those 
that are qualitative, and those that are formal. As for the qualitative distinctions, these are 
expressed using different terms, but can be summarized generally as immediacy, spontaneity, and 
freedom of form. 
Qualitative Characteristics 
Immediacy. Immediacy was endorsed by C.P.E. Bach, though he did not identify it 
specifically. He admonished that it is principally through improvisation that “the keyboardist can 
best master the feelings of his audience,”28 and through improvisation may respond in real time to 
the climate of the performance situation.  
Mozart, known as much for his virtuosity and improvisation as for his composition, knew 
well how to react to a given performance situation, as related in this important contemporary 
account of his playing by Franz Xaver Niemetschek: 
[Mozart] gave a piano recital at a large concert in the Opera House.  … We did 
not … know what to admire most, whether the extraordinary compositions or his 
extraordinary playing … When Mozart had finished the concert, he continued 
improvising alone on the piano for half an hour.29 
Niemetschek’s report speaks volumes about the live performance environment to which 
the contemporary performer was expected to respond. After a presumably significant 
performance – the account states that the concert was over – Mozart continued to improvise. It is 
safe to presume that he did so not against the wishes of the audience who had come to the Opera 
House to hear him. A similar, more personal account of live performance was echoed more than a 
century later in a description of Clara Schumann’s preluding practice (see fig. 1) by her daughter, 
Marie, in 1929: 
                                                     
28 C.P.E. Bach, Essay, 152. 
29 Franz Xaver Niemetschek, Mozart: The First Biography, trans. Helen Mautner (London: L. Hyman, 
2007), 36. 
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In the last year of her life, our mother, at our request, wrote out the exercises she 
played before her scales, with which she began her practice daily, as well as a 
few preludes of the kind she was in the habit of improvising before the pieces, 
quite freely on the spur of the moment; she also did this publicly, and one could 
get an idea of her frame of mind from the way in which the harmonies flowed to 
her. [emphasis added] 30 
 
Figure 1: Clara Schumann, Einfach Präludien für Schüler, (c1895) 
From extreme ends of the preluding era we are confirmed that an immediate response to 
the performance environment was valued and achieved more effectively in a situation of actual 
improvisation. This is perhaps the most honest reason to endorse improvisation in the modern 
age: responding directly to an audience or performance situation is an act of performance practice 
that is ignored by general classical music performance, but one that was of utmost important to 
the composers and performers of the period in which it was written. Maybe it’s because modern 
conservatory training presumes that performance takes place in a vacuum, or at least in an 
antiseptic environment sterilized from human contact, but the performance circumstances in the 
eighteenth- and nineteenth-centuries were admittedly more varied in contexts – aristocratic 
homes, domestic music-making and public concerts – than just the modern recital hall with an 
impregnable fourth wall. 
Spontaneity. From the earliest writings about preluding, spontaneity is the most 
commonly agreed upon quality that must be present in a prelude by those masters of the form 
from across the entire period surveyed. Spontaneity is a matter of general manner of performance; 
a prelude should give the impression that it is being created in the moment. Corri advises us in 
                                                     
30 Valerie Woodring Goertzen, “Setting the Stage: Clara Schumann’s Preludes,” in In the Course of 
Performance, Bruno Nettl and Melinda Russell, ed. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1998), 237. 
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1813 that “all formality or precision of time must be avoided; preludes must appear to be the birth 
of the moment, the effusion of fancy, for which reason it may be observed that the measure or 
time is not always marked at Preludes.”31 This freedom from the tyranny of the barline and 
metronome would have been understood to be the defining characteristic of preludial style, 
whether improvised or notated. This is confirmed by Samuel Webbe in 1825: 
As SPNTANEITY [sic] is the proper characteristic of the prelude, the skillful 
proficient who is conscious of possessing a flow of fancy and capability to 
subject it to the laws of harmonious progression, will of course not advert to any 
extraneous aid: but to those who have not yet arrived at this eminence, it is hoped 
the following pages may afford a useful sample if they be careful to perform 
them with a freedom of manner, corresponding to that which it has been the 
Authors object as much as possible, to preserve in setting them.32 
Webbe’s Preludes for the Piano Forte goes on to say that the goal of a pianist was to 
emulate the practice of (presumably) professionals or seasoned players who most assuredly 
improvised preludes in performance. This principle was held by Czerny, who as late as 1839 
writes 
In playing such preludes, the listener should never be able to observe, that they 
have been previously studied. They should appear as simple and natural as if they 
were produced spontaneously, and on the spur of the moment; as indeed with 
practised Performers is really the case.33 
In his influential treatise Komposition und Improvisation (1972), Carl Dahlhaus speaks to 
the importance of the appearance of immediate invention, but disparages one of the techniques 
for improvising relied on by a number of writers from the period; memorizing motifs or “licks” to 
be used in instantaneous invention. 
A sober analysis reveals that improvisation almost always rests for the most part 
on formulas, tricks and models. … In order not to lose his bearings or get stuck, 
the improviser has to rely on a constantly available repertoire of clichés, on an 
                                                     
31 Philip Anthony Corri, Original System of Preluding (London: Chappell, 1813), 18. 
32 Samuel Webbe, Preludes for the Piano Forte in All the Most Familiar Keys Both Major and Minor 
(London: Clementi, Banger, Collard, Davis & Collard, c1825), preface. 
33 Carl Czerny, Complete Theoretical and Practical Piano Forte School, book III, Op. 500. J.A. Hamilton, 
trans. (London: R. Cocks and Co., 1839), §15. 
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inventory of prefabricated parts, which will not be invented in the moment. The 
appearance of spontaneity belongs to the role the improviser plays ….34 
Freedom of form. All instructional sources from the period are primarily harmony 
treatises, and only one presents an approach to preluding based upon a formal schema.35 Only a 
few references to structures such as melody, theme, or architecture are the exception.36 It seems 
that any structure that results from preluding is a byproduct of following (or breaking) the rules of 
harmonic progression. Sources rely on examples that accompany them and independent 
collections of preludes to demonstrate form, as well as inarticulable and implicit aspects of style, 
with the expectation that they are internalized by the reader. It is often overlooked that, from the 
perspective of the listener, improvisations will be subject to the same expectations of periodicity, 
regularity, and some degree of symmetry in construction as are compositions. 
It could be that the reason structure is not accounted for in preluding tutors is because the 
focus of attention is on the act of preluding, rather than the preludes themselves. Certainly, during 
the same period which preluding tutors cover, there are a number of compositional treatises as 
well, and the rules of composition – while applicable to some degree to improvisation – focus on 
the compositions themselves, not the act of composing. It is also informative that other forms of 
improvisation are addressed in treatises, primarily the fantasia, and are treated as a product, rather 
than a process. 
It could also be that structure is unaccounted for in preluding tutors because 
improvisation implicitly defies analysis, or is not deemed worthy of it. In the eighteenth century, 
form was often determined by thematic development, and this is not one of the requirements of 
any improvisational form in the period. Joseph Klein, in his Versuch eines Lehrbuchs (1783) note 
                                                     
34 Carl Dahlhaus, “Composition and Improvisation,” in Schoenberg and the New Music: Essays, trans. 
Derrick Puffett and Alfred Clayton. (Cambridge; New York: Cambridge University Press, 1987): 264. 
35 See Jan Nepomuk Hummel, Ausführliche theoretisch-pratische Anweisung zum Piano-Forte-Spiele 
(1828) in Chapter 2. 
36 See William E. Caplin, “Fantastical Forms: Formal Functionality in Improvisational Genres of the 
Classical Era,” from Musical Improvisation and Open Forms in the Age of Beethoven. Gianmario Borio 
and Angela Carone, ed. (New York: Routledge, 2018), 87-114. 
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that “a melody that binds itself to neither a Hauptsatz [main theme] nor a distinct rhythm is called 
a fantasia or capriccio.”37 And Carl Dahlhaus argues that “complex, nonschematic and yet firmly 
understandable form is not attainable” through improvisation.38 Whether this is a sign of 
weakness in the mind of the improviser or a quality endemic to the act of improvising is not clear. 
The fact is that no significant attention was paid to it during the period in which preluding was 
practiced, and authors of manuals relied primarily on communicating implicitly through examples 
– sometimes in a sense of helplessness. Carl Gottlieb Hering, in the preface to his Praktische 
Präludirschule, provides full musical examples because they are a more efficient way for the 
reader to learn how musical ideas [musikalische Gedanken] can be varied and turned [ausgeführt] 
into a piece. He lists a number of examples from a variety of composers to be studied, and then 
reprints the entirety of Beethoven’s Tempest Sonata, presumably as a model for an improvised 
fantasie.39 No explication is supplied. He leaves it to the reader to discern if any principles of 
form held true. 
Any sense of architectural form, then, came only from that imposed by adhering to the 
laws of harmonic progression, which was also vital in conveying a sense of fancy. The 
introductory nature of the prelude suggests that the affekt of the parent movement which it 
introduces not only figures strongly in the structure of the prelude, but that the content of that 
affekt becomes the material out of which the prelude is fashioned.40 
While a prelude might be conceived by the preludist with a structure of some kind, it 
seems that this structure should not be identifiable by the listener.  For some critics, however, this 
incursion of whimsy into the formality of composed works was not particularly welcome. In a 
                                                     
37 “Eine Melodie, die sich weder an einen Hauptsatz noch an einen bestimmten Rythmus bindet, wird eine 
Fantasie oder Capriccio genennet: wird überdies keine gewisse Tactart dabey beobachtet, so heißet so eine 
freye Fantasie.” Johann Joseph Klein, Versuch eines Lehrbuchs der praktischen Musik (Gera: Bekmann, 
1783), 61. Translation by Mary Burke. 
38 Dahlhaus, 261-68. 
39 Carl Gottlieb Hering, Praktische Präludirschule, vol. 2. (Leipzig: Gerhard Fleischer, 1812), 35. 
40 C.P.E. Bach, Essay, 431. 
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letter to Christian Heinrich Rinck in 1817, Ernst Ludwig Gerber’s sentiments about the fantasia 
could easily have been applied to the prelude where he writes that 
At present, … one can no longer perceive either any definite musical forms or 
any limits to the influence of the fantasia. Everything goes in all directions but to 
no fixed destination; the madder, the better! The wilder and stranger, all the more 
novel and effective; this is an endless straining after distant keys and 
modulations, enharmonic deviations, ear-splitting dissonances and chromatic 
progressions, an incessant process and without respite for the listener. In such a 
way we hear and play nothing but fantasias. Our sonatas are fantasias, our 
overtures are fantasias and even our symphonies, at least those of Beethoven and 
his like, are fantasias.41 
In his jeremiad against the fantasia, Gerber suggests that there are two qualities that 
define the phenomenon of fantasy: namely, formlessness and wild harmonic progressions through 
modulation, chromaticism, and dissonances. He also seems more put off by the popularity of the 
phenomenon of fantasia than the qualities of fantasia themselves which have crept into formal 
compositions. Perhaps this observation is an oblique indicator that the development of harmonic 
language from the Classical to the Romantic periods was driven by the adventurous structural and 
harmonic experiments carried out first in improvisation. 
A sense of freedom of form should not be taken to mean that a work should be formless, 
or wander aimlessly. Direction is necessary in formal composition, and is also one of the marks of 
a good improvisation. Good improvisation should “present a treatment of the musical material 
that was similar to the one found in a sonata or a strict contrapuntal construction,”42 but rigorous 
standards were not applied too strictly to improvisation in general, and this was recognized into 
the 1840s, well past the development stage of the prelude: 
To improvise, that is to say, compose without rapture, and without having taken 
the time to regulate (put in order) through reflection that which sudden 
inspirations bring to the composer in the way of more or less happy ideas, would 
                                                     
41 In a letter to C.H. Rinck. Quoted in Peter Schleuning and Crawford Howie, The Fantasia. (Cologne: A. 
Volk Verlag; New York: MCA Music, 1971), 15. 
42 Angela Carone, “Formal Elements of Instrumental Improvisation: Evidence from Written 
Documentation, 1770-1840,” in Musical Improvisation and Open Forms in the Age of Beethoven, 
Gianmario Borio and Angela Carone, ed. (New York: Routledge, 2018), 7.  
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be an impossible art if the products were to be judged with the rigor that applies 
to written compositions.43 
Formal Characteristics 
Technical points about preludes can be drawn from a number of tutors from across the 
period being addressed. C.P.E. Bach, Hummel, and Czerny have quite a number, but smaller 
tutors have specific rules and guidelines for preluding as well. These will be addressed in the 
following section devoted to reviewing the specifics of each of the important tutors from the 
period, but some technical requirements are common to them, and these technical distinctions can 
reliably be attributed as general qualities of preludes. These are comprised of final cadences, 
harmonic progression and the rule of the octave, and types of preludes. 
Cadences. Most of the preluding tutors from the period include examples, and these 
examples often begin with exercises in cadences. The first examples are often nothing more than 
dominant-tonic cadences in various keys. These cadences are then developed into more complex 
cadences, and then developed further with techniques for melodic or motivic surface material. 
They then continue with extended passages with figuration, scales, and other fioritura, but all are 
harmonically built upon the dominant-tonic cadence. In more advanced examples, preludes take 
forms that include various harmonic variations, themes, etc., but universally all conclude with a 
tonic cadence. In fact, one of the basic principles of the prelude is that it ends in the key of the 
parent work to which it is attached, even if it did not start in that key. This is one of the formal, if 
not also qualitative, features of prelude that distinguishes it from the cadenza. Manfredini writes 
in his Regole armoniche (1797): 
A good player will also play a small prelude or improvisation ending with a 
cadence in the tonic key before performing the sonata or concerto, or before any 
                                                     
43 “Improviser, c’est à dire, composer sans rapture, et sans avoir pris le temps de régler par la réflexion ce que de 
soudaines inspirations apportent d’idées plus ou moins heureuses à l’artiste, serait un art impossible si ses 
produits devaient être jugés avec la riguer qui s’attache à l’appréciation des compositions écrites.” F. J. Fétis and 
Ignaz Moscheles, Méthode des Méthodes, Op. 98. (Paris: Schlesinger, 1840), 76. Translation by Elisabeth 
Wright. 
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piece of music, as this will help fashion the key and changes of tone [modulation] 
…. [emphasis added]44 
In the original edition that appeared in 1774, Manfredini included fourteen preludes as 
examples of his ideas of preluding that are little more than glorified cadences. Unfortunately, in 
Manfredini’s expanded edition of 1797 he omits the preludes because, as he claims, he had to 
increase the number of tables, and the preludes were there only for “ornament;” he admits to their 
importance to those who do not improvise their own preludes, and promises that he “will not fail 
to make other reprints with some other preludes that I have recently composed, knowing that … 
such a genre of music (many of which are made to modulate, and always honors those who write 
them down) is rather rare.”45 
C.P.E. Bach states it plainly: “When the performer is allowed adequate time to have 
attention directed to his work he may modulate to remoter keys. But formal closing cadences are 
not always required; they are employed at the end and once in the middle.”46 By “not always 
required,” C.P.E. is referring to the freedom from the rules of harmonic resolution which would 
normally hold true for composition or basso continuo realization. He is stating that, in the midst 
of improvising, it is not always necessary to formulate complete cadences, but that the half 
cadence or deceptive cadence can be exploited to move into other key areas. The cadence in the 
tonic is still necessary at the end of a prelude. This is confirmed by every example of preluding 
                                                     
44 “Un'altra attenzione che deve avere il bravo sonatore si è quella di preludiare un poco, ossia sonar 
qualche cosa di capriccio, e far la cadenze nel tono principale prima di eseguire qualsivolglia sonata, o 
concerto; e prima di accompagnare qualunque pezzo di musica: E siccome a far questo giova motissimo di 
sapere come so formano le cadenze, e i cambiamenti di tono; tutto ció si troverá nella parte seguente.” 
Manfredini, Regole Armoniche, 104. Translation by Sarah Weiner. 
45 “Avendo dovuto in questa nova edizione accrescere d'assai il numero delle tavole, ho tralasciato 
d'inserirvi i quattordici preludi, o sieno capricci ch'esistevano nella prima edizione, come un puro 
ornamento peró, e non perchè vi fossero necessari. Questo poi l'ho fatto ancora perchè tante tavole non 
pregiudicassero alla legatura, e alla formo del libro. Non mancheró per altro di farli ristampare con alcuni 
altri che ho composto ultimamente, sapendo che non dispiacquero; e perchè un tal gener di musica, (che 
consiste moltissimo nella modulazione, e fa sempre onore a chi lo scive, e a chi l'esguisce,) è piuttosto 
raro.” Translation by Sarah Weiner. 
 Ibid., 170. 
46 C.P.E. Bach, Essay, 434. 
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produced for the entire period of this study, and by the complete absence of mention of ending a 
prelude in any other form.47 
The necessity of a final cadence has deeper implications beyond what is apparent on the 
surface. It tells us something about how the eighteenth-century pianist conceived of the prelude, 
and how and why composers began to adopt built-in introductions. While the cadenza was 
conceived as part of the work to which it was attached, the prelude was thought of something 
independent, at least in terms of architectural form. While the prelude might be introductory in 
intent, the final cadence at the end sets it apart from the work it introduces. This is consistent with 
at least some of the stated purposes of the prelude (to warm up, to alert the audience of the 
coming work, etc.), and is supported as late as the 1880s by Hans von Bülow: 
Properly speaking, one should not prelude before a piece. But sometimes one 
must do it; if for example the listener wants to hear the whole piece and will be 
prevented from doing so by his neighbor’s need and its satisfaction [possibly to 
chatter]. Then it had best be done in the spirit of the composer.48 
Even with the accommodation that the prelude should be delivered in the “spirit of the 
composer,” the final cadence before the parent work would assure that no one would be confused 
about what constituted the work and what did not. This principle does not hold forth into the 
arena of composed preludes written into works, as will be addressed later. 
If the over-arching purpose of the prelude is as an introduction to a parent work, it is 
worth inquiring what constitutes an introduction in technical terms. Theorist Edward T. Cone 
offers some assistance, and lays out the basic purpose of an introduction, proposing a distinction 
between an “introduction” and a “frame”. Reviewing his own work, he refers to himself in the 
third person:  
Cone is succinct and definite: “an introduction is an expanded upbeat.” Thus 
described, it is contrasted with the introductory “frame.” The latter is ‘complete 
                                                     
47 The method for proceeding through a cadenza into its parent work was known at the time, but most 
sources do not suggest attacca continuation of a prelude into its parent work via a dominant preparation. 
48 Theodor Pfeiffer and Richard Louis Zimdars, The Piano Master Classes of Hans von Bülow: Two 
Participants’ Accounts (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1993), 114. 
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and self-contained, arriving at a full cadence; … a part, yet not wholly a part, of 
the composition. The difference is not dependent upon length and complexity. 
The brief I-V-I that opens (and closes) Mendelssohn’s Song without Words No. 9 
(“Consolation”) is a frame; the elaborate construction at the start of Beethoven’s 
Seventh Symphony, it is long, begins with its own strong downbeat, and contains 
many subdivisions – a true introduction, as opposed to a frame, is an expanded 
upbeat.49 
Whether the examples in the tutors are nothing more than brief, I-V-I cadences or 
elaborate forms of cadence idiomatic to the keyboard, every example and description of prelude 
supplied in the tutors suggests that the prelude is, under Cone’s definition, an introductory frame, 
not an introduction. At first glance this seems to be a trivial distinction, but his words point us to 
one of the essential distinctions about the role of an introduction. To the modern mind (including 
Cone’s), an introduction, generally speaking, is “written into” or attached to a work, it is not 
conceived of as an independent form, and while it might not be part of a notated composition, it is 
decidedly part of the performed composition.50 The eighteenth-century mind trained by the 
practices of preluding from previous generations did not necessarily consider the introduction as 
some form of anacrusis, setting up the arrival of a soloist as it does today. Preparation meant 
more than just establishing the pitch, mode, and affekt of a piece. Preluding had other purposes in 
introducing a performance, not simply a composition. In fact, the narrowing of the role of prelude 
to serve only a compositional function is one of the reasons that preluding disappeared – solo 
piano works don’t require an introduction in the way a soloist does. In essence, then, the modern 
notion of introduction is a V chord with a question mark, not a V-I with a period.  
The cadence is also the cornerstone of the cadenza. Similar in style and form to the 
prelude, the cadenza’s raison d’être is something entirely different. Türk reveals the cadenza’s 
origin story in his Clavierschule:  
Formerly before a cadence [Tonschlüssen], only such embellishments were used 
which required no cessation of the meter … These so-called figurated cadences 
                                                     
49 Edward T. Cone, “Musical Form and Musical Performance” Reconsidered. Music Theory Spectrum 7 
(Spring, 1985): 156. 
50 A metaphysical distinction conveniently detoured for the moment. See chapter 5. 
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[Kadenzen] apparently found favor, then were enlarged and at the same time 
were not so closely bound to the meter. Accompanists were so obliging as to 
yield … slightly until finally, little by little, extempore cadenzas were the result. 
Their origin is placed in the year 1710 to 1716. The country of origin is very 
likely Italy.51 
The beginnings of the cadenza, then, are lofty and artistic, compared to the rather jejune 
story of the introductory prelude: a show pony to the humble draft horse. Like the introductory 
prelude, the cadenza was born from the soloist: the keyboard prelude was meant to serve the 
prosaic needs of a soloist (or some “other”); the cadenza was an expropriation of the soloist’s 
ornamental prerogative. Both are opportunities for personal, virtuosic display, but serving 
different purposes. 
Harmonic Development. If the cadence is the cornerstone of the prelude, the Regola 
dell’ottava is the keystone. It is mentioned above that the form of the prelude is essentially 
determined by the harmonic structure over which the preludist improvises. This structure is in 
turn determined largely by the Regola dell’ottava, or the rule of the octave. 
The foundation of basso continuo practice, the “Rule” is a concept of how degrees of the 
scale are harmonized consistent with a particular mode. This simplified system was subject to 
variations, but served as a convenient method of assuming harmonic values to degrees of the 
scale for figured bass players. The term originated in the eighteenth century with François 
Campion’s Traité d’accompagnement et de composition selon la règle des octaves de musique 
(1716), but the practice was well-grounded in continuo practice through the sixteenth century. By 
the end of the eighteenth century practical application was all but vestigial, but the theoretical 
underpinnings were still the basis for an understanding of harmonic function.  
For the eighteenth-century improviser, the Rule served as the basis upon which one 
internalized the relationships of harmonies, voice-leading, and inversions. C.P.E. Bach begins the 
chapter on improvisation in his Essay by immediately stating that improvising requires a 
                                                     
51 Türk, School, 297. 
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“thorough understanding of harmony and acquaintance with a few rules of construction.52 Johann 
Gottfried Vierling, in the Versuch einer Anleitung zum Präludieren (1794). requires four things to 
create a prelude, and the first three relate to harmony: an understanding of thorough bass, 
modulations, and the rule of the octave.53 Similarly, Czerny requires three things to be a 
successful preludist. The first requirement is natural aptitude, followed by a thorough training in 
all branches of harmony, so that the adroitness for proper modulating would have already become 
second nature for the performer.54 These are only three examples of the prominent place 
knowledge of harmony and the rule of the octave play in all of the improvisation tutors. 
Types of Preludes. According to a letter of July 20, 1778 from Mozart, there were to his 
mind two types of prelude: an introductory prelude used to test the keyboard, and a modulatory 
prelude, used to get from one key to another, usually between two independent works, but also 
between movements of a single work.55 His description invites a comparison based on function, 
but that is only half of it. Mozart also makes a distinction between structured and unstructured 
preluding, or gebundene and freie art. This is demonstrated in part by the way in which he uses 
the term “capriccio.” In K. 284a, in which a series of seemingly independent sections are 
compiled, and may or may not have been meant to be joined. The first is a series of primarily 
seventh chords with no barlines. The second, labeled “Capriccio”, is written in meter (fig. 2): 
                                                     
52 C.P.E. Bach, Essay, 430. 
53 Johann Gottfried Vierling, Versuch einer Anleitung zum Präludieren (Leipzig: Breitkopf und Härtel, 
1794), 3 
54 Carl Czerny, A Systematic Introduction to Improvisation on the Pianoforte, ed. and trans., Alice L. 
Mitchell, (New York: Longman, 1983), 2. 
55 Anderson, Letters, 573. 
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Figure 2: Mozart, Preludes, K. 284a (177-). 
Additional evidence for the distinction between types of improvisation comes from the 
letters in the Mozart family, as described by Mozart scholar Katalin Komlós:  
In the letters and documents of the Mozart family strict style is marked as 
org[e]lmässig, kirchenstyl, or fugirte playing. Announcements, reviews, and 
letters describe his famous concert … in the Augsburg Fugger Hall, which, in 
addition to a performance of the Triple Piano Concerto K 242 on three new Stein 
fortepianos (!), contained a “frey-fugirte Fantasie im Kirchenstyl.”56  
The modulating preludes are unique in the output of Mozart, and along with the example 
by Beethoven, are rare instances of modulating preludes. Formerly known as the Capriccio in C 
major, K. 395/300g, these pieces were written for Nannerl, who included her request for them as 
a post script of letter from Leopold to Mozart, September 28, 1777: 
That reminds me, Bimperl, please be so good as to send me soon a short 
preambulum. But write this one from C into B [B-flat], so that I may gradually 
learn it by heart.57 
                                                     
56 Katalin Komlós, “’Ich praeludirte und spielte Varazionen:’ Mozart the Fortepianist,” in Larry Todd and 
Peter Williams, Perspectives on Mozart Performance. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991), 30. 
57 Anderson, Letters, 411. 
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Mozart replied to the letter with an indication that he had included four praeambula, 
which together form K.284a.58 The four preludes modulate from C to B-flat, B-flat to E-flat, D-
flat to C minor. The final is entirely in C. As the name suggests, “the manner of the modulating 
preludes is entirely that of the free fantasia: endless arpeggios and passages follow each other in 
bizarre order, senza misura,”59 and show their influence from the notation and general style of the 
fantasias of C.P.E. Bach (fig. 3). 
 
Figure 3: Mozart, Modulierendes Präludium (F-e), K.deest, MS Mus 6.341 (1776/77). 
These modulation preludes of Mozart are completely different in style to Beethoven’s 
modulating counterparts, Two Preludes, Op. 39, composed in 1789.60 Each is written on a 
contrapuntal theme, and exploits no virtuosity or even brilliant figuration. They both begin and 
end in C, winding their way through all of the major keys, sometimes modulating and changing 
key signature every measure (fig. 4). These preludes are truly utilitarian; a method to transpose to 
any key by simply stopping at the key of destination. 
 
Figure 4: Beethoven, Deux Preludes, Op. 39 (1789) – II. mm. 55-60. 
                                                     
58 Ibid. 
59 Komlós, “Ich praeludirte,” 28. 
60 Ludwig van Beethoven, Deux Preludes par tous les 12 Tons majeurs pour le Fortepiano ou l’Orgue 
(Leipzig: A. Kühnel, n.d. [1803/04]). 
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Contrasting with Mozart’s types of preludes, Carl Czerny identified three types of 
preludes in his Systematic Introduction: the short prelude, the more extended, elaborate prelude, 
and the very free, recitative-like prelude. The short prelude allowed the performer to try out the 
instrument briefly and to set the key and perhaps also the overall tone of the piece to follow. 
These could be of the shortest possible variety – two chords, dominant and tonic, possibly with 
figuration – as described in his Piano Forte School as the “shortest possible prelude.”61 In his first 
example, he shows the harmonic structure of a prelude, and, as he points out, “And now you can 
see what can be done” (fig. 5): 
 
Figure 5: Czerny, Systematische Anleitung, Op. 200 (1829) – exercises 1 & 2. 
In the second chapter of A Systematic Introduction, Czerny suggests reasons for a more 
elaborate prelude: 
When the performer has to play a solo piece for which the composer himself has 
written no introduction, as, for example, in rondos or variations that begin 
directly with the theme, then it is not inappropriate if the improvised prelude is 
proportionately longer and more elaborate, and if materials from the following 
theme are included, whereupon the aggregate amounts to a suitable 
introduction.62 
These elaborate preludes essentially take the form of a fantasy, using themes and motives 
that are developed through repetition and sequence not found in the simpler form of prelude. 
Longer preludes explore multiple key areas, with and without internal cadences. These preludes 
are unique in an important way: they most often end on the dominant rather than the tonic, giving 
                                                     
61 Carl Czerny, Complete Theoretical and Practical Piano Forte School, book III, Op. 500, trans. J. A. 
Hamilton (London: R. Cocks and Co., 1839), 117. 
62 Czerny, A Systematic Introduction, 17. 
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greater momentum towards the parent work. They are the only notated form of independent 
prelude that ends without a cadence (fig. 6): 
 
 
Figure 6: Czerny, Systematische Anleitung, Op. 200 (1829) – exercise 22, mm. 1-10, 42-46. 
The final form of Czerny prelude looks back to the stylus phantasticus of the C.P.E. Bach 
era, and “leaves room for a great deal of expressiveness and striking harmonic changes …”63 
Czerny conceives of them as unmeasured, declaimed like a recitative … “with some sections in 
chords sounding simultaneously and others with broken chords, seemingly without a conscious 
plan, resembling wanderings into unknown regions. …But this kind of prelude should not be 
drawn out too long without interweaving a rhythmically defined melody.”64 (fig. 7): 
 
                                                     
63 Ibid., 23. 
64 Ibid. 
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Figure 7: Czerny, Systematische Anleitung, Op. 200 (1829) - exercise 23, beginning and end. 
Yet another system of organization comes from modern scholar Howard Ferguson, who 
has identified three categories of preludes: “The unattached prelude, which has no prescribed 
sequel but may precede any piece or group of pieces in the same mode of key; the attached 
prelude, which has one specific sequel, and the independent prelude, which has no sequel.”65 
These classifications, while not illustrative of style like Czerny’s distinctions, are convenient for 
the modern preludist to speak about preludes. His “unattached prelude” and “attached prelude” 
correspond to the prêt-à-porter preludes that appear in sets from the period, and compositions 
with preludes attached, respectively, both of which are described in the following chapter of this 
writing. The “independent prelude” is either a fantasy or a composed prelude of the Chopin type, 
with no intended attachment. 
The Fortepiano 
It’s no surprise that the arrival of the fortepiano and its technical capabilities significantly 
changed the nature of the prelude: 
The Viennese keyboard idiom of the last quarter of the eighteenth century, 
tailored for and inspired by the new fortepiano, evoked a new kind of virtuosity 
which naturally affected improvisation, the highest form of soloistic creativity. 
                                                     
65 David Ledbetter, and Howard Ferguson, "Prelude,” Grove Music Online (2001), 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo-
9781561592630-e-0000043302. (accessed 21 Feb. 2019). 
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…the fortepiano created a specific language and aura of its own, with its unique 
means of expression and sound.66 
Although not yet completely removed from the musical landscape, the limitations of the 
harpsichord were laid bare in the late eighteenth century, as can be summarized in this criticism 
by Nicolas-Joseph Hüllmandel, student of C. P. E. Bach, found in the Encyclopédie Méthodique 
(1780): 
All these complications indicate the imperfection of this instrument. It demands 
too much patience from those who play it…Are we tied to this instrument by 
such false puerile imitations [imitation stops]? There is an instrument that far 
better fulfils the purpose of music and possesses evenness and purity of sound in 
any desired degree of strength or sweetness, and speaks to the heart without 
hurting the ear.67 
Similar complaints were posited by Milchmeyer in his treatise, The True Art of Playing the 
Pianoforte: “For this reason I do not believe that the harpsichord as well as the clavichord are the 
right instruments on which one can learn to play correctly. Seeking to play expressively on the 
latter causes unending (?) contortion of the fingers, etc.”68 
The fortepiano became immensely popular, but there were many who saw the instrument 
as a usurper, and  
…viewed the piano’s takeover of the keyboard scene with alarm and regret. 
Voltaire called the piano a ‘cauldron-maker’s instrument’ and the organist 
Balbastre told Taskin: ‘You toil in vain; this newcomer will never dethrone the 
majestic harpsichord’.69  
Yet there persisted for some time these three instruments, each performing discreet 
functions in the musical realm: the clavichord remained popular for playing music in an intimate 
setting, the fortepiano was the preferred instrument for chamber use and accompanying, as well 
                                                     
66 Ibid., 31. 
67 Carl Parrish, “Criticism of the Piano When It Was New.” Musical Quarterly 30, no. 4 (1944): 433-34. 
68 Milchmeyer, Die wahre Art das Pianoforte zu spielen. (Dresden: Carl Christian Meinhold, 1802 edition), 
11. Quoted in Türk, Clavierschule, Translator’s Introduction, xviii. 
69 Reginald Gerig, Famous Pianists and Their Technique. (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2007), 
40.  
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as for solo with an orchestra, and the harpsichord continued to be used for continuo – often 
played by the composer or conductor – in operatic and orchestral situations. 
The scale and dimension of the piano is no small matter where chamber music and, 
particularly, concertos are concerned. The piano of the mid-nineteenth century was large enough 
to hold its own against an orchestra, and by the arrival of the concertos of the generation of Herz 
and Kalkbrenner the piano dominated the ensemble, which was reduced to an accompanying 
role.70 But in the concertos of Mozart’s day and those before, the fortepiano lacked the capacity to 
carry equal weight with the orchestra. In a period during which improvisation was on equal 
footing with composition in solo and chamber works, it is natural that some opportunity for 
improvisation would be available in the concerto as well. Cadenzas were the single guaranteed 
opportunity a soloist would have to govern the music.  
In addition to the compass of the instrument, the advent of the pedal had a profound 
effect on what constituted idiomatic writing for the keyboard in the period 1775-1825. Of course, 
the term “pedal” is itself confusing, because between the 1760s and 1815 the system for raising 
the dampers migrated from hand stop to knee lever to foot pedal, yet there are no uniform terms 
for referring to the earlier of these methods nor common terms for notating their use. It was to the 
hand stop mechanism that C.P.E. Bach was referring when he wrote in 1762 that  
The best instruments for our purpose are the clavichord and pianoforte. … The 
undamped register of the pianoforte is the most pleasing and, once the performer 
learns to observe the necessary precautions in the face of its reverberations, the 
most delightful for improvisation.71 
Although the pedal – operated by the foot – was present on the English fortepiano early 
in the Classical era, it took longer to show up on its Viennese counterpart. Knee-levers to raise 
the dampers were present on practically all Viennese fortepianos by 1780, but it could be that 
                                                     
70 Expressed by Schumann in the Neue Zeitschrift für Musik 4 (April, 1836), 113. Translated in Leon 
Plantinga, Beethoven’s Concertos: History, Style, Performance, vol. 1. (New York: W.W. Norton, 1999), 
203-05. 
71 C.P.E. Bach, Essay, 431. 
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their presence was not for the same reasons; Malcolm Bilson believes that the English fortepiano 
had pedals to increase resonance, but that for their Viennese counterparts, resonance was 
something builders wanted to avoid.72 In fact, the hand stop they replaced had better luck at 
increasing resonance, since it could only be activated while not playing.  
Just because a piano had a mechanism for raising and lowering dampers, it should not be 
taken for granted that it was always particularly effective. Carl Friedrich Cramer did not think so, 
and said as much is his discussion of C.P.E. Bach’s Claviersonaten und freye Fantasien (1783), 
where he expressed that it was unfortunate that Bach mentioned the fortepiano as an optional 
instrument because 
if one notices that according to the title these rondos, sonatas, and fantasies are 
meant to be played also on the fortepiano and realizes that, usually on these 
imperfect instruments, scales make bad effects if the player does not have in 
every finger an elastic spring … to avoid unwanted aftersounds. It is sad, 
however, for the art of music that these kinds of instruments [fortepianos without 
escapements] already rule in whole nations and even in Germany, the true home 
of the clavichord; and one finds especially in the southern-German provinces 
more easily twenty good pianofortes, fortbiens, or clavecin-royals, or however 
these dulcimer kinds are called, than one good clavichord.73 
Once the mechanism for raising the dampers moved to the knee, the fingers no longer had 
to supply all the sustaining power, and larger leaps could be achieved without sacrificing sustain. 
This should be considered an essential technical difference between the preludes of the mid- and 
late-eighteenth century. A surface comparison of the early fantasies of C.P.E. Bach and the 
preludes of Mozart are illustrative enough of the effect fortepianos – and the pedal in particular – 
                                                     
72 Malcolm Bilson, “The Viennese Fortepiano of the Late 18th Century.” Early Music 8, No. 2 (1980): 162. 
73 “wenn man bedenkt daß diese Rondos, Sonaten etc. der Aufschrift des Titels zufolge, mit furs Fortepiano 
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had on compositional and improvisational practice in terms of range, virtuosity, and phrase 
length. 
Pianist-Composers 
The fortepiano heralded the first generation of public idols of the keyboard, certainly 
more than had been true of the harpsichord. It was not until the emergence of the public concert 
that performers – particularly those who were composers – enjoyed this new status. In the middle 
of the 18th century composers were seen primarily as craftsmen,74 skilled in a particular guild, but 
holding no exalted position. Public concerts imbued them with super-human qualities, and the 
best composers were idolized as independent artists; the “celebrity chefs” of their day, and the 
concept of ‘genius’ was applied to those composers “whose work was oriented to evoking the 
sublime – to inciting fear and trembling in the beholder of ‘his’ work.”75 Mark Evan Bonds points 
out the new celebrity status of composers as reflected in the format of title pages to opera 
librettos. An opera bill in 1770 may or may not acknowledge the composer, and if it did, it was in 
small type, and probably not on the title page. By the mid-nineteenth century, the composer 
“enjoyed undisputed top billing.”76 This elevation of the public concert – and public hero – was 
increasingly significant in Vienna at the end of the eighteenth century:77 
Mozart’s Vienna decade is noteworthy as a period of transition in the economics of music 
and, in particular, of composition. It was part of the changeover from the universal 
system of private patronage to the beginnings of a market mechanism under which the 
product of the composer and the performer became a commodity that could be bought 
and sold …78 
                                                     
74 See Bonds, Wordless Rhetoric, 56.  
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Mozart was, of course, the first hero composer-virtuoso – although some contemporary 
opinions attributed the role to Koželuch79 – but he was still only primus inter pares. Haydn, 
Clementi, Koželuch, Pleyel, Schroeter, and Sterkel were immensely popular, and this is 
confirmed by Mary Sue Morrow, who compiled information about the public concert life in 
Vienna in the last decade of the eighteenth century.80 According to Morrow, the 1780s saw six 
pianists in public concerts; in the 1790s, that number climbed to fourteen, which included Josepha 
Auernhammer, Ludwig van Beethoven, Anton Eberl, Johann Baptist Henneberg, Josepha Hofer, 
Johann Nepomuk Hummel, Mlle Krommer [or Franz Krommer] (?), Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, 
Johann Renner, Cäsar Scheidl, Johanna Sonnleithner, Daniel Steibelt, and Joseph Wölfl.81 It is 
interesting to note that three of these player were wunderkinder (Hofer, Renner, and Scheidl), and 
at least three were women. 
The system of aristocratic patronage of musicians was waning, and this new environment 
became the birthplace of the composer-virtuoso, whose affirmation and fame was garnered from 
public, rather than private, patronage. This was, after all, a period of time when royals were 
losing their heads, and at the end of the eighteenth century only a handful of noble patrons were 
left.82 This was attended by an increasing popularity of public concerts, and a widening difference 
between public and private music in the late eighteenth century. Scholar of the Classical era 
Charles Rosen suggests that the difference gave rise to a keener sense of the “amateur” musician, 
and that the keyboard increasingly became the province of women.83 His view is supported by the 
fact that most of Haydn’s keyboard output and many Mozart concertos and Beethoven sonatas are 
written specifically for women. In fact, Katelin Komlós draws our attention to the fact that  
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The Jahrbuch der Tonkunst von Wien und Prag (1796) lists the names and 
activities of over two-hundred Viennese musicians under the title “Virtuosen und 
Dilettanten.” Of these, more than sixty are keyboardist, and nearly two-thirds of 
this sixty are ladies.84 
Rosen’s viewpoint is demonstrable also in the reputation of Beethoven, who was 
considered “manly” by his colleagues,85 and his keyboard writing straddles the line of 
demarcation between those works that are acceptable for women to perform and those that are 
not. Scholar Tia DeNora describes: 
Indeed, the keyboard was a woman’s province because of the demands, or lack of 
demands, that that instrument made upon the body, and its ability to afford the 
demonstration of a quiet body in performance…Indeed, for a woman, to exhibit 
one’s self as a body engaged in musical labour was to exhibit one’s self in a 
potentially erotic mode. Women thus played keyboard instruments or sang 
because these proved opportunities for musical participation that did not interrupt 
propriety.86 
Like domestic life, women pianists seemed to reign in the private (or domestic) 
performance, and it is hardly surprising that the overwhelming majority of newly-minted heroic 
pianists were men. A concept of masculinity developed in the beginning of the 19th century that 
any endeavor in which a degree of professionalism is required, that endeavor is masculinized.  
Beethoven’s contemporaries themselves referred to his style as “manly” – and 
not in the earlier 18th century use of the term “manly” to mean “mature” but 
rather in the sense of embodying aesthetic power and the sublime. Beethoven’s 
music can thus be said to have afforded specific actors and groups of actors ideas 
about what it meant to be a man …87  
The pre-eminence of men on the concert stage is confirmed by Czerny, who reports that 
the three most famous pianists in Vienna at the end of the 18th century were men: “Wölfl, 
renowned for his virtuosity; [Joseph] Gelinek, a general favorite because of the dazzling elegance 
of his technique as well as for his variations; and Lipavsky, a fine sight-reader and celebrated for 
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his performances of Bach fugues.”88 The status quo continued into the nineteenth century, as 
explained by scholar Katherine Ellis: 
Until the mid 1840s, the most conspicuous kind of pianist in Paris was the male 
composer-virtuoso, whose reputation was built largely around performances of 
his own virtuoso pieces – concerts, concerto movements, and operatic fantasies 
in particular. Narcissistic and competitive, he basked in the authority of both 
complete control over and ownership of this repertory. He adapted or revised his 
works in performance and composed in such a way as to emphasize his technical 
strengths and mask his deficiencies.89 
Despite the authorial position of composer-virtuoso, cracks began to appear in the façade. 
Until the mid-nineteenth century, virtuosity had worked hand in hand with improvisation as the 
means to performed virility. With the gradual replacement of improvisation with composed 
counterparts, this privileged position was challenged. In a review of a performance by Charles 
Hallé in 1842, the reviewer Carl Gollmick lamented:  
“…but he would have recalled that [golden] age even more had he also played a 
free fantasy, as those kings of the piano did. Unfortunately, this most noble 
branch of piano playing, by which one used to recognize the true pianist, has 
been lost for the most part, for every thunder god or gymnast is now called a 
master.”90 
Improvisations to Compositions 
There is a parallel trajectory of the prelude from the 17th to the 18th centuries, and from 
the 18th to the 19th centuries. In both cases preluding that originated as improvisation became 
codified in notation. In the first period, the toccata, the præludium, the préludes non mesuré, etc., 
gradually reached their zenith in the preludes of Bach. Similarly, preluding that was introduced in 
the mid-eighteenth century in the empfindsamer and galant styles gradually became unified – and 
arguably ossified – in the mid-nineteenth century independent compositions of Chopin, et al. The 
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continued development of the prelude as composition led to a gradual change in its purpose. 
Scholar Nicholas Temperley succinctly puts it: 
In the course of time these prosaic functions [warming up, tuning, giving tempo 
and starting pitch, etc.] were seized by players as an opportunity to display 
technical facility, musical learning, or creativity. This could be called a second 
phase of preluding. Then in a third phase, ideal models of the prelude were 
written down or even printed, and so became a fixed form of composition.91 
While composition was a lofty exercise, improvisation was a litmus test of creative and 
technical prowess through at least the first thirty years of the nineteenth century. It is 
unquestionable that every musician was expected to ornament and vary musical texts, and not 
only in a solo capacity, but also in ensemble works, as attested to by the complaints of Louis 
Spohr, who 
(Dec 19, 1816) decried an orchestral performance conducted by him in Rome 
that was constantly marred by untrammeled embellishment by individual 
members of the orchestra. Spohr remarked that he specifically forbade the 
players to make any additions to the music as printed, but acknowledged that 
ornamentation was second nature to them.92 
Although it fell out of favor, was then discouraged, and finally banned from the practice of art-
music altogether within the same century, its importance as artistic shibboleth should not be 
underestimated.93 
Hummel expressed the importance of improvisation not only as an art form but in its 
effect upon the player in his Ausführliche: 
Even if a person plays with inspiration, but always from a written score, he or she 
will be much less nourished, broadened, and educated than through the frequent 
offering of all of his or her powers in a free fantasy practiced in the full 
awareness of certain guidelines and directions, even if this improvisation is only 
moderately successful.94 
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A reviewer of Kalkbrenner’s Twenty-four Preludes (1827) comments upon the changes 
taking place in preluding, and records that they had developed from “a few appropriate passages” 
to “prepare the hand for the execution that was to follow” into works of more “extended 
signification” that are varied in shades of character. Apparently, the prelude had, in the hands of 
“professors,” developed beyond the abilities of the amateur player, and the goal of Kalkbrenner 
was to create a collection of works that would be a “practical illustration of the character of each 
key, … which will serve for a useful guide to the attentive observer, to be followed upon all 
minor occasions.”95 He goes on to explicitly state what these preludes represent: 
The principal purpose however which such works as the present are calculated to 
effect, is to serve as a guide to enlightened persons, who know how to apply their 
principles judiciously, and by such assistance to write preludes for themselves, 
… But any person who will study with care such works as the ones before us, 
may store his mind with ideas that may be brought to bear through his own tact 
and discrimination, at times when no such work, as a whole, would answer his 
purpose.96 
Despite the exalted position preluding held in the 1820s, hints of the direction preludes 
were taking can be found in the second edition of Ignaz Moscheles’ 50 Präludien, Op. 73. The 
original edition, published in 1827, contained no prefatory material, but in the preface to the 
second edition published in 1855, Moscheles makes it clear that the purpose of the preludes is not 
preparation for a performance or introduction to performed work, but rather an etude for technical 
study: 
As in the latest editions of my studies (for which these Preludes may serve as 
preparatory practice-pieces), so here many passages have a twofold, nay 
threefold, fingering, in order that the player may know the various systems of 
fingering, and while adhering to none of them with pedantic absoluteness, may 
compare them all and choose the way that best suits the fingers.97 
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Collections of preludes as compositions in the early nineteenth-century include those by 
Hummel, Cramer, Maria Agata Szymanowska, Wilhelm Würfel, Kalkbrenner, and Moscheles, 
but none had the impact of the Twenty-four Preludes, Op. 28 (1839) of Frédéric Chopin. These 
mark a definitive point at which the prelude took on a life independent of the improvised 
preluding in performance, and also free from the attachment to a parent work. Preludes, along 
with other small forms of composition, were now part of the musical canon. Chopin may have 
used his preludes as introductions; he more likely performed the preludes individually or as sets 
with other preludes, as is suggested by keyboard scholar Jeffrey Kallberg, who points out “[a] 
typical programme listing from his 1842 Parisian recital, was ‘Suite de Nocturnes, Préludes, et 
Etudes’.”98 Jean-Jacques Eigeldinger, one of the foremost writers on Chopin, believes that the set 
has a grand architecture, forming a “cycle” of works:99  
The 24 Preludes find their origin in J.S. Bach’s music, especially on account of 
their polymelodic texture; at the same time, they break from the post-classical 
tradition, since they lack any function connected with their title. Far from 
representing a heterogeneous collection of Charakterstucke, they constitute a 
cycle owing to their dynamic covering of the twenty-four major and minor 
tonalities. This circle is obviously unified by an omnipresent motif-like cell .…100  
Eigeldinger’s theory dismisses the perspective of the nineteenth-century player, who, 
confused by the title “Preludes,” would wonder, prelude to what? Even though preludes existed in 
both compositional and improvisational form, they were understood as introductions. With 
Chopin’s Twenty-four Preludes, compositional form had finally severed itself from its prosaic 
beginnings. 
This did not mean that the improvised, introductory prelude was finished, although 
Mendelssohn certainly wished it gone: 
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The King had given me the theme of “Non piu andrai,” on which I was to 
improvise. My former opinion is now fully confirmed, that it is an absurdity to 
extemporize in public. I have seldom felt so like a fool as when I took my place 
at the piano, to present to the public the fruits of my inspiration; but the audience 
were quite contented, and there was no end of their applause. They called me 
forward again, and the Queen said all that was courteous; but I was annoyed, for 
I was far from being satisfied with myself, and I am resolved never again to 
extemporize in public – it is both an abuse and an absurdity.101 
 Mendelssohn may have felt that improvisation was absurd, but the popularity it enjoyed – 
and to which he attests – assured that it would continue in some form throughout the nineteenth 
century under the fingers of Schubert, Spohr, Ries, Cramer, Hummel, Robert and Clara 
Schumann, and Brahms.102 
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Chapter 2: PRELUDING: TUTORS AND EXAMPLES 
In the final Allegro, there occurs several holds before a resumption of the theme. … At 
one of these Beethoven suddenly began to improvise, took the Rondo as a theme and 
entertained himself and the others for a considerable time: but not his associates. They 
were displeased, and Herr Ramm [Friedrich Ramm, oboist] even enraged. It really was 
comical to see these gentlemen waiting expectantly every moment to go on, continually 
lifting their instruments to their lips, then quietly putting them down again. At last 
Beethoven was satisfied and dropped again into the Rondo. The entire audience was 
delighted.1  – F.G. Wegeler and F. Ries 
 
There are numerous keyboard tutors from the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, 
but few of them address the particular matter of the art of preluding. As is the nature of teaching 
manuals, many offer duplicative information, or information that serves an audience whose needs 
are more generalized. For the purposes of constructing a new method of preluding, the challenge 
is to draw from the original sources information that is helpful to the interested keyboardist that 
most directly touches the art. Therefore, the most useful sources of instruction in improvisation 
are reviewed below, with a concluding summary of their most important concepts useful to a 
budding preludist. 
Besides tutors, a number of collections of preludes from the period in question can offer 
insight into the structure and style of preludes. When considering composed preludes as models 
for new ones, some consideration should be given to what purpose the collection serves and the 
appropriateness of its preludes as models. In some cases, the title or a statement of intent in the 
tutor will express the purpose of the preludes, such as in the Fifteen Brilliant and Short Preludes 
of Nicolas Charles Bochsa, which states in the title that they are “intended to be played before 
any piece of music.” Further, the opening paragraph instructs: 
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The AUTHOR, intending these PRELUDES as a general Introduction to Harp 
Music, recommends the Student to acquire them by memory. They are written 
contrary to common practice, without the division of BARS; so that they may 
appear to be played extempore, therefore the Time, Sentiment, and Expression of 
this kind of Composition must be principally left to the taste and judgment of the 
performer.2 
 
In her dissertation, Jane Lohr offers a trustworthy method for determining which 
collections of preludes constitute a “musical testimony” of the practice of preluding based on the 
answers to four questions:  
1)   Did the composer of the collection affirmatively indicate that the set was to represent a 
model of preluding?3  
2)   Do the preludes themselves bear a resemblance to works that were expressly composed as 
examples of the improvised tradition?  
3)   Do the notated works conform to the rules of improvised preludes presented in tutors?  
4)   Were the preludes published at a time when the improvised practice was still prevalent?4  
Finding these a good point of departure, I have chosen for this examination to adopt the 
first, second, and third guidelines, excluding the fourth on the premise that, to do so would 
eliminate the preludes found later in this writing. (!) In its place a more suitable query is: 4) do 
the notated works function as a prelude? That is, does the compositional structure allow its use as 
a prelude, rather than an independent movement that has no “introduction” or “framing” purpose? 
This distinction becomes fuzzy in the period after c1815, when compositional development, 
harmonic language, and growth in musical forms conspire to create preludes that may visually 
pass the prelude “smell test,” but do not pass introductory muster. This is important, since any 
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composed work that is intended to model preluding can also substitute for it. These criteria are 
the basis for the list of composed examples which can truly be used as models for the improvised 
practice found in Appendix II: Preluding Models, from which the examples are drawn.  
In addition to composed sets of preludes, larger works complete with preludes written for 
them were written by a number of composers, generally from the very end of the eighteenth 
through the early nineteenth centuries. Representative examples can be found by Johann Wilhelm 
Hässler (Prelude et Sonate pour le Clavecin ou Forte-Piano, Op. 6, n.d. [1786] and Fantasie and 
Sonata in C, Op. 4, 1795); Jan Nepomuk Dussek (Three Sonatas and Three Préludes, Op. 31, 
1796); François Devienne (Six Sonatas for Flute, in Nouvelle méthode pour la Flûte, 1794), 
Johann Baptist Vanhal (Fantasia and Seven Variations on a March d’Aline (c1815); Charles 
Burney (Six Harpsichord Sonatas (five with preludes), 1774), and Joseph Wölfl (Piano Sonata in 
F major ‘Non plus ultra,’ Op. 41, c1808), among others.  
Finally, other examples of preluding which are written into works can be found by many 
composers and are too numerous to list. Notable examples of these models follow. 
Preluding Tutors 
C. P E. Bach, Versuch über die wahre Art, das Clavier zu spielen (Berlin, 1753/62).5 
 Of the important tutors of the eighteenth century, The Essay on the True Manner of 
Playing Keyboard Instruments of Carl Philip Emanuel Bach (1714-88) looms large; the others are 
built upon its foundation, and by comparison are found wanting. Haydn, Mozart, Clementi, 
Beethoven – all used and endorsed the Essay, and are in some way or another, pupils of C.P.E. 
Bach.6 The Essay cannot be underestimated in its importance in the development of Classical 
style. Where preluding is concerned, the most relevant portion is part II, published in 1762, which 
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contains an extensive portion devoted to the “Doctrine of Accompaniment and Free 
Improvisation,” which is the foundation upon which the practice of preluding is built. While it is 
most applicable to the Empfindsamer compositions of C.P.E. and a few of his contemporaries, 
that is not to say that it is not useful in gleaning a method for preluding that goes beyond the 
scope of its style. For example, the Empfindsamkeit aesthetic eschewed the idea of a single affekt 
governing an entire movement. Even Quantz suggests that a “player should change – so to speak 
– in every measure to a different affection, and should be able to appear alternately sad, joyous, 
serious, etc.”7 This approach is particularly appropriate to the free forms of fantasia and prelude, 
where affekt can and should be variable and capable of being conveyed in small phrases or even 
motifs, and Bach’s careful classification of ornaments by expressive application can be seen as 
the precursor to the ornamentation of the slower movements of the Classical era.8  
Instructive to the burgeoning preludist, C.P.E. offers the following guidance: 
1) The ability through playing to make the ear conscious of the “true content” and 
affekt of the composition makes a good performance; 
2) Good performance requires the player to play all notes – written and ornamental 
– in good time, with technique that matches the “true content” of a piece; 
3) The use of harmonic and melodic devices to portray the passions, rather than 
“exaggerated, heavy attack;” 
4) A player must make certain to assume the emotion which the composer intended 
in writing a work, and “it is principally in improvisations or fantasias that the 
keyboardist can best master the feelings of his audience.” 
 
While not directly referring to preluding, C.P.E.’s words regarding fantasia are equally as 
useful for the prelude: 
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As stated earlier, it is especially in fantasias, those expressive not of memorized 
or plagiarized passages, but rather of true, musical creativeness, that the 
keyboardist more than any other executant can practice the declamatory style, 
and move audaciously from one affect to another. … It is a distinct merit of the 
fantasia that, unhampered by such trappings, it can accomplish the aims of the 
recitative at the keyboard with complete, unmeasured freedom.9 
These “rules of construction” he calls upon seem to be: 
1) establishing a key in which to begin and end; 
 
2) a definite relationship in the “succession and duration” of a varied progression of 
chords for the ear, and 
 
3) A notational scheme that represents a relationship in the lengths of notes. 
 
Bach clearly lays out the distinction between prelude and fantasia in terms that express 
their “true nature.” He points out that the prelude “is determined by the nature of the piece which 
it prefaces; and the content of affekt of this piece becomes the material out of which the prelude is 
fashioned.”10 It also demands more skill of the player than the fantasia, which is nothing more 
than an act of indulgence:  
There are occasions when an accompanist must extemporize before the beginning 
of a piece. Because such an improvisation is to be regarded as a prelude which 
prepares the listener for the content of the piece that follows, it is more restricted 
than the fantasia, from which nothing more is required than a display of the 
keyboardist’s skill.”11 
He does, however, admit to the “distinct merit of the fantasia that … it can accomplish the aims 
of the recitative at the keyboard with complete, unmeasured freedom.”12  
Arguably more illustrative of preluding than the text in the Essay is a pair of examples, 
one a figured bass line, the other the fantasia built upon it. Interesting is the fact that both are in 
effect shorthand notations; one representing the harmonic progression of an improvisation, the 
other representing its surface realization (see figs. 8 and 9). Accompanying the figured bass 
illustration is a most explicit demonstration of realizing a fantasy that can be found in any of the 
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improvising literature. Too long to reproduce here, it is a condensed lesson in C.P.E.’s 
improvisational methodology.13 
 
Figure 8: C.P.E. Versuch über die wahre Art das Clavier zu Spielen (Berlin, 1753), 341. 
C.P.E. allows that, when given enough time to prepare, a player may move into more 
remote keys, and complete, formal resolution in the new key is not always required. Structurally, 
formal cadences are only required once in the middle and again at the end, but deceptive cadences 
and modulations help make improvisations attractive. He warns that overuse renders the “natural 
relationships … hopelessly buried beneath them … strange and profuse modulations are not 
recommended in pieces performed in strict measure …”14 
He goes on to say that the “ear tires of unrelieved passagework, sustained chord, or 
broken chords. By themselves they neither stir nor still the passions; and it is for these purposes 
that the fantasia is exceptionally well-suited.”15 Harmonic motion should not be too fast, 
arpeggiations should not be too uneven or at the same dynamic level, though exceptions can be 
make occasionally for the purpose of deception. 
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Figure 9: C.P.E. Bach, Versuch über die wahre Art das Clavier zu Spielen (Berlin, 1753), 342. 
Most of the instruction C.P.E. gives concerning preludes (or fantasias) concerns rhetoric 
and not the compositional construction. As with most other writings on improvisation generally, 
the Essay assumes the keyboardist knows what phrases such as “passagework” mean. Each writer 
in the practice assumes that the reader is a contemporary of the writer, and is familiar with the 
type of keyboard that was pervasive at the time, something that cannot be assumed by the 
keyboardist of the twenty-first century. This is where the written example from the period 
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becomes invaluable, because the type of passagework that would be applied by C.P.E. Bach is 
significantly different from composers of Mozart’s, Beethoven’s, or Czerny’s generations. 
Kollmann, August Friedrich Christoph. An Introduction to the Art of Preluding and 
Extemporizing, in Six Lessons for the Harpsichord or Harp, op. 3 (1792).16 
After a brief stint as organist at the Benedictine convent of Lüne (near Lüneburg), A.F.C. 
Kollmann (1756-1829) became known as the organist of the Royal German Chapel in St. James’s 
Palace, London. Aside from his theoretical works17 – Essay on Musical Harmony (1796) and New 
Theory of Music Harmony (1806) – Kollmann composed “theoretico-practical works,” or 
compositions with theoretical explanations to illustrate his theoretical principles. It is in this spirit 
that he wrote Introduction to the Art of Preluding. Five lessons progress through common chords 
of each mode, cadences (primarily the standard I – IV – I 6/4 – V – I in both major and minor), 
the common chords of the diatonic scale following the rule of the octave with some possibilities 
for modification, and a lesson on basso continuo realization. Kollmann then presents Lesson 6, in 
which he includes the Six Preludes to Sonatas of different Composers (following in alphabectical 
[sic] Order) and a Postlude to a Sonata by the Author As short Specimens how some chief 
Thoughts of a musical Piece may be used with more or less Liberty, for preluding in the 
Character of the same.18 These examples go beyond the Preludes, Op. 19 (1787) of Clementi that 
are Clementi’s imitations of six individual composer’s styles. Kollmann instead wrote six 
preludes to specific compositions by Burney, Clementi, Hässler, Haydn, Horn, and Hüllmandel.19 
As the preface suggests, Kollmann’s effort here is to illustrate how a prelude can be “composed” 
to reflect directly not only the composition’s affekt, but the composer’s style. Two examples will 
illustrate. 
                                                     
16 A.F.C. Kollmann, An Introduction to the Art of Preluding, Op. 3 (London: R. Wornum, 1792). 
17 His magazine, Quarterly Musical Register (1812) includes translated excerpts from Forkel’s Life of 
Bach, leading to the first English translation. See Johann Nicolaus Forkel, Ueber Johann Sebastian Bachs 
Leben, Kunst und Kunstwerke. (Leipzig, 1802; English translation, 1820). 
18 Kollman, Introduction, lesson 6.  
19 Burney, Sonata VI, Op. 1; Clementi, Toccata Op. 11; Hässler, Grand Sonata for Three Hands, Op. 12; 
Haydn, Sonata II, Op. 58; Horn, Sonata I, Op. 1; Hüllmandel, Sonata III, Op. 4. 
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Figure 10: Kollman, prelude to Clementi, Toccata, Op. 11 (1784). 
In response to Clementi’s famous Toccata (fig. 11), Kollmann imitates the opening 
feature with extended parallel thirds, and forecasts the opening of the sonata by quoting its 
opening measure (fig. 10). This not only reflects the individual work, but a particular 
characteristic of Clementi as well that was well documented by Mozart and other critics in his 
day. Such direct imitation was to be eschewed by Czerny fifty years hence when he required that 
“…all short preludes should be executed without…any particular expression, … that the 
composition which is to follow may stand out with so much the greater degree of interest.”20 
Clearly there were generational and aesthetic differences between the great preludists that belied 
their concept of the role of preluding. 
Figure 11: Clementi, A Sonata for the Piano Forte and a Famous Toccata, Op. 11 (1784) – I. 
Prestissimo, mm. 1-10. 
Another such example is that offered to the Haydn Sonata in E minor, Hob. XVI/34, 
written in 1784 (fig. 12). This prelude makes commentary upon the parent work, rather than 
mimic it like the prelude to Clementi’s sonata. 
             
20 Czerny, Complete Theoretical, §10. 
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Figure 12: Kollman, prelude to Haydn, Sonata Hob. XVI/34 (1799). 
Kollmann’s prelude to Haydn uses an inversion of the opening interval (fig. 13) and 
decorates it to create a new theme that is not borrowed from the parent, rather than a quote of any 
of the material of Haydn. He supplies contrast in meter and tempo in this example, but contrasting 
with Haydn’s general method, does not construct the prelude upon a formal plan. It is an homage 
to Haydn, and yet a freely independent expression.  
 
Figure 13: Haydn, Sonata Hob. XVI/34 (1799) – I. Presto, mm. 1-14. 
Johann Gotfried Vierling. Versuch einer Anleitung zum Präludieren (1794). 
Johann Gottfried Vierling (1750-1813)21 was a student of Kirnberger, whose influence is 
seen in the conservative nature of his compositions. His output consists primarily of preludes and 
versets for organ and sacred cantatas, of which he produced some 160, primarily to satisfy the 
demands of his position as organist at the Stadtkirche in Schmalkalden. He addresses preludes in 
his theoretical work, Versuch einer Anleitung zum Präludieren:  
21 Ronald Dürre, “Vierling, Johann Gottfried.” Grove Music Online (2001), 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo-
9781561592630-e-0000029334. (accessed 23 Feb. 2018). 
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To devise a prelude itself, the following four areas of study are essential: 
1) some knowledge of thorough-bass,  
2) typical modulation from one key to another key,  
3) one must know the seat of each chord; and  
4) one must understand [how to make] longer notes out of shorter ones. 
I anticipate that some who want to use this text with benefit must at least 
understand as much figured bass as the triad and the seventh chord with their 
inversions and know how to handle them together with ninth and 5-4 chord 
[suspension]. I will skip this study here, as there is no lack of good pedagogical 
books on figured bass.22 
Like his compositions and the examples of vorspiel he provides in his text, Vierling’s list 
is simple and conventional, but it does quite succinctly spell out the necessary prerequisites for 
learning to improvise preludes which are shared by most writers on the subject. Rules one 
through three are dedicated to harmony,23 and Vierling confirms that the basis of improvisation 
for the late eighteenth-century was thorough-bass, or more precisely a foundational understanding 
of the structure of chords, the principles of voice-leading, the Regola dell’ottava, and workable 
solutions for moving from harmony to harmony. Rule four refers to arpeggiation and 
ornamentation in the division manner, where “making the notes longer” was all-inclusive of 
techniques used to build upon notes (chords) with figuration and pianist embellishments (fig. 14). 
                                                     
22 “Um ein Vorspiel selbst zu erfinden, sind folgende vier Etüde erforderlich: 1) Einige Kentnisse vom 
Generalbass; 2) Regelmässige Ausweichungen von einem Ton in andere Töne; 3) Muss man der Sitz jedes 
Accordes wissen und; 4) längere Noten in kürzere zu veränderen verstehen. Ich sehe zum Voraus, dass 
derjenige, welcher sich dieses Versuch smit Nutzen bedienen will, wenigstens soviel vom Generalbass 
verstehen dass er den Dreiklang und den Septimen-Accord mit ihren Verwechslungen, nebst den Nonen 
und Quartquinten-Accord zu behandeln wise. Ich übergehe dieses Etüd hier, weil es an guten Lehrbuchern, 
die vom Generalbass handeln, nicht mangelt.” Johann Gottried Vierling, Versuch einer Anleitung zum 
Präludieren (Leipzig: Breitkopf und Härtel, 1794), 3, translation by Mary Burke. 
23 The word “seat” (sitz) is problematic. Johann Christian Lobe (1797-1881) defines it as “the degree of the 
scale that the fundamental (Grundton) of the chord is on.” (See Lobe, Katechismus der Kompositionlehre 
(Leipzig: J.J. Weber, 1863), 13. In System der Harmonielehre (Hamburg: Grädener, Boyes, & Geisler 
Nachfolger, 1877), 123 fn., of Carl Georg Peter Grädener (1812-1883) defines sitz as a “technical term for 
the relationship of a chord within a scale to the lowest note forming its base.” It seems sitz means either the 
root of the chord, or probably more accurately, the quality of a chord relative to its position in a given scale 
harmonic function. Both sources are later than Vierling, but are reasonably reliable. 
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Figure 14: Vierling, Versuch einer Anleitung zum Präludieren (1794), 9. 
In addition to the rules for preluding, Vierling presents short examples that are complete 
and metrical (fig. 15). His style of preluding uncovers his bias as an organist and church 
musician, and is similar in style to his compositional output of preludes and chorale vorspiels. 
Vierling seems not to value the freedom of meter that was shared by many others. 
 
Figure 15: Vierling, Versuch einer Anleitung zum Präludieren (1794), 12. 
Daniel Gottlob Türk. Klavierschule, oder Anweisung zum Klavierspielen fur Lehrer und 
Lernende mit kritischen Anmerkungen (1789); second revised edition (1802). 
Daniel Gottlob Türk (1750-1813) did not write specifically about preluding, but made 
useful contributions to the subject of improvisation through the cadenza, presenting ten rules for 
them in his School of Clavier Playing.24 Though both improvisations are based upon the cadence 
– the prelude is built upon the dominant-tonic cadence, the cadenza is built between the six-four 
and dominant – the different purposes they serve lends some structural and stylistic distinction 
between them, as confirmed by Türk:  
[Rule 2]: Many otherwise very excellent players have the harmful prejudice that 
in cadenzas one should seek to show great facility above everything else. For this 
reason, in cadenzas for an Adagio, they often mix in the most motley and 
difficult passages when, in such a case, merely a few well-performed and simple 
tones would achieve the desired effect.25 
                                                     
24 Türk, School, 298-301. 
25 Ibid., 299. 
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He seems to be of the mind that the cadenza should “reinforce the impression [of] the 
composition,”26 serving a rhetorical or affective purpose rather than a virtuosic one, but his 
suggestion that a “few well-performed and simple tones” would satisfy the performer – or the 
audience, for that matter – is at odds with the sensibilities of the more mature Classical era. 
Türk takes a rather strong position on modulation and moving into distant key areas, 
which is generally considered one of the primary strategies of improvisation, and of the prelude 
specifically: 
[Rule 4]: Modulations into other keys, particularly to those which are far 
removed, either do not take place at all … or they must be used with much 
insight and, as it were, only in passing ‘so that the feeling for the main key is not 
extinguished.’ In no case should one modulate to a key which the composer 
himself has not used in the composition. It seems to me that this rule is founded 
on the principle of unity, which, as is well known, must be followed in all works 
of the fine arts.27 
Obviously a preludist cannot avoid keys that have not been presented yet. This seems to 
be contradicted by these other rules for improvisation: “[t]herefore as much of the unexpected and 
the surprising as can possibly be added should be used in the cadenza,” and “every dissonance 
which has been included …must be properly resolved.”28 
One of the principle goals of many writers of tutors is to avoid regularity and metricality. 
This is in conflict with Türk’s rule 9 that the same meter and tempo should be maintained 
throughout a cadenza.29 This, along with the rule against using harmony that was not used in the 
work, are essential difference of improvising before, rather than after, the material of the parent 
work has been presented. These rules of Türk show how the structural position of an 
improvisation affects the resources available to its construction. 
Türk also has relevant words about the importance of spontaneity: 
                                                     
26 Ibid., 298, rule 1. 
27 Ibid., 300. 
28 Ibid., rules 5 and 7. 
29 Ibid. 301, rule 9. 
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[Rule 10]: From what has been said it follows that a cadenza which perhaps has 
been learned by memory with great effort or has been written out before should 
be performed as if it were merely invented on the spur of the moment, consisting 
of a choice of ideas indiscriminately thrown together which had just occurred to 
the player.30 
Türk was conservative in some ways, and this showed in the title to his seminal 
theoretical work. In late eighteenth-century Germany “klavier” generally meant “clavichord,” and 
in the opening section of the introduction he makes it clear that the clavichord was the “true 
klavier.”31 Türk championed the clavichord in a contretemps with Milchmeyer, who wrote in his 
treatise, Die wahre Art das Pianoforte zu spielen (1797): 
I do not believe that he harpsichord as well as the clavichord are the right 
instruments on which one can learn to play correctly … I rather believe that the 
student should begin immediately on the pianoforte and with the treble clef, and 
set aside the old prejudice and obstinacy that there is nothing better than the 
clavichord and the discant clef. …there is no one in the world who wants to learn 
an instrument and not ever be heard playing it.32  
To which Türk responded: 
That Milchmeyer writes in his manual “I do not believe…[see above quote]” is a 
statement for which he himself must be held responsible. Fortunately for the 
clavichord, … he nevertheless states that next to the pianoforte it is the best 
instrument for musical expression. It appears that the author following the 
detrimental things he says about the poor old clavichord actually did not have 
such bad intentions after all.33 
Philip Anthony Corri, Original System of Preluding (1812). 
Corri’s Original System offers nothing by way of compositional requirements. In fact, his 
instructions state that “to lay down rules would be as impossible as wrong, for the fancy should 
                                                     
30 Ibid. 
31 Ibid., 9. 
32 “Eben deswegen halte ich den Flügel, so wie das Clavichord gar nicht für die rechten Instrumente, auf 
denen sich ein gutes Spiel lernen lässt…Ich glaube vielmehr, man sollte einen Schuler gleich auf dem 
Pianoforte und mit dem G Schlüssel anfangen lassen, und das alte Vorurtheil und den Eigensinn bei Seite 
setzen, nach man behauptet, es sey nichts Besseres als das Clavicord und der C Schlüssel. Meinen 
Gedanken nach lernt ja wohl Niemand in der Welt ein Instrument in der Absicht, sich niemans darauf hören 
zu lassen.” J. P. Milchmeyer, Die wahre Art das Pianoforte zu spielen (Dresden: 1797), 2. Quoted in Türk, 
School, xvi. 
33 Ibid., xviii. 
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be unconfined.” On this point, Corri received some pushback. In the Gentleman’s Magazine 
(1814) a reviewer of his Original System remarked: 
The Preludes here published may be serviceable if learned by heart, or, as the 
Author expresses it, by ear; but to think of teaching the art of preluding without 
some previous knowledge of thorough bass, or harmony, is like teaching a parrot 
to reason. Perhaps this way of guessing the chords constitutes the originality of 
“Corri’s original system.”34 
He does, however, offer a few choice words about the practice of preluding. Corri wrote 
that “[e]very performance should be introduced by a prelude” and “a Prelude is supposed to be 
played extempore; … but for those who are not acquainted with the rules of counterpoint or 
composition I shall submit several specimens of styles of prelude, adapted to every capacity.”35 
Corri also says that all formality or precision of time must be avoided; preludes must appear to be 
the birth of the moment. 
There is one peculiar instruction Corri gives that is not paralleled in any other manual, 
and that is for appogiando, which “signifies playing a chord in a leaning or slanting direction,”36 
so that the notes are heard successively, and this should hold for chords that are long, or which 
begin or conclude a prelude. Chords which begin runs or passages should be played more 
together (though still not simultaneously), as they should when there is a succession of chords. 
Although the description of appogiando suggests that it is nothing more than arpeggiation, it 
clearly means more than that to Corri, who I believe is referring to arpeggiation which is extreme 
enough in its extension that a sense of the notes being a single chord is destroyed; something 
more along the lines of arpeggiations as expressed in the French prelude non mesuré tradition. 
A peculiar feature of Corri’s treatise is that it is one of only two treatises that does not 
present the Regola dell’ottava. In contrast to Bach and Vierling, Corri presents a treatise that is 
                                                     
34 Urban Sylvanus, ed., The Gentleman’s Magazine 84, part 1, vol. 115 (London: Nichols, Sons, and 
Bentley, 1814): 60. 
35 Philip Anthony Corri, Original System of Preluding. (London: Chappell and Co., 1812). In Allgemeine 
Musikalische Zeitung 7 (April 2, 1806): 427-28. 
36 Sylvanus, Gentleman’s Magazine, 60. 
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accessible to even the most amateur of players, requiring no foreknowledge of harmonic 
progressions.  
It is not my intention to touch on the subject of thoro [sic.] Bass, I shall not 
confuse the Pupil with its laws of avoiding octaves, fifths &c. but only give 
Examples for the Ear to catch, which will be soon habituated.37 
Johann Nepomuk Hummel, Ausführliche theoretisch-practische Anweisung zum Piano-
Forte-Spiele: Vom ersten Unterricht an Bis Zur Vollkommensten Ausbildung (first edition, 
1828; second edition, 1828). 
Johann Nepomuk Hummel (1778-1837) was a prodigy raised in a household of 
musicians, and was enviously attached to the greatest names of the Classical era – Haydn, 
Mozart, and Beethoven. By the age of eight his family moved to Vienna and he was living in the 
Mozart household and receiving instruction free of charge. In fact, Hummel’s first public 
performance could have been under Mozart’s direction, although this is not certain.38 His first 
documented public performance was in London in 1792, when he played the Piano Trio in A-flat, 
HXV:14 of Haydn, who he succeeded in the Esterhazà court. After a tumultuous history with 
Beethoven, Hummel served as pallbearer at the composer’s funeral, and at Beethoven’s request, 
improvised on themes from his works at the memorial concert. 
Hummel’s Anweisung outlines two methods by which a pianist of any level of artistry 
might create a full-length prelude to a large work, and is the first writing since Bach’s Essay to 
give instructions at this level of specificity. The first method – which he claims was preferred by 
Bach, Handel, Scarlatti, and Mozart – includes the following steps:  
1) begin with soft broken chords outlining the tonic; 
2) gradually accelerate and incorporate distantly related harmonies and more 
unusual figuration; 
3) develop the principal theme of the parent in some way the composer does not; 
                                                     
37 Corri, Original System, 83. 
38 Joel Sachs and Mark Kroll, "Hummel, Johann Nepomuk," (2013), Grove Music Online, 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo-
9781561592630-e-0000013548. (accessed 24 Feb. 2018). 
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4) dissolve gradually into less specific figuration, dying on a fermata on the 
dominant.39 
 The second method, which Hummel associated with Beethoven and claimed was the 
more common in his day, was essentially the same, but with a lyrical melody from the piece 
replacing the role of the principal theme. This exchange led to preparation by contrast, rather than 
foreshadowing. 
As for the basic requirements of a performer, Hummel states in part III that the player 
must possess “natural gifts, invention, intellectual acuteness, fiery elevation, and flowing ideas,” 
and a thorough knowledge of harmony, especially modulation. Hummel says he himself aimed at 
good connection and succession of ideas, strict rhythm, variety of character, changes of coloring 
“but avoiding diffuseness,” using his own ideas as basis for his fantasia, but weaving throughout 
the fantasia a well-known theme. At times, Hummel continues, he would improvise in a “free 
fashion,” and at times in a “strict fugue style.”40 
Hummel’s writings about improvisation are principally found in his second edition of the 
Anweisung. In it he recommends free improvisation in general and “in every respectable form to 
all those for whom [music] is not merely a matter of entertainment and practical ability, but rather 
principally one of inspiration and meaning in their art …”41 Despite his encouragement of 
improvisation, his first edition has only one page dedicated to the practice, in which he claims 
that a person could neither “give nor profit from instructions in the endeavor.”42 
Although Hummel’s improvisations and preluding were lauded, his writings on the 
subject were criticized at the time. A reviewer in the Quarterly Music Magazine and Review 
wrote:  
                                                     
39 Johann Nepomuk Hummel, Anweisung zum Piano-Forte-Spiele, 2nd edition (Vienna: Tobias Haslinger, 
n.d. [1828]), 466-68. 
40 Hummel, Practical Course (1st edition), part III, 74. 
41 Hummel, Anweisung (2nd edition), 466. 
42 Hummel, Practical Course, part III, 73. 
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The concluding chapter on extempore playing also falls far short of what we 
should have looked for from the pupil of Mozart. We should have imagined that 
such a subject would have admitted of remarks on the best modes of modulation, 
on the choice of appropriate subject, on the treatment of melodies, etc., etc.43 
The criticism seems unfair in light of the fact that Hummel’s manual is more 
comprehensive and detailed than any that had been produced in the previous half century. 
Carl Czerny, A Systematic Introduction to Improvisation on the Pianoforte, Op. 200 (1836); 
Complete Theoretical and Practical School, Op. 500 (1839). 
Pre-eminent student of Beethoven, Carl Czerny (1791-1857) was a prolific composer of 
over 800 opus numbers, mostly now forgotten. His contributions as a writer and pedagogue have 
cemented his place in music history, and his writings on preluding are the most significant of any 
generation.44 His father settled in Vienna the same year Hummel’s did, and Czerny was born the 
year Mozart died. He studied with Beethoven until 1802, using C.P.E. Bach’s Essay as the 
method. He categorized his own compositions into four types: studies and exercises, easy pieces 
for students, brilliant concert pieces, and serious music. His Fantasie-Schüle, Opp. 200 and 300, 
is comprised of models of his systematic approach to improvised preludes, modulations, 
cadenzas, fantasies, variations, and capriccios. The Schüle des Fugenspiels, Op. 400 includes 
twelve pairs of preludes and fugues, and the Pianoforte-Schüle, Op. 500 covers a number of 
subjects, including improvisation. 
Systematic Introduction offers some information in the execution of preludes, but it is in 
book III of Czerny’s Op. 500 where we find the substantive material addressing preluding. The 
source is a bit late for the period covered by this writing, but assuming that every pedagogical 
manual is a reaction to the period before it and not a harbinger of the one that follows, Complete 
Theoretical is illustrative of practices in the decade of the 1820s, and a bellwether of what 
became of the prelude in the mid-nineteenth century. In chapter 18 Czerny lays out some key 
                                                     
43 The Quarterly Music Magazine and Review 10 (1828): 359-69. 
44 Stephan D. Lindeman and George Barth, "Czerny, Carl," Grove Music Online (2001), 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo-
9781561592630-e-0000007030. (accessed 24 Feb. 2018). 
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rules for preluding: “By Preluding we are to understand, that every Performer immediately before 
the piece which he is about to execute, should play an introductory movement, which may be 
longer or shorter according to circumstances.”45 Preludes have two functions: for the player to be 
acquainted with the keyboard, and to prepare the listeners’ attention for the piece to come. 
Because of this, the prelude should be in the key of the piece, or at least cadence there, and after 
each prelude, two concluding chords must follow in that key in which the piece commences (V-
I). It seems that Czerny wants short, fast preludes that are based upon memorized patterns of 
scales and arpeggios and related motifs. It is also supposed to be in contrast to the piece. “Refined 
Taste, propriety, and musical dignity” are to be used with preludes and without any particular 
expression, so that the affekt of the piece should stand in contrast to it. Slow beginnings are better, 
because energetic beginnings may mislead the audience into thinking that he piece has begun. 
Czerny seems to think that the audience should be keenly aware of the difference between the 
prelude and the work; composers who have provided examples of preludes built into their 
compositions, on the other hand, seem to disagree. 
Czerny further offers insights into thematic development of the prelude. He recommends 
that, for the sake of ornament and “additional charm,” a player should commit to memory a great 
number of themes and melodies from “Operas and National airs” that he may employ them at will 
and not find himself embarrassed for a lack of ideas.46 Redolent of C.P.E. Bach’s admonition 
                                                     
45 Czerny, Complete Theoretical and Practical Piano Forte School, book III, Op. 500, trans. J.A. Hamilton 
(London: R. Cocks and Co., [1839]), 116. 
46 “The idea of memorization as a means of spurring imagination is found as early as the mid-sixteenth 
century, when Claudius Sebastiani wrote, ‘Likewise it is of the greatest importance that they commit as 
much as they can to memory, at least the loci, whether fugae or the more suitable fantasias. In this way they 
will eventually manage to turn into men. That this may come about more easily, they should know that they 
will need to exercise and to run through many musical passages.’ [From Bellum musicali, Strasbourg, 
1563].” Gregory G. Butler, “The Fantasia as Musical Image,” The Musical Quarterly 60, no. 40 (Oct., 
1974): 609. 
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against “unrelieved passagework,”47 Czerny echoed in the Systematic Introduction: “…incessant 
wandering through mere rapid passages and runs is not extemporizing.”48 
Unlike any other writer on preluding, Czerny offers some guidance about choosing a 
parent work for preluding. In Systematic Introduction he finds that variation sets that begin with 
the theme and rondos are particularly well-suited to preluding, and that it is permissible for a 
prelude to be proportionately more elaborate if the prelude incorporate material that followed the 
theme. On the occasion where other instruments are performing, Czerny recommends limiting the 
prelude to “a few chords and a brilliant run,”49 and suggest that “the performer should become 
accustomed to improvising a prelude each time and before each piece that he studies or plays.”50  
Czerny refers to his own Op. 300 in section 11 of Complete Theoretical in which he gives 
numerous examples of preludes which “[the player] should learn by heart, and according to the 
models of which, when occasion offers, he may himself learn to construct preludes.”51 His final 
section 16 offers these words of wisdom: 
It is further to be remembered that the prelude in respect to character, must so far 
be adapted to the following piece, that for Ex: before a cheerful and serene 
composition there must be played a prelude of at least a somewhat similar tone; 
and the same must be observed before a serious or pathetic piece. At least no 
very striking contradiction should be permitted between the two.52 
Czerny is the only writer of any tutor who passes judgement specifically on preluding 
before a concerto or orchestral work, and is one of the composers known to have done it by 
providing a prelude before the final movement – a Russian Air – of the Ries Concerto No. 2, Op. 
42 (1811).53 Of course, it is possible that he wrote the prelude for a specific performance that did 
not include the previous movements, or did not present them in order. Maybe Czerny was 
                                                     
47 C.P.E. Bach, Essay, 438. 
48 Czerny, Complete Theoretical, 116. 
49 Czerny, Systematic Introduction, 6 
50 Ibid., 15.   
51 Czerny, Complete Theoretical, 122. 
52 Ibid. 
53 Hamilton, Golden Age, 105. The prelude is reportedly found in Präludien, Cadenzen und kleine 
Fantasien, Op. 61 (1824). 
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responding to Liszt, who famously interrupted the piano entrance in his performances of Weber’s 
Konzertstück in F minor, Op. 79 (1821, fig. 16) with extensive preluding, ostensibly expanding 
on the two measures during which the orchestra does not play, and even working one of the 
themes into his improvisation.54  
 
 
Figure 16: Weber, Konzertstück in F minor, Op. 79 (1821) – I. Larghetto affettuoso, mm. 19-29.55 
It is telling that the following chapter is on extemporaneous playing, and the opening 
definition makes clear that, for Czerny, preluding is not playing that comes from invention, and 
while it should sound unstudied, is not necessarily so. He makes a clear distinction between 
preluding being a necessary, functional part of performing, and extemporizing, which is the art of 
improvisation as performance, and to which he dedicates a separate chapter.56 
                                                     
54 Dana Gooley, The Virtuoso Liszt: New Perspectives in Music History and Criticism (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2009), 78-116. 
55 From C.M. von Weber, Concerte für das Klavier (Berlin: Schlesinger, n.d. (1821]). 
56 Czerny, Complete Theoretical, 124. 
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Prelude Collections 
Tommaso Giordani, Preludes for the Harpsichord or Piano Forte in all the keys flat and 
sharp, Op. 33 (177-). 
Vienna figures largely in any discussion of the Classical era, and certainly more so when 
the discussion is about the piano and its composers. Tommaso Giordani is one of the few figures 
from the period who, but for a three-year stint during which he lived in Graz, Salzburg, and 
Frankfurt (1747-50), had no dealings with Vienna or her musicians. Instead, Giordano made his 
career in London, and for a while, in Dublin. A prolific composer, several operas and a large 
number of works for keyboard are among his catalog.57 
Curiously, Giordano’s title states that he provides preludes for all the keys flat and sharp. 
In fact, he provides major and minor preludes for all the “white” keys except B, with additional 
preludes in B-flat major and E-flat major, making fourteen total. Eight cadenzas follow. 
 
Figure 17: Giordani, Preludio in C, from Preludes, Op. 33 (177-) – opening. 
Giordani’s preludes tend towards the virtuosic, based upon sequences and figuration, as 
seen in figures 17 and 18. Three of them are of the arpeggiando style, and are named such. 
Preludio III in D has a particularly brilliante beginning (fig. 18):  
                                                     
57 Irena Cholij, "Giordani, Tommaso," Grove Music Online (2001), 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo-
9781561592630-e-0000011172. (accessed 2 Mar. 2018). 
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Figure 18: Giordani, Preludio in D, from Preludes, Op. 33 (177-) – opening. 
Preludio VIII in F is the only one that begins with a theme, and is the only example of a 
fully-formed theme that is not used as a sequence (fig. 19): 
 
Figure 19: Giordani, Preludio in F, from Preludes, Op. 33 (177-) – opening. 
Muzio Clementi, Preludes and a Cadenza each in the styles of Joseph Haydn, Leopold 
Kozeluch, Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, Johann Franz Xaver Sterkel, Johann Baptist Vanhal, 
and Muzio Clementi, Op. 19. (c1787).  
Clementi’s preludes are perhaps the perfect examples of the genre from their period. Six 
pairs of preludes – two in contrasting keys representing six prominent composer-virtuosos of his 
day – make efforts to convey the quality of each composer. Each prelude is constructed with the 
thematic and formal discipline of a sonata movement, but with more surface fantasia and without 
purposeful development. In length, they rival many sonata movements of the day. Preludes 
written in his own style are, of course, the most elaborate, and appear at the end of the collection. 
Known for his exercises in scalar fioritura that ranges in the excessive, Sterkel’s 
reputation as a virtuoso rivaled that of Clementi’s. A cursory glance at his output would uncover 
a dearth of meaningful melodies, and only trite clichés in their place, often over-repeated. The 
excerpt from Preludio I alla Sterkel reveals the results (fig. 20): 
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Figure 20: Clementi, “Sterkel Preludio I” from Preludes in the Style (c1787) – mm. 26-33. 
Clementi chose to honor Haydn with the first two preludes in this collection. The opening 
gambit of Preludio II alla Haydn reveals a deeply internalized understanding of Haydn’s 
compositional methodology. Unpretentious, this prelude reveals Haydn’s crafty use of silence, 
and his penchant for the development over a motif (fig. 21): 
 
 
Figure 21: Clementi, "Haydn Preludio II," from Preludes in the Style (c1787) - mm. 1-8. 
Clementi’s homage to Mozart appears in third place in the collection. Unlike his other 
pairings, both of the Mozart preludes have an A and B theme, and are symmetrical in their 
construction. Preludio II alla Mozart has the following second theme, after an opening motive 
that will reappear in the second half of the prelude over a series of sequences. This theme, which 
looks very much like a theme being presented again in the development, ventures into harmonic 
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development over a sequence perfectly in keeping with the surface style and symmetry of Mozart 
(fig. 22): 
 
 
Figure 22: Clementi, "Mozart Preludio II," Preludes in the Style (c1787) - mm. 9-17. 
Jan Nepomuk Hummel, Vorspiele vor Anfange eines Stukes [sic] aus allen 24 Dur und mol 
Tonarten, Op. 67 (c1814). 
It would be more than a decade after the composition of his Préludes, Op. 67, that 
Hummel would write his treatise on the Anweisung (1828),58 and it is interesting to see how his 
methodology for improvising preludes first took shape in his composed preludes. His collection 
covers all the major and minor keys, and is arranged in pairs of preludes – major and relative 
minor – around the circle of fifths. 
The first prelude in C major is the closest to following his own guidelines on how to  
 
create a prelude (fig. 23): 
 
 
                                                     
58 Johann Nepomuk Hummel, Anweisung zum Piano-Forte-Spiele, 2nd ed. (Vienna: Tobias Haslinger, n.d. 
[1828]). 
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Figure 23: Hummel, Prelude in C major, from 24 Preludes, Op. 67 (c1814). 
Step one for Hummel is to “begin with soft broken chords outlining the tonic.”59 An 
examination of his collection of twenty-four preludes reveals that the first prelude in the set is the 
only one that begins in this way. Some of them are quite the opposite, as seen in the F minor 
prelude (fig. 24): 
 
 
Figure 24: Hummel, Prelude in F minor, from 24 Preludes, Op. 67 (c1814). 
Step two instructs to “gradually accelerate and incorporate distantly related harmonies 
and more unusual figuration.”60 While many of his preludes move through a richer harmonic 
palate that just tonic and dominant, none would qualify as distantly related. Hummel never 
actually modulates to a new key, and he stays closely to altered harmonies and secondary 
dominants to give color (fig. 25). In this sense, he follows the Regole dell’ottava, only expanded 
to include nineteenth-century harmonic sensibilities: 
                                                     
59 Hummel, Anweisung, 466. 
60 Ibid. 
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Figure 25: Hummel, Prelude in E-flat minor, from 24 Preludes, Op. 67 (c1814). 
The third step is to “develop the principal theme of the parent in some way the composer 
does not.”61 Clearly, in any composed prelude, this cannot be possible. But the rule suggests that 
a theme of some kind should be present and prominent at this point in the prelude. Hummel’s 
preludes tend to be built upon either figuration or upon a motive, not a theme per se. 
 
 
 
Figure 26: Hummel, Prelude in G minor, from 24 Preludes, Op. 67 (c1814). 
His final step, “dissolve gradually into less specific figuration, dying on a fermata on the 
dominant,” hints that Hummel would prefer that preludes die away passively (fig. 26). This is 
largely true for his preludes, although they generally end with a penultimate flashy scale or 
arpeggio before the final cadence. In fact, the majority of his preludes have an indication in the 
                                                     
61 Ibid. 
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last one or two measures to suggest diminishment: andante, adagio, rallentando, and dynamic 
markings of piano or pianissimo appear in the final cadential figure in all but four of the preludes. 
Comparing the level of development present in the preludes of c1814 to his guidelines for 
preluding in 1828, it is evident that either Hummel’s thoughts on preluding had matured in the 
intervening years, his concept of improvised preluding was different from that for composing, or 
the two efforts represented different purposes. The preludes were possibly simpler by virtue of 
the market for who would need written preludes. His instructions for preluding were for an 
audience of greater musical skill and sophistication, and therefore came closer to expressing an 
ideal, rather than a reality. Nonetheless, Hummel was a strong advocate for the art of 
improvisation: 
I close by recommending free improvisation in general and in every respectable 
form to all those for whom [music] is not merely a matter of entertainment and 
practical ability, but rather principally one of inspiration and meaning in their art. 
This recommendation, to be sure, has never been so urgent as now, because the 
number of people whose interests belong to the former category and not to the 
latter has never been so great.62 
Ferdinand Ries, Forty Preludes for the Piano Forte, in the Major and Minor Keys …These 
Preludes are Only Intended to be Used as Small Introductions to Any Movement, Op. 60. 
(c1815). 
Based upon the principles of cadential development and basic harmonic movement, the 
40 Preludes are intended for a more amateur audience, as these small-scale preludes don’t rise to 
the level of development that one finds in Ries writing in a fantasie style found in his concertos 
and other keyboard works. The preludes can be gathered roughly into three groups: 1) metric, 
“preludial” or arpeggiando, 2) non-metric, and 3) brilliante. 
Prelude 23 is a model of how Ries introduces a theme or motive into a prelude. A 
rhythmic motive underpins the first three measures, and after a brief moment of bravura, a 
harmonic progression starts slow and through the next four measures concludes with a final 
cadential figure (fig. 27). 
                                                     
62 Hummel, Complete Theoretical, 468. 
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Figure 27: Ries, Prelude 23 from Forty Preludes (1815). 
Ries tends towards writing preludes that are driven by a thematic motive or pure 
figuration. Prelude number nine is unique among his preludes in its reminiscence of the 
præludium of the early eighteenth century, the very definition of “preludial” style (fig. 28): 
 
Figure 28: Ries, Prelude 11 from 40 Preludes (1815) – mm. 1-7. 
Contrasting with number 11 is the very next prelude. Maintaining its fundamental 
cadential form and following a rather conservative harmonic progression, prelude twelve hints at 
the surface virtuosity that one might encounter in Ries’ fully-formed compositions (fig 29): 
 
Figure 29: Ries, Prelude 12 from 40 Preludes (1815). 
Comparing Ries’ preludes to the virtuosic writing of his cadenza in the Piano Concerto 
no. 2 in E-flat, Op. 42 (1811) gives the preludist an idea of how the preludes of the period can be 
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used. The advanced keyboardist should feel free to use the models of preludes as a point of 
technical departure, and to develop something on the scale of the freedom written into the works 
for advanced abilities, as illustrated in the following figure (fig. 30): 
 
 
 
 
Figure 30: Ries, Concerto no. 2, Op. 42 (1811) – I. cadenza, m. 12-16. 
Tobias Haslinger, 30 Vorspiele in den gebräuchlichsten Dur- und Moll-Tonarten (c1816). 
Haslinger’s preludes represent a particular style of prelude based upon a single figure. 
Always metrical, always harmonically conservative, always with predictable phrase structure, and 
rarely with a melodic theme that is more than a figure, what these preludes lack in expressiveness 
they make up for in monotony. His preludes labor under the weight of repetition, and Haslinger 
has a knack for being able to halt forward motion, as the following two examples show: 
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Figure 31: Haslinger, No. 17 from 30 Vorspiele (c1817) – mm. 1-7. 
While the Haslinger preludes are not the most rhetorically interesting or spontaneous of 
musical expressions, they do provide a model of a prelude that can get the job done in the most 
fundamental sense (figs. 31 and 32). They represent the basic form of prelude as described by 
many writers of the period, but who themselves model works of more musical sophistication. In 
this sense, Haslinger does not equivocate. 
 
 
 
Figure 32: Haslinger, No. 19 from 30 Vorspiele (c1817) – mm. 1-5, 11-15, 21-24. 
Johann Baptist Cramer. Twenty-six Preludes or Short Introductions in the Principal Major 
and Minor Keys for the Piano Forte. (1818); Twenty-four Preludes, Op. 96, (1841). 
Cramer’s preludes are clearly designed to satisfy their purpose as model introductions 
through virtuosic display, and express no harmonic or thematic adventure. They establish the key 
definitively at the beginning, and conclude with a strong tonic cadence, consistent with a 
utilitarian, simple prelude. Even so, some of the preludes have unusual features.  
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A particularly interesting example is Prelude 12 in D minor from Twenty-six Preludes, 
which begins with harmonic ambiguity surrounding the dominant, rather than establishing the 
tonic, one of the standard requirements of the prelude (fig. 33): 
 
 
Figure 33: Cramer, Prelude 12 in D minor, from Twenty-six Preludes (1818) – m. 1. 
Besides Czerny, Cramer is the only composer who provided composed examples of 
preludes that represent different periods in the development of preludes. In addition to the 
Twenty-six Preludes, Cramer wrote another set of similar preludes – the Twenty-four Preludes, 
Op. 96 (1841)63 – that demonstrates the level of virtuosity (fig. 32) – driven in no small part by 
technological advances in the piano – that was to be expected twenty years after his first set.  
 
Figure 34: Cramer, Prelude 2 from 24 Preludes (1841). 
                                                     
63 Johann Baptist Cramer, Twenty-four Preludes, Op. 96 (Paris: Canaux, 1841). 
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Interestingly, an additional set entitled Préludes Mélodiques, Op. 91 (1839),64 written two 
years earlier, is compositionally more substantive and reflects a different, or at least additional, 
purpose from that of the introductory preludes in the other two sets. Composed of sectional bits 
with as many as ten in a prelude, these preludes have changing meter, changing time, and variable 
affekts. Comparing these two sets of preludes is a good indicator of the distinction between the 
functional, introductory prelude, and the non-metered, brilliante composed form that was 
becoming prominent in the mid-century. That they were produced at roughly the same time by the 
same composer is a signal that preludes were evolving as a form of composition, and that both 
forms of prelude were relevant simultaneously (compare figs. 34 and 35). 
 
 
 
 
Figure 35: Cramer, Prelude 4 from 36 Préludes Mélodiques, Op. 91 (1839) – mm. 1-9. 
There is a striking similarity of the 36 Préludes Mélodiques to the Preludes K.284a of 
Mozart. With a fresh memory that Mozart’s preludes were once thought to be a single work 
entitled Capriccio K.395, a look at these preludes begs the question of whether they might be 
                                                     
64 Johann Baptist Cramer, 36 Préludes Mélodiques, Op. 91 (London: Cramer, Addison & Beale, 1839). 
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used in the manner of a modulation prelude. Written as they are in short segments that always end 
in either a major-minor or diminished seventh, one could use a section of a prelude to the point of 
an imperfect cadence, and proceed into another work in the new key. Although there is no 
indication that this was Cramer’s intention, he was certainly aware of how model preludes were 
used, and may have had this idea when he conceived of the preludes (fig. 36): 
 
 
 
Figure 36: Cramer, Prelude 9 from 36 Préludes Mélodiques, Op. 91 (1839) – mm. 14-22. 
Summary of Prelude Sets 
An overview of the prelude sets reveals that, despite the rather scant requirements for 
their improvised form presented in the tutors, preludes can be of a number of types. Beginning 
with the model supplied by C.P.E. Bach, preludes of the arpeggiando style dominate the era in 
the mid- to late-eighteenth century, and can be punctuated with other figuration, recitative, and 
themes or motifs. Harmonically adventurous, these preludes are built upon harmonic progressions 
not controlled by the Regole dell’ottava, but instead wander into distant harmonic territory via 
chromatic alterations and unresolved dissonances. Their notation can be non-metered, but will 
include metered sections, particularly in arpeggiated sections or sequences. 
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The late eighteenth century sees the introduction of themes that are fully formed, in the 
manner of a sonata. Tending less towards chordal arpeggiation like the arpeggiando style, these 
preludes have a wider scope, exploiting the range of the keyboard, and figuration becomes more 
“classical” in the idiom of the piano. These preludes may be non-metric, but tend towards metric 
sections that are woven together with scales and melodic figures. They present something like a 
pastiche of sonata parts – a subject but without a consequent, an extraction of development to 
formulate a sequence, figuration and fioritura reminiscent of a cadenza. 
In the early nineteenth century, the brilliante prelude begins to dominate the landscape. 
Figuration now extends to octaves, chromaticism incorporates the diminished seventh and 
augmented sixths, complete modulations lead to new key areas with internal cadences, and in 
form the prelude essentially becomes a fantasy on one or two subjects, possibly in multiple keys. 
Works with Preludes Attached. 
Works with preludes attached are distinguished in two regards; works that have preludes 
– by whatever name – written as an introduction to a fully-formed movement that does not 
require the prelude to complete its form, and works that are stylistically and formally preludes. 
By example, the beginning A section of a French overture, which is written to complement the B 
section, is not a prelude, since it is required to satisfy the form, and does not fit the type as 
described by any writers on the subject. 
Jan Landislas Dussek, Three Sonatas with Scotch and German Airs and Three Preludes, … 
with Accompaniments for Violin or Flute and Bass ad libitum, Op. 31 (1795). 
Unlike other sonatas with attendant preludes, the order of these works by Dussek are 
sonatas coming first with preludes printed after, even though the preludes are clearly meant to be 
paired with the sonatas of the same key. Nonetheless, these preludes reveal Dussek’s idea of 
preludes that stylistically are appropriate to parent works. For an example, here are extracts from 
the prelude and sonata in D. The opening and ending of the prelude are sufficient to reveal the 
nature of the entire prelude. Opening in a preludial style, the motive leads upward to a descending 
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pattern that mimics the harmonic progression of the first two measures. Measure five introduces a 
new theme that hold true through measures thirteen. The final flourish, in the fashion of a 
cadenza, is the only part of the prelude that is non-metered, and follows a simple I – V7 – I  
Formula (figs. 37 and 38): 
 
Figure 37: Dussek, Prelude in D major, Op. 31 (1795) – mm. 1-6. 
 
Figure 38: Dussek, Prelude in D major, Op. 31 (1795) – mm. 14-15. 
Notice the similarity in the harmonic progression of the prelude and the opening 
measures of the Sonata in D, and especially the similarity in the structure, harmony and function 
of the accompanimental pattern in the left in measures 3-4 of the prelude to that of the left hand in 
measures 13-15 of the sonata, seen below (fig. 39): 
 
Figure 39: Dussek, Sonata in D major – I, mm. 1-16. 
Looking at the general topography of the opening measures of the sonata, one can see 
that the prelude follows the same general shape through the first full phrase. Notice as well the 
harmonic rhythm, which in both works places strong tonics on downbeats at the beginning of 
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each phrase, with movement through V/V, IV, and V at the ends of phrases, propelling the 
harmony towards I on the next downbeat. 
Johann Wilhelm Hässler, Prelude et Sonate pour Clavecin ou Forte-Piano, Op. 6 (c1786). 
Hässler belongs to that class of composers and musicians whose primary claim to renown 
is through who they met, studied with, or competed against. In Hässler’s case, the names are 
several, but the most noteworthy is his encounter with Mozart in Dresden, which prompted this 
reaction from Mozart in a letter dated April 16, 1789: 
[Hässler’s] chief excellence [on the organ] consists in his foot-work, which, since 
the pedals are graded here, is not so very wonderful. Moreover, he has done no 
more than commit to memory the harmony and modulations of old Sebastian 
Bach and is not capable of executing a fugue properly; and his playing is not 
thorough. Thus he is far from being an Albrechtsberger.65 
After a relatively short period in Germany and London, he settled in Moscow via St. 
Petersburg in 1792 and remained there until his death in 1822. His compositional output is 
primarily keyboard works, including the incredible 360 Preludes … dans tous les tons majeurs et 
mineurs, Op. 47 (1817),66 a monumental collection of the shortest possible preludes ever 
compiled.  
Given the brevity of the preludes from his collection, it is surprising to find a prelude of 
such extreme length as of that accompanying the Sonata, Op. 6, written some twenty years 
before. Three times longer than any of its movements and weighing in at 270 measures, the 
prelude dwarfs the three movements of the sonata, which are in textbook form: the opening 
Allegro in G major is in binary form; a slow Andante poco largo in a 3/8 g minor follows, and a 
Presto G major in 2/4 concludes. The prelude, on the other hand, is peculiar in design, appearing 
as a sonata form modified by incursions of fantasy. Binary in form (with repeats!), the prelude 
                                                     
65 Anderson, Letters, 1374. 
66 Geoffrey Norris and Klaus-Peter Koch, "Hässler, Johann Wilhelm," Grove Music Online (2001), 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo-
9781561592630-e-0000012526. (accessed 2 Mar. 2018). 
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begins with an arpeggiated theme in the left hand that is repeated in the right, then is taken up 
again in the development (fig. 40): 
 
 
Figure 40: Hässler, Prelude, Op. 6 (c1786) – mm. 1-17. 
The A section cadences in B-flat major, followed by a development section based on the 
opening theme which mutates into a section of sustained arpeggiations (fig. 41): 
 
Figure 41: Hassler, Prelude, Op. 6 (c1786) – mm. 144-48. 
Finally, the vast, wandering movement concludes with a passage of downward-moving 
chromaticism (fig. 42) before the final extended cadence built over the opening left hand motif.  
 
Figure 42: Hässler, Prelude, Op. 6 (c1786) – mm. 257-62. 
This work is startling in its construction and dimension, and particularly so when 
compared to the Fantasia that appears in his theoretical work, the Clavier- und Singstücke 
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verschiedener Art,67 written just four years earlier. This fantasia is cut from the same cloth as that 
of C.P.E. Bach: block chord arpeggiations over harmonic sequencing clearly in one key, some 
altered figuration of the same type, and a perfect cadence. This fantasia is a textbook example of 
the arpeggiando prelude (fig. 43), which continued into the nineteenth century, evidenced by the 
Einfach Präludien für Schüler of Clara Schumann (see fig. 1, p. 11): 
 
Figure 43: Hässler, Fantasia from Clavier- und Singstücke verschiedener Art (1782). 
Charles Burney, Sonata I, from Six Sonatas for Harpsichord, Op. 6 (1774). 
The musical contributions of Charles Burney (1726-1814) were greater in the field of 
observation and reporting than in composing or performing. His wide-ranging intellectual 
curiosity led to The Present State of Music and General History writings, but not until after his 
curious An Essay towards a History of the Principal Comets that have Appeared since the Year 
1742.68 
Burney’s compositional output is largely keyboard and chamber music, including these 
six sonatas for harpsichord written in 1774. The first five include introductory preludes, the sixth 
does not. Sonatas I and II are three movements inclusive of the preludes, III through V are four 
                                                     
67 Johann Wilhelm Hässler, Clavier- und Singstücke verschiedener Art (Erfurt: the Author, 1782), 1. 
68 Kerry S. Grant, "Burney, Charles," Grove Music Online (2001), 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo-
9781561592630-e-0000004399. (accessed 3 Mar. 2019). 
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movements in total. Clearly the preludes were intended as introductions to the specific sonatas. 
Unlike Dussek’s preludes, which, as mentioned above, are printed in the back of the publication, 
Burney’s appear at the front of each sonata, where they would be expected. The arch of 
development of the set begins with a small-scale sonata, matures through three sonatas of three 
movements with preludes, and concludes with the sixth sonata, which is considerably more 
developed and mature, and lacking a prelude. 
 
Figure 44: Burney, Sonata no. 1 (1774) – I. Prelude, mm. 1-4. 
The opening measures of the prelude seem to be an introduction of their own, closing 
with a fermata before continuing with more figuration on the dominant (fig. 44), which leads into 
a section of arpeggiando. The following section moves away from tonic via a secondary 
dominant to the mediant, then moving chromatically through some secondary dominants until 
landing on the dominant for the cadential trill and final cadence in A. (fig. 45): 
 
Figure 45: Burney, Sonata no. 1 (1774) – I. Prelude, mm. 25-35. 
The prelude moves Volti into the first movement of the sonata, which is, like the prelude, 
not particularly harmonically sophisticated (fig. 46):  
 
Figure 46: Burney, Sonata no. 1 (1774) – II. Allegro Moderato, mm. 1-6. 
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In general, the other preludes in the collection are based on arpeggiated figuration like 
that in the opening of prelude I (fig. 44), or on arpeggiated harmonic progressions in the preludial 
style, and are essentially metric. None of the remaining preludes include arpeggiando style or a 
theme. 
Johann Baptist Vanhal, Fantasie et sept Variations sur une Marche d’Aline (c1815). 
Johann Baptist Vanhal (1739-1813) – or Wanhal, as he spelled his name – is the most 
significant Czech composer of the Classical era. We have seen his name already in the title to 
Clementi’s set of preludes above, telling us what Clementi thought of him and his place in the 
constellation of classical composers in his day. Known now primarily as a symphonist, Vanhal 
wrote a considerable body of keyboard music, despite being primarily a violinist.69 
 
Figure 47: Vanhal, Fantasie et sept Variations (c1815) – Prelude, mm. 1-16. 
Figure 48: Vanhal, Fantasie et sept Variations (c1815) – Prelude, mm. 32-38. 
The opening of Vanhal’s variations is titled “Fantasie,” but in form and function it is a 
prelude (fig. 47). Harmonically the movement is in three key centers, exploring an unrelated key 
             
69 Paul R. Bryan, "Vanhal [Vanhall, Wanhal, Waṅhal, Wanhall], Johann Baptist," Grove Music Online 
(2001), 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo-
9781561592630-e-0000029007. (accessed 3 Mar. 2019). 
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– the minor vi – between the tonic/dominant of the opening and closing sections (fig. 48). The 
movement exploits arpeggiated figuration that remains undeveloped and unthematic, typical of a 
simple prelude. Although exploring affekt and spontaneity are both hallmarks of the prelude, this 
fantasia attempts neither, but this should not be determinative of its function as prelude.  
The best purpose of this model is demonstrating a conservative, classical prelude that is 
proportionately scaled to the parent work for which it is written and reflective of its style and 
conservative harmonic language (see fig. 49).  
 
Figure 49: Vanhal, Fantasie et sept Variations (c1815) – Theme, mm. 1-8. 
Compositions with Preludial Introductions
Distinct from works that have an independent prelude written for them, compositions 
with preludial introductions or interludes are those whose preludial element is not independent of 
the work, but also does not form the subject matter – motivically, thematically, or rhythmically – 
of the movement to which it is attached, nor figure into the structure of the form. Works with 
such an introduction written into them begin to appear at the turn of the nineteenth century.  
Ludwig van Beethoven, Sonata no. 24 in F-sharp, Op. 78 (1809).  
Few pieces more convincingly demonstrate the function of an attached prelude than 
Beethoven’s Sonata no. 24, which begins with an introduction of material that does not reappear 
in the work later (fig. 50). This opening four measures of this sonata form a perfect prelude: it is 
in the tonic key of its antecedent, it is closed in form, it is built upon a harmonic progression of 
harmonies present in the work, and it is at least flexible in meter. One thing notable about this 
kind of introduction is that it actually cadences in the tonic of the movement, rather than the 
dominant, which became a more common occurrence later in the century. 
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So strong is its preludial function that Hans von Bülow transposed this prelude to A-flat 
and used is as a prelude to the Sonata no. 31, Op. 110.70 
 
Figure 50: Beethoven, Sonata no. 24, Op. 78 (1809) – mm. 1-7. 
It might seem inappropriate to us today to substitute a prelude – especially one written 
into the score – for one already indicated for a work, but the practice was quite normal for 
virtuoso players. This seems to have been the purpose of the puzzling Liszt manuscript usually 
described as an Introduction and Variations on a March from the Siege de Corinthe of Rossini 
(1830?). No such variations by Liszt are extant, and it has generally been concluded that the 
introduction is written for a set of variations by another composer.71 
Beethoven, Sonata no. 28 in A major, Op. 101 (1816).  
Another Beethoven work – Sonata no. 28 – demonstrates how material written into a 
work can function as an interlude. The first six measures of the opening movement serve as the 
leitmotif for subsequent interludes (fig. 51): 
 
Figure 51: Beethoven, Sonata no. 28 in A major, Op. 101 (1816) – I, mm. 1-9. 
This prelude material is conjoined with a cadenza-like passage that is written into the end 
of the third movement, the Langsam und sehnsuchtvoll, which is immediately followed by twelve 
                                                     
70 Hamilton, Golden Age, 110. 
71 Ibid. 
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measures of transition material before the final movement, Geschwinde, doch nicht zu sehr, und 
mit Entschlossenheit (fig. 52):  
 
 
Figure 52: Beethoven, Sonata no. 28 in A major, Op. 101 (1816) – III, mm. 18-32. 
This use of a theme in a texture of metric ambiguity and sense of spontaneity is the very 
essence of the prelude (or interlude). It is difficult to avoid the contemplation that this approach to 
connecting music thematically was a practice Beethoven used in live performance with the use of 
preludes and interludes long before he formalized them in notation. 
Beethoven, Concerto no. 4 in G major, Op. 58 (1805-06).72 
Beethoven’s Concerto no. 4 breaks the conventional concerto format with the entrance of 
the solo piano stating the subject in the tonic immediately followed by a juxtaposed statement of 
the same in B major. From the position of an audience member at the 1808 premiere, this was 
startling – or maybe not. Their point of reference for such beginnings would have been the 
improvised prelude, so the idea of piece being introduced would not have been so out of place. 
But to begin in a key that, for all one knows at the beginning, is not the tonic of the piece that was 
following, would have been jarring. Whatever their impressions, the opening measures of the 
concerto would have been presumptively spontaneous. The genius of Beethoven in this work is 
             
72 Ludwig van Beethoven, Concerto no. 4 in G major, Op. 58 (Vienna: Bureau des Arts et d’Industrie, n.d. 
[1808]). 
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the way in which he anticipates the performance environment and manipulates the work within 
the context of the listener’s expectations, a skill he demonstrated at the first private performance 
of the ‘Eroica’ Symphony, at which he played the piano part in his Piano Quintet, Op. 16. 
Apparently emboldened by the performance, Beethoven took liberties with the final movement, 
as recounted by F.G. Wegeler and Ferdinand Ries: 
In the final Allegro there occurs several holds before a resumption of the theme. 
At one of these Beethoven suddenly began to improvise, took the Rondo as a 
theme and entertained himself and the others for a considerable time: but not his 
associates. They were displeased, and Herr Ramm [Friedrich Ramm, oboist] even 
enraged. It really was comical to see these gentlemen waiting expectantly every 
moment to go on, continually lifting their instruments to their lips, then quietly 
putting them down again. At last Beethoven was satisfied and dropped again into 
the Rondo. The entire audience was delighted.73 
This is perhaps the artistic goal of the prelude in general; to gauge an audience and 
performance situation and maneuver expectations in order to heighten the experience. 
The extemporaneous effect is greater if the opening G-major chord is arpeggiated 
broadly, rather than played together (see fig 53). Although not marked to be arpeggiated in the 
original edition, it is printed with arpeggio signs in the excerpt reproduced by Czerny in his 
writings on the interpretation of Beethoven, Über richtigen Vortrag der sämmtlichen 
Beethoven’schen Clavierwerke.74 Czerny apparently heard Beethoven’s premiere of this work and 
could be reflecting the manner in which Beethoven played it,75 rather than the way in which it 
was printed, though it is impossible to know. 
                                                     
73 F.G. Wegeler and Ferdinand Ries, Biographische Notizen uber Ludwig van Beethoven (Koblenz, 1838), 
95; trans. in Elliot Forbes, ed., Thayer’s Life of Beethoven, vol. II (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
1967), 207-208. 
74 Carl Czerny and Paul Badura-Skoda, Über Den Richtigen Vortrag Der Sämtlichen Beethoven'schen 
Klavierwerke: Czerny's "Erinnerungen an Beethoven" Sowie Das 2. Und 3. Kapitel Des Iv. Bandes Der 
"vollständigen Theoretisch-Practischen Pianoforte-Schule Op. 500" (Vienna: Universal, 2009), 111. 
75 Hamilton, Golden Age, 110. 
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Figure 53: Beethoven, Concerto no. 4 in G, Op. 58 (1808) – I. mm. 1-7. 
Joseph Wölfl, Grande Sonate pour Piano-forté ‘non plus ultra,’ Op. 41 (c1808). 
Joseph Wölfl (1773-1812) was an Austrian virtuoso, student of Leopold Mozart and 
Michael Haydn, and only serious rival to Beethoven in Vienna. He was a prolific composer, 
producing numerous keyboard works, including seven concertos and thirty sonatas. His most 
famous work is his last, the Sonata ‘non plus ultra,’ the final movement of which is a set of 
variations on Hans Nägeli’s song “Freut euch des Lebens.”76 
Without the opening Adagio, the sonata is complete with three movements: an 
exceedingly long Allegro moderato in sonata form, a relatively brief Andante that includes a final 
half-cadence leading into the final Allegretto theme with nine variations. 
Wölfl’s prelude reveals the key characteristics of the thematic type. Built upon a theme 
not found elsewhere in the movement, it begins by establishing the tonic, then through motivic 
development – in this case, in the left-hand octaves (fig. 54, mm. 4-6) – it moves through a series 
of harmonies chromatically related to the parallel minor that lead to the dominant (m. 10) at the 
three-quarter mark. Upward movement and a cadence from the diminished vii/V to V dissolves 
into a final half-cadence (fig. 54): 
                                                     
76 Ewan West, "Wölfl [Wölffl, Woelfl], Joseph," Grove Music Online, (2001), 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo-
9781561592630-e-0000030510. (accessed 4 Mar. 2019). 
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Figure 54: Wölfl, Sonata "non plus ultra", Op. 41 (c1808) – I. mm. 1-19. 
Felix Mendelssohn-Bartholdy, Phantasie über ein irländisches Lied, ‘The last rose’ für das 
Pianoforte, Op. 15 (1827). 
Last and, in fact, least example is the opening of Mendelssohn’s fantasy on the Irish song, 
“The Last Rose of Summer.” This kind of arpeggiation (fig. 55; see fig. 23, p. 61), would not 
have been notated in an earlier age; arpeggiation was a matter of standard performance practice. 
Mendelssohn’s precision in notation – fully written out with measurable and proportional time 
values, inclusion of its own key signature rather than accidentals to create g naturals, fermatas on 
both of the last two notes – tells a story about where the evolution of notational practice was in 
the mid-1820s. This simple prelude is interesting in part because improvisation was ostensibly 
alive and well at the time Mendelssohn wrote this piece, and to include such attention to 
notational detail for something that was regularly supplied pro forma seems either excessive or at 
least contraindicative. 
 
Figure 55: Mendelssohn, Phantasie über ‘The last rose,’ Op. 15 (1827) – mm. 1-4. 
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Chapter 3: PRELUDING: A METHOD 
The difference between a performer who prepares embellishments or cadenzas and one 
who improvises them is analogous to the difference between the beginning language 
student who can only replicate sentences taken from a phrase book, and one who has 
progressed to the point at which it is possible to leap into the creative world of defining 
thoughts within the new language. 1  – Robert Levin 
A. Präludium: The Process of Creating a Method 
Developing a methodology for preluding requires, in fact, a methodology of its own. The 
strategy I have adopted for creating a new method involves four steps, roughly represented by the 
four chapters of this writing: 
1) Consult writings from the period to discover the purpose, nature, and methods of 
preluding; 
2) Consult collections of preludes from the period for examples of preluding; 
3) Synthesize steps to preluding from the original sources with tutors on composition to 
create a method of preluding; and 
4) Provide examples of the method. 
Chapter two revealed that modeling figured heavily into the process of learning 
improvisation for the writers from the period, and, following in this time-tested practice, I have 
chosen to model this method after examples. To continue, then, to the next step of creating a 
method, knowledge of how it was taught should be attained. Additionally, this writing attempts to 
present a methodology that recognizes changing compositional and aesthetic goals over the 
period of time for which it is written. The division of this writing into three distinct periods – 
1750-75, 1775-1800, and 1800-1825 – roughly represents turning points in keyboard literature, 
compositional trends, development of keyboard instruments, performance expectations of 
                                                     
1 Robert D. Levin, “Improvised Embellishments in Mozart’s Keyboard Music.” Early Music 20, no. 2 
(1992): 222. 
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preluding. Joined with anecdotal evidence from criticism of the tutors of the day, these sources 
contribute to the construction of this methodology for improvising preludes. 
1. Composition and Improvisation 
There are a number of composition treatises that are relevant to an understanding of how 
composing – or more generically, crafting music – is done. These sources and tutors alone are not 
determinative, and are themselves not immune to criticism, some of it enlightening. In the 
following review of Hummel’s Complete, Theoretical and Practical Course of Instructions 
(1827): 
The concluding chapter on extempore playing also falls far short of what we 
should have looked for from the pupil of Mozart. We should have imagined that 
such a subject would have admitted of remarks on the best modes of modulation, 
on the choice of appropriate subject, on the treatment of melodies, etc., etc.2 
The anonymous critic here raises a point: the writers of improvisation tutors could be myopic, and 
sometimes fail to meet the actual needs their written treatises were meant to address. Efforts are 
made here to anticipate the concerns a contemporary preludist would entertain. 
Taking the lead from the improvisation tutors discussed above, we know that cadences, 
harmony, and harmonic development dominate – and in fact determine – the structure of 
preludes, particularly so in the early periods. While harmony did not lose its grip upon the 
structure of the prelude in the nineteenth century, the introduction of theme or melody became an 
increasingly important source of elaboration and development, consistent with the principles of 
the Classical era. Both harmonic progression and thematic elaboration fell under the influence of 
one of the primary distinguishing formal elements of music from the Classical era: the short, 
articulated phrase, or period.3 This periodicity is largely concerned with melodic phrase, which 
                                                     
2 “Review of Hummel’s Complete, Theoretical and Practical Course of Instructions,” The Quarterly Music 
Magazine and Review 10 (1828): 359-69. Quoted in Nellie Blanche Clarke, “Performance Practices as 
Revealed in A Complete Theoretical and Practical Course of Instructions On the Art of Playing the Piano 
by J. N. Hummel.” (MA thesis, University of University of North Carolina, 1971): 148n. 
3 See Charles Rosen, The Classical Style, 57-98. 
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Joseph Klein, in Versuch eines Lehrbuchs der praktischen Musik (1783), describes in rhetorical 
terms: 
A melody consists … of sentences [Sätze], each of which is a series of successive 
notes that together constitute a musical thought or sense. These sätze may consist 
of one, two or more measures, or they may also comprise only a part of a single 
measure … The Sätz that constitutes the main idea of a melody is called the 
Hauptsatz …4 
Klein also makes the clear distinction between formal compositions and the 
extemporaneous through the presence or absence of the Hauptsatz: “A melody that does not bind 
itself to either a Hauptsatz nor a distinct rhythm is called a fantasia or capriccio; …”5 Periodicity, 
then, played out in improvisational forms like the fantasie, capriccio and prelude not through 
melodic phrases, but through harmonic progressions and cadential figures that were designed to 
follow the expectation of periodic expression, which renders the music intelligible. Mark Bonds 
illustrates: 
[I]ntelligibility … rests on the principle of periodicity. Incisions of varying 
degrees generate units that correspond to the phrases, sentences, and paragraphs 
of verbal discourse. At the larger level, this intelligibility rests on the unfolding 
of a movement’s Hauptsatz by means of repetition, variation, and contrast. The 
disposition of thematic events within conventional structures … is ultimately also 
a function of intelligibility.6 
Periodicity is one of the governing features of intelligibility in improvisation, as in 
composition. These “periods,” whether hauptzatz borrowed from a parent composition or 
harmonic progressions, must be understood by the listener, even in the midst of non-metered 
improvisation. Daniel Gottlob Türk in Klavierschule goes to great lengths to express that the 
interpretation and execution of a work must be consistent with the periods of the work, otherwise 
the intelligibility suffers.7 
                                                     
4 Joseph Klein, Versuch, 59-60. Quoted in Bonds, 92. 
5 “Eine Melodie, die sich weder an einen hauptsatz noch an einen bestimminten Rhythmus bindet, wird 
eine Fantasie oder Capriccio genennet: wird überdies seine gewisse Tactart daben beobachtet, so heißet es 
eine freye Fantasie.” Ibid., 61. 
6 Bonds, Wordless Rhetoric, 121. 
7 See Türk, Clavier School, Part Two: Concerning the Clarity of Execution, 324-36. 
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Composition treatises from the period view the process of composing through the lens of 
thematic elaboration or harmonic development transmitted in the syntax of periodicity. This 
process can be expressed in strictly musical terms, like those of Heinrich Christoph Koch’s 
Versuch einer Anleitung (1782), or in rhetorical forms, such as those proposed by Johann 
Mattheson’s Der volkommene Capellmeister (1739), one of the most widely used manuals of 
composition in eighteenth-century Germany,8 here described succinctly by Michael Richard 
Callahan: 
One thinks, for example, of Johann Mattheson’s five-part process of Inventio, 
Dispositio, Elaboratio, Decoratio, and Executio, and of Heinrich Christoph 
Koch’s Anlage, Ausführung, and Ausarbeitung, which closely parallel the middle 
three of Mattheson’s processes. Both of these describe a hierarchical relationship 
between determining a large-scale plan for a piece (Dispositio/Anlage), rendering 
and elaborating this plan by means of specific musical events 
(Elaboratio/Ausfuhrung), and realizing and embellishing these events by means 
of surface-level diminutions (Decoratio/Ausarbeitung). This hierarchical trio is 
illustrative of the improvisational process as well…”9 
Elsewhere, Mattheson declares there are three elements to a composition: Invention (Die 
Erfindung), Elaboration (Die Ausarbeitung), and Execution (Die Ausführung oder Aufführung).10 
Whatever terms are used or how finely divided, there seem to be three steps to composition: 
determining the form, populating the form with structural elements (themes, motives, figures, 
etc.), and embellishing those elements on the surface. This process of composition squares with 
the process of preluding, but of preluding as a learned skill, and not just the spontaneous 
emanation of innate genius. 
                                                     
8 Mattheson, Capellmeister (1739). See Ernest C. Harriss, Johann Mattheson’s Der volkommene 
Capellmeister: a Revised Translation with Critical Commentary (Ann Arbor, MI: UMI Research Press, 
c1981). 
9 Michael Richard Callahan, “Techniques of Keyboard Improvisation in the German Baroque and Their 
Implications for Today’s Pedagogy” (PhD diss., Eastman School of Music. 2010), 51. 
10 Mattheson, Das neueröffnete Orchestre, (Hamburg: Schiller, 1713), 104. Translation by Mary Burke. 
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2. Talent v. Skill 
Relying on the source material alone would lend one the impression that preluding was 
not taught at all, so scarce is the body of instruction of how to prelude. With the exceptions of 
C.P.E. Bach, Hummel, and Czerny, precious little is written directly about the process of 
preluding, and most of what is supplied is descriptions of preludes themselves, or listener’s 
impressions of them. The composition tutors mentioned above support the notion that 
improvisation is the province of creativity, and that latent talent will somehow inform the talented 
who inherently already know how to prelude. Like Michelangelo’s “every block of stone” theory, 
composers and theorists seemed to believe that inside every composition lies a potential 
improvisation, and a skilled keyboardist will find it. This act could not be learned, but discovered. 
There were, however, distinctions between what can be taught, and what cannot. 18th 
century sources do not directly state that improvisation can be taught, but it can be inferred from 
the statements made concerning composition. What cannot be taught is creativity. This is 
certainly the very clear position of Mattheson, as he states in his Das neu-eröffnete Orchester of 
1713, 
There are otherwise three elements to a composition: Invention (Die Erfindung), 
Elaboration (Die Ausarbeitung), and Execution (Die Ausführung oder 
Aufführung), …; the latter two things can be learned; for the first, there is no 
competent master as yet, though there are (if one may be permitted to say it) 
thieving students who steal whatever they can pick up from others’ invention and 
pass it off among strangers as their very own handiwork so shamelessly that one 
is astonished…11 
This element of a composition – invention – was not limited to the musical idea as an 
abstraction, but included its expression. We can infer from Mattheson that subjects, themes, 
                                                     
11 “Es gehören sonst zu einer Composition dreyerley: Inventio (Die Erfindung), Elaboratio (Die 
Ausarbeitung), Executio, (die Ausführung oder Aufführung) welches eine ziemliche nahe Verwandschafft 
mit der Oratorie oder Rhetorique (Rede-Kunst) an den Tag leget; Die beyden letzten Stücke können 
erlernet werden; zum ersten hat sich noch kein tüchtiger Maitre, wohl aber / mit permission zu sagen / 
diebische Schüler finden wollen / die / was sie nur von frembder Invention aufschnappen können / 
wegstehlen / und bey Ausländern vor ihre selbst-eigne Geburth so unverschämt ausgeben / daß es zu 
verwundern.” Mattheson, Das neueröffnete Orchestre, (Hamburg: Schiller, 1713), 104. Translation by 
Mary Burke. 
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progressions, and other structural elements of compositions that were “picked up from others” are 
also invention, and the act of creating them cannot be learned. Mark Bonds expounds:  
Two points [from 18th century composition manuals] stand out consistently: 1) 
form must be comprehensible if a work is to achieve its goal of moving the 
audience’s passions. … 2) The process of ordering, elaborating, and shaping 
ideas in an effective manner can be taught – this, indeed, is one of the basic 
premises of the discipline of rhetoric – but the process of creating these ideas 
cannot.12 
The idea of invention being unteachable was held by preludists from the period. Anthony 
Corri, speaking specifically about preluding, wrote that to “lay down rules would be as 
impossible as wrong, for the fancy should be unconfined; but for those who are not acquainted 
with the rules of counterpoint or composition” he supplied samples of preludes in a variety of 
styles.13 Corri seems to have confused the notions of creativity – inventio – and composition. He 
tacitly admits to a body of “rules” that govern how a prelude is to be conceived, but does not 
distinguish between the inspiration for preluding and the syntax for it. 
It was universally held that the act of creating ideas cannot be taught, but that the act of 
creating music – whether compositions or improvisations – can be. But created from what? For 
the eighteenth-century musician, both came from elements of music stored in memory. 
3. Improvisation and Memory 
The tutors addressed in chapter suggest that learning patterns and memorizing “licks” is 
fundamental to the practice of improvisation, like this statement by Czerny:  
The Player must therefore commit to memory a great number of such motivos, in 
order to employ them at will, and that he may never be thrown into 
embarrassment by a want of ideas. For incessant wandering through mere rapid 
passages and runs is not extemporizing …14 
Writers on the subject of preluding admitted that the structure of the prelude was 
determined by the harmonic progression, and the surface of improvisation was decorated with 
                                                     
12 Bonds, Wordless Rhetoric, 81. 
13 Anthony Corri, Original Systems of Preluding. London: Chappell, 1813), 1. 
14 Czerny, Complete Theoretical, chapt. 19, §6. 
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various forms of arpeggios and figurations based upon that harmonic progression. This was, 
certainly for the first two periods covered here, the essence of the prelude. And both these 
harmonic progressions and figurations were products of the memory, called upon in the moment 
to create a prelude in its most essential form. It is not memory applied to music in the modern 
sense, where the goal is to reproduce some specific notation verbatim, but rather memory of 
forms and concepts: 
From the perspective of the improviser in the 16th and 17th centuries, this 
modern practice may well represent a debasement of the earlier concept of 
memory. Traditionally, the role of memory … was not to reproduce in exact 
detail a pre-existing work or even a portion of a pre-existing work, but rather to 
serve the process of imprinting and internalizing images or structures in the 
mind, which would be brought to bear upon the creative process at the moment 
of performance.15 
This particular function of memory is for us in the modern era an accident; that is, today 
memory is focused on reproduction, rather than production, and internalizing forms happens not 
intentionally, but as a byproduct of repetition. To advance in the process of improvising preludes, 
the preludist must purposefully commit to memory harmonic progressions, melodic sequences, 
and various surface figurations (elements) that are idiomatic to the keyboard and transposable to 
whatever key is needed in the instant. This kind of learning must be done with the purpose of 
banking these discreet entries of usable elements to be so internalized that translation – that is, 
having to consciously take steps to transpose, invert, or vary them – is not necessary. 
Spiridion put the musical transaction of memory this way in 1670: 
The organist improviser is like a child dealing with a language: before grammar 
and rules comes listening, memorization and imitation of the adults to open the 
way to learning and communication. Again, the organist improviser, like a good 
“chef,” must learn to know and handle the various ingredients to mix them in the 
best way, creating … ever-more sophisticated recipes.16 
                                                     
15 William Porter, “Reconstructing 17th-Century North German Improvisational Practice: Notes on the 
Præambulum with a Report on Pedagogy Used in December 1995,” in GOArt Research Reports 2, ed. 
Sverker Jullander (Göteborg: Göteborg Organ Art Center, 2000), 139. 
16 Spiridion a Monte Carmelo, Nova Instructio Pro Pulsandis Organis Spinettis Manuchordiis, etc. (1670), 
ed. Edoardo Bellotti (Colledara: Andromeda, 2008), preface, xv. 
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Spiridion’s metaphors suggest useful tools for the preludist: 1) that an improviser must 
develop a body of usable elements from which arrangements can be made before worrying about 
the rules of how to do so; 2) that this library of useable elements is gained from listening, 
memorizing, and imitating examples; 3) that the goal of gaining a library of musical elements is 
to have ready a rich body of memorized material which can be recalled immediately to create a 
prelude. 
B. Versuch einer Anleitung zum Präludieren: Creating a Prelude 
Following the models provided by Mattheson, and acknowledging that inventiveness, or 
Inventio, is a domain that cannot be taught, this method adapts his process for preluding to 
include three essential steps; namely, Dispositio, or creation of ideas which form the structure of 
the prelude; Elaboratio, in which the ideas are ordered, repeated, elaborated; and Decoratio, 
shaping all the remaining details. Creating a prelude is in three parts: prerequisites, preparation, 
and creation. 
1. Prerequisites for Preluding 
The first prerequisite for preluding is knowing the purpose for which the prelude is 
intended. This means not only for what structural purpose, such as modulating or supplying an 
introduction, but for what performative function and effect,17 and in what performance 
environment. Preludes can be constructed for no purpose at all; this defeats the enterprise of 
learning to prelude. Preludes should be thought of as attendant to a particular work, and for a 
particular occasion. This is incumbent on the preludist who can create spontaneously from 
inventio, and should therefore be the position taken by preludists who must advance through the 
following steps of creating a prelude. 
                                                     
17 For performativity in music, see Jane W. Davidson, “Introducing the Issue of Performativity in Music,” 
Musicology Australia 36, no. 2 (2014): 179-88. https://dx.doi.org/10.1080/08145857.2014.958269 
(accessed 3 Jan. 2019). 
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For technical requirements, Hummel, in his description of how he became a master 
improviser, supplies us with a useful list that emphasizes the distinction between those skills that 
seem to be innate and those that are learned: 
To extemporize freely, the player must possess  
a. as Natural gifts, invention, intellectual acuteness, fiery elevation and flow of 
ideas, and the power of improving, arranging, developing, and combining the 
matter invented by himself, as well as that taken from others for this purpose. 
b. As the result of scientific education, such perfect readiness and certainty 
regarding the laws of harmony, … and certainty in playing. …What the 
moment presents to the Artist, must be played on the instrument, correctly, 
with certainty and in a suitable manner; and this must not be felt as a 
difficulty by the Artist …18 [Author’s italics] 
Hummel later identifies the laws of harmony as “harmony and all its applications, 
modulating correctly and agreeably, enharmonic transition, and counterpoint,” and his aim was 
for “good succession of ideas, strictness of rhythm, variety of character, changes of colouring, 
avoiding great diffusiveness.”19 
Sources from the period universally call for a knowledge of cadences, harmony or 
harmonic progression. This is essential to the simple prelude, which is nothing more than an 
elaboration of the cadence. More developed forms demand a working knowledge of phrase 
structure and periodicity, which are hallmarks of form in the Classical era. To this should be 
added proportion, or attention paid to the size and scale of the prelude relative to the parent work. 
Preludes should not outsize the parent in harmonic vocabulary, technical demand, or structural 
size. These are considerations a composer would have for a written work, and should be exercised 
by a preludist. 
2. Inventio: Preparing a Prelude 
The following section addresses the act of preparing a prelude in a compositional sense, 
not improvising one. Thoughtful consideration and composing preludes is on the road to 
                                                     
18 Hummel, Practical Course, part III, p. 74. 
19 Ibid. 
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improvisation, and a necessary step. Anyone with facility, a quick mind and an internal library of 
figurations can “make something up” and fill the role of prelude. This type of improvisation can 
become out of control; harmonies can lead too far afield – that is, advance beyond that 
appropriate for the period – wandering in their efforts to return to the path. This was recognized 
by Koch as well, who noted in his Versuch that, if given too much free rein, fantasy can lead to 
subsidiary ideas (Nebenideen) that are “too far removed” from the parent’s main theme.20 
Improvisation is more than being able to move the fingers, despite Czerny’s admonition 
to “leaving nearly everything to the fingers and to chance.”21 Improvisation is formed in the mind 
first, even if is a fraction of a second before playing. Good improvisers close the distance between 
inventio and elaboratio faster than poor improvisers, and some cannot effectively close that 
distance at all, caught in an eternal state of “buffering.” Purposeful practice at both crafting and 
extemporizing short passages can help close this distance. 
a. Selecting a Parent Work and its Audience 
Choosing a parent work for preluding (or interluding) takes more thought than it did in 
the eighteenth century. The presumption in the eighteenth century was that any work could take a 
prelude, since the practical functions of preluding were true whatever work one was playing. But 
today it is safe to presume that familiarity with the keyboard, “warming up”, and gaining the 
attention of the audience are not challenges, or should not be. Aesthetics and performance 
practice concerns are therefore the primary aims of preluding today, and consequently change the 
weight with which one considers a work for a prelude. 
 In general, a potential preludist should ask these questions when selecting a parent: 
Does the work already contain an introduction composed into the work?  
                                                     
20 See Koch, Versuch II (1782), 97. 
21 Carl Czerny, Letters to a Young Lady, on the Art of Playing the Pianoforte, from the Earliest Rudiments 
to the Highest Stage of Cultivation, trans. J.A. Hamilton (London: R. Cocks and Co., n.d. [1848]), 79. 
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The general rule is, if the work already has an introduction, do not supply one. However, 
if there is a preludial function written into the first movement, this material could be useful as an 
interlude between movements later. 
Is the work receptive to a prelude? 
The universal rule that preludes should end in the tonic key of the parent movement is 
oddly not accompanied with a requirement for being written in that key. Imagine, then, a prelude 
that cadences in E-flat before the beginning of Beethoven’s Sonata no. 3, Op. 31 (fig. 56), and 
how knowing the key before it begins would affect one’s reception of the beginning. On the other 
hand, one could argue that the first sixteen measures of this sonata could be construed as a 
prelude on its own, and to prelude before it might disrupt the impact that the tonal ambiguity of 
the opening measures has on its reception. 
 
Figure 56: Beethoven, Sonata no. 3, Op. 31 (1802). 
This example is not typical of keyboard works written in the period covered here, but it is 
illustrative of a deceptive beginning. A preludist should consider whether the beginning of the 
sonata can effectively be prepared by a prelude without disrupting the composer’s intent for the 
beginning of the work. 
What kind of prelude is appropriate to the work? 
Corollary to the question above, a preludist should consider what kind of prelude is 
appropriate to the parent work. Simple, thematic, recitative, arpeggiando, brilliante – the work 
itself combined with the circumstances of the performance will determine the style of the prelude 
and its manner of delivery.   
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Is the opening statement of material strong in harmonic clarity, or is it purposely ambiguous? 
Related to the question of receptiveness, the fantasia-like nature of preludes means that 
they are already unstable to some degree, and the instability can be in terms of harmony or meter. 
If a work begins in an ambiguous manner, the prelude should be harmonically stable to provide 
contrast to the parent. This rule also applies to many works that begin with a single 
unaccompanied line or contrapuntal subject, both of which may not be harmonically unstable, but 
their harmony is merely implied. Consider the opening of the Allegro from Mozart’s Sonata 15a. 
K.533 (1788) (fig. 57): 
 
Figure 57: Mozart, Sonata 15a, K.533 (1788) – I. Allegro, mm. 1-5. 
This example is not harmonically ambiguous a prima vista, but could be made unstable 
by a crafty preludist. Such a beginning would be better served by a harmonically solid prelude, 
though such a prelude is contrary to the allowance for harmonic adventurism that is an earmark of 
the form.  
What is the structure of the parent? Are the movements proportionate to each other? 
Composer Daniel Steibelt (1765-1823) “appears to have been extraordinarily vain, 
arrogant, discourteous, recklessly extravagant, and even dishonest.”22 He was also not particularly 
gifted at melodic, slow writing, and his early second movements were not particularly successful. 
He admitted to his shortcomings in a perfunctory manner: simply don’t write any. Given that 
many of his solo and accompagnato sonatas have only two movements which roughly meet the 
standards for first and third movements, an interlude of some dimension would be appropriate in 
                                                     
22 Frank Dawes, Karen A. Hagberg, and Stephan D. Lindeman, "Steibelt, Daniel," Grove Music Online 
(2001), 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo-
9781561592630-e-0000026624. (accessed 12 Mar. 2019). 
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his works, particularly one based on melodic material from one of the movements or an 
independent theme, rather than figuration and arpeggiations, which are hallmarks of his writing. 
The goal in such attention is to achieve proportion and symmetry. Works by a master such as 
Mozart will be presumptively proportionate; works by a “lesser” composer may not be. In any 
case, the preludist should approach the work as a co-creator, not a detractor, to the work, and 
supply preludes or interludes that complete or complement the work. 
What can a prelude bring to a performance that the composition by itself would not? 
This question gets to those purposes of preluding (or interluding) beyond pragmatic 
function and compositional cohesion. This question is about the style and delivery of the 
performance, addressing the performer/preludist’s role in the reception of the work. For example, 
one of the purposes of a prelude is to put a stamp on the composition by the performer, to pay 
homage to a composer by quoting another, or quoting a work that sounds familiar to the audience. 
Particularly when writing for a lesser-known composer, quoting a famous one lends a sense of 
irony or interest, not to mention amusement to the audience. Remember, when the audience 
knows they are hearing improvisation, this inspires them to listen with a new sense of curiosity, 
with a new set of expectations, and possibly with a new degree of criticism. Considering how the 
preluding done before or during a work frames that work for the audience is as important to the 
reception of the work as is the interpretation of the work. 
b. Drawing from Sources and Models 
Chapter 2 largely presents the sources and models for preluding. Other examples can be 
found built into compositions that are not identified as such, but still serve the purpose of a 
prelude. More importantly, deriving thematic or motivic material from the parent work in small 
fragments rather than long phrases presents the preludist with sufficient material for alteration 
and variation to build into the attendant prelude. Several examples of these thematic derivatives 
are supplied in chapter 4, particularly in the interlude to Haydn’s Symphony 98 in B-flat major, 
Hob.I:98 (1792), which extracts a number of thematic fragments (ex. 6, pp. 128-31).  
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The technique for deriving these themes, or “cells,” is to avoid taking too large a sample. 
Themes or cells borrowed from the parent need not be restricted to major themes or subjects. 
They can be something as small as an accompanimental feature, such as that derived from its 
parent in the prelude to Pellegrini’s Sonata V in D major, Op. 10 below (see fig. 60 and ex. 2, 
mm. 8-9, p. 110). Relying on whole phrases or themes shifts the purpose of the prelude from 
introduction to fantasie, or variation set. Taking only an antecedent phrase or half-phrase allows 
the preludist more leeway in improvisational variation, though modifying the fragment beyond 
recognition by the audience was frowned upon by Hummel, who wrote that performers lacking 
“natural inward feeling” are guilty of this practice, for they try to compensate “by an overloaded 
decoration of the passages of melody, till the air and character is often no longer perceptible.”23 
Using smaller samples from the parent avoids giving away too much of the attendant work. One 
of the characteristics of preluding should be to establish a sense of anticipation for that which is 
being introduced: it should be the musical equivalent of purposefully burying the lede. 
c. Internalizing the Style of the Composer 
For a contemporary player, it is not enough to learn some technique for how to improvise 
or to create a prelude. It is also incumbent upon the modern historically-informed player to create 
preludes that are stylistically appropriate to the work being preluded – that is, not only in terms of 
historically appropriate style, but also using techniques that are appropriate to the composer of the 
parent work. Robert Levin suggests that  
A performer with a thorough understanding of harmonic progression and voice-
leading possesses the prerequisites for the assimilation of Mozart’s personal 
language. This in turn is the precondition for the ability to improvise idiomatic 
embellishments. The more aware one becomes of the idiosyncrasies of each 
composer, the more vivid one’s characterizations and embellishments become.”24 
Familiarity with another composer’s style is not a twentieth century invention. 18th-
century reception had advantages and disadvantages to the player who wished to internalize a 
                                                     
23 Hummel, Practical Course, part III, p. 74. 
24 Levin, “Improvised Embellishments,” 222. 
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composer’s style. Print music was not as readily available; recordings nonexistent. But the 
contemporary listener would have had familiarity with the performance contexts of the day, and 
might even have heard the composer perform his own music. 
Clementi’s preludes and cadenzas in the style of other prominent composers of the day 
testifies to the notion that preludes should reflect the stylistic qualities of the composer being 
preluded. Musical Characteristics, Op. 19 is a collection of twelve preludes and six cadenzas by 
Clementi written in the style of the six most important (in his opinion) pianists of the day – 
Haydn, Kozeluch, Mozart, Sterkel, Vanhal and himself. There is no particular key scheme, but 
across the collection represent all the major keys of the day. The cadenzas are roughly half the 
length of the preludes, and begin, as expected, on a second inversion chord on the tonic, ending 
with a resolution from a dominant trill. 
3. Constructing a Prelude 
This section of constructing a prelude refers to the process of creating a prelude through 
any process, whether fully composing, pre-crafting outlines, or immediate extemporizing. How 
each of these steps is done is determined by the manner in which the prelude is being created. 
a. Dispositio: Determining the Form 
The first step to determining the form of the prelude is to consider the form and scale of 
the parent work. Examples of preludes from tutors and collections from the period vary greatly in 
length, virtuosity, and degree of compositional development, but all of these examples are 
designed independent of a parent work. Examples of any size of prelude can be found from 
original sources, but determining the size and form of the prelude should be governed by the size 
and form of the parent work.  
The actual form of a prelude is less important than what its predetermination does to 
constrain the prelude, particularly an extempore prelude. As mentioned before, preludes that have 
gone off the rails become too distantly-related to their parent, resort to rambling, and more 
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importantly leave the audience with the impression that the preludist does not have control of the 
prelude, and is no longer improvising, but “winging it.” Preludists should always be in control of 
the expectations of the listener, should always convey a sense of form, and should never find 
themselves held hostage by a harmonic sequence that has led them astray.  
A well-articulated structure was still valued as late as 1836, and was underlined by 
François-Joseph Fétis in his comments about an improvisation performed by Ignaz Moscheles in 
Brussels: 
After an introduction, a simple formal device that is part of all fantasias, and in 
which artists can only be distinguished from one another by their ability to 
develop the motif, Moscheles … first played from his imagination a free fantasia 
… in which slight references to the theme were scattered here and there in order 
to prepare the ear to hear their developments. These themes then reappeared 
successively, and were elaborated by the celebrated pianist, linked one to the 
other through the best possible transitions, and were then brought together and 
served as accompaniment with infinite art …25 
Several examples of form are demonstrated in chapter 4. There is a principle of symmetry 
that should be applied, and maintaining a form of odd-number sections provides a sense of 
structure that is intelligible. The most basic form, of course, is the three-part structure, because 
there is always a beginning, a middle, and an end, and each section should be aurally identifiable. 
A clear example is the prelude to Joseph Wölfl’s Sonate Pour le Piano-Forté, Op. 38 (ex. 7, pp. 
133-34), where the opening and closing statements form bookends around an essentially 
homogeneous middle section. A five-part structure might take the following form: 
| Opening Statement ||: Figuration or Transition | Figuration or Theme :|| Dissolution | Cadence || 
                                                     
25 “Après une introduction, disposition banale, dans laquelle rentrent toutes les fantaisies, et dans laquelle 
les artistes ne se distinguent que par leur habileté à developer le motif, Moschelès, s’enparant de ses trois 
motifs comme devant former un seul tout, a fait entendre d’abord une fantaisie libre, de son imagination, où 
de légères indications de themes étaient jetées çà et là pour preparer l’oreille à les entendre developper. 
Puis ces themes ont apparu successivement, ont été travaillés seul à seul par le célèbre pianist, se liant l’nn 
[sic.] à l’autre par les transitions les plus heureuses, puis ils ont été réunis et se sont servis mutuellement 
d’accompagnement avec un art infini, bien, …” F.-J. Fétis, “Correspondance particuliére. M. Moscheles.” 
Revue et gazette musicale de Paris, 3 (1836), 30. Translation by Elisabeth Wright. 
https://archive.org/details/revueetgazettemu18363pari/page/30 
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This structure is demonstrated in example 5, the prelude to Ignaz Pleyel’s Sonata for the 
Piano Forte in E minor, B.435 (pp. 122-23), where the Opening Statement (mm. 1-3) is followed 
by a Transition – in this example, a modulation to the relative major (mm. 4-5). The entrance of a 
Theme borrowed from the parent (mm. 6-8) turns into the Dissolution (mm. 9-11) taking the form 
of chromatic harmonic descent to the Cadence (mm. 12-13). This form is easily adaptable and 
expandable by simply repeating the second and third sections. This device can allow the preludist 
to accommodate multiple themes, as can be seen in the prelude to Clementi’s Sonata in B-flat 
major, Op.24 no. 2, where two sections employing different themes appear in measures 15 to 21 
and measures 26 to 32 (ex. 4, pp. 119-21). 
The terms for sections proposed above are fairly self-explanatory, though “dissolution” 
might be new to any musical lexicon. It merely refers to the necessary dissipation of whatever 
came before it – figuration, chromatic development, etc. – before the final cadence. Dissolution 
may well be a part of the final cadence, but in amorphous, extemporaneous genres, the function 
of dissolution is always present. This is identified by Hummel in his steps to preluding as 
“dissolving into less specific figuration.”26 
b. Elaboratio: Choosing Compositional Building Blocks 
After the form of the prelude is determined, from what compositional material the 
sections of the prelude are constructed should be considered. This material can be arpeggiando 
built over a harmonic progression in the manner of C.P.E. Bach, formulas, recitative, or a melodic 
theme drawn from the parent. Some principles apply: 1) contiguous sections should not be based 
upon the same type of material; 2) there should be balance between material borrowed from the 
parent and freshly-invented material; and 3) proportion in length or scope of the sections best 
serves listener intelligibility and compositional cohesion.  
                                                     
26 Hummel, Anweisung, 2nd edition, 466. 
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When choosing subjects for a section, the preludist should consider that material 
borrowed from the parent relates the prelude to the parent, and unrelated material distinguishes it 
from the parent. Both of these sources function differently in fulfilling the expectations of the 
listener. Sources from the period suggest that there should be clear delineation between the 
prelude and its parent, and the earlier the source, the more firm is this commitment. Efforts to 
more specifically craft a prelude to fit the prelude to the parent introduced the notion of 
borrowing themes from the parent, which are, by the extempore nature of the genre, subject to 
variation. Preluding then is only one small step from mimicking the parent, blurring the line 
between the two. Preludists should be cautioned against purposefully deceiving the listener about 
the beginning or content of the parent composition; not on aesthetic or ethical grounds, but on a 
principle which seemed to hold true for the entire era in which preluding was practiced. 
This leads us directly into the subject of the cadence. As has been mentioned numerous 
times, there is a hard and fast rule that preludes must end in a perfect cadence in the key of the 
piece it introduces, though there are exceptions in the form of Hummel’s rules for preluding27 and 
Czerny’s examples28 ending on the dominant in the manner of a cadenza mentioned in the 
previous chapter. Still, every example of preluding ends in a perfect cadence with a clear tonic 
ending, which is fairly compelling evidence that the prelude must always end definitively. 
My argument against the enforcement of the perfect cadence ending follows:  
1)  Sets of model preludes from both eighteenth and nineteenth centuries were not written for 
a parent, but for general use, and therefore completing them in any other way would not have 
been sensible. It also would have implied they could not be used independently. It is also 
consistent with the notation practices with final cadences, as illustrated by the notation in 
Clementi’s cadenzas in the style of “Auteurs celebres.”29 Like the preludes, these cadenzas were 
                                                     
27 See Hummel, Anweisung, 2nd edition, 466-68. See above, p. 52. 
28 See Czerny, Systematic Introduction, chapt. 2 preludes. 
29 Muzio Clementi, Musical Characteristics, op. 19 (London: Broderip & Long, n.d. [1787]). 
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written with no particular work in mind, so the disposition of the orchestral re-entrance is not 
known. The cadenzas begin with the ubiquitous I 6/4 chord, and likewise end after a dominant 
trill, on an inevitable tonic (fig. 58): 
 
 
Figure 58: Clementi, Cadenza alla Mozart,  from Musical Characteristics, Op. 19 (1787). 
The opening and ending chords in these notated cadenzas are placeholders; their exact 
disposition is unknown, and a player may have to modify either end of the cadenza to 
accommodate a work to which it is inserted. Yet the chords are notated because they represent – 
if not accurately, at least symbolically – inevitable outcomes. This notion could be extended to 
the inevitable nature of the final cadence in notated preludes. 
2) The preluding tutors and examples written in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries 
were for an amateur audience: amateurs who could not have produced a prelude on their own, 
either for lack of ‘inventio” or lack of skill. A creative mind in the midst of improvising would 
certainly consider the effect desired and use all compositional resources to achieve it. 
3)  As the utilitarian purposes of the prelude were fading at the end of the eighteenth century, 
the aesthetic and performance functions became dominant in the nineteenth. Compositional 
practices for introductions and pseudo-preludes in the early nineteenth century followed suit, 
progressively trending in favor of the half cadence, and became de rigueur in compositions after 
the era of Beethoven. This compositional trend may have reflected actual performance practices 
surrounding the interface between improvised and composed music. 
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I do not campaign for the elimination of the perfect cadence in preluding, but I do support 
the notion that there were instances in actual performance when a composer/performer would 
have taken liberties with the rules. 
c. Decoratio: Applying Surface to the Form 
In Vierling’s four steps for creating preludes, his final one is “making longer notes out of 
shorter ones,”30 and this process of elaboration is the essence of decoratio. The surface material – 
which in preluding consists of figuration, arpeggiations, linear fioritura – figures strongly in 
impression made by the preludist, but should not become the substance of the prelude, or else the 
prelude degrades to the point of gratuitous virtuosity.  
There are numerous sources and examples for how to create divisions, some covered in 
the review of sources in the previous chapter, including C.P.E. Bach Essay on the True Art of 
Playing Keyboard Instruments (1753), Vierling’s Versuch einer Anleitung zum Präludieren 
(1794), Clementi’s Introduction to the Art of Playing on the Piano-Forte, Op. 42 (1803), Corri’s 
Original System of Preluding (1812), which progresses through six “styles” (levels) of preludes 
based upon arpeggiation and scales, and, although it post-dates the period covered by this writing, 
Kalkbrenner’s Traité d’harmonie, Op. 185 (1849),31 which addresses elaboration through 
multiple variantes over a given harmonic progression, including contrapuntal examples. 
The aspiring preludist should commit to memory as many styles and formulations of 
broken chords, arpeggios, and ornamentation as possible, so that they may be called upon at any 
time to dress the harmonic progressions in an interesting way. 
                                                     
30 Vierling, Versuch, 3. 
31 Friederich Kalkbrenner, Traité d’harmonie du pianist, principes rationnels de la modulation pour 
apprendre á préluder et á improviser, op. 185 (Paris: Chez l’auteur, n.d. [1849]). 
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C. Extempore Preluding 
The following section is particular to the act of improvising preludes. Czerny was clear 
that there is a distinction between preparing preludes and extemporizing, and had this to say in a 
letter of 1839: 
It is known to you that we are able to play on any musical instrument, and more 
particularly on the pianoforte, much which has neither been written down before, 
nor previously prepared or studied, but which is merely the fruit of a momentary 
and accidental inspiration. This is called ‘extemporizing.’32 
Czerny goes on to suggest that the act of composing preludes necessarily yields a different result 
than improvising: 
Such extemporaneous performances cannot naturally, and indeed ought not to 
assume the strict written forms of written compositions; nay, the very freedom 
and inartificial nature of such productions gives them a peculiar charm …33 
1. Practice Cadences and Harmonic Progressions 
Czerny writes on to credit his reader with good technical development and with making 
progress in thorough-bass (in 1839!), and that upon these foundations she – “Miss Cecelia” – 
should start to string together “easy chords, melodies, and passages, scales, arpeggioed [sic] 
chords,” leaving it to the natural tendencies of the fingers “according to their will and pleasure.” 
He adds this most prescient advice, that “extemporizing possesses this singular and puzzling 
property, that reflection and attention are of scarcely any service in the matter. We must leave 
nearly every thing [sic.] to the fingers and to chance.” As for how to practice improvisation, 
Czerny suggests starting with smaller forms – cadences and “preludes” – and building upon this 
with longer melodies, brilliant passages, arpeggiations, etc., and to not feel squeamish about 
borrowing from known compositions if ideas do not freely come, because “such assistance is 
always very excusable.” Scales and modulating chords serve to fill in any little holes in 
extemporary playing when melodies do not freely flow. His compositional theorem is that “all 
                                                     
32 Carl Czerny, Letters, 78. 
33 Ibid., 79. 
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music may be reduced to simple chords. Just so, simple chords conversely serve as the ground-
work on which to invent and play all sorts of melodies, passages, skips, embellishments, etc.” All 
that is required for extemporary playing is 1) technical facility, 2) knowledge of compositions of 
the great composers, 3) knowledge of harmony, and 4) “indefatigable industry.” 
Although … a certain share of natural talent is required, still extemporizing may 
be studied and practised according to certain principles; and I am convinced that 
anybody, who has attained to more than a moderate skill in playing is also 
capable … of acquiring the art of playing extemporaneously. But for this purpose 
it is requisite to commence this sort of practice at an early period …; and that we 
should learn to indefatigably apply the experience which we have gained by 
studying the compositions of others, to our own extemporaneous performances.34 
2. Sketching Preludes 
For the purposes of this writing, it is necessary to overlook the cognitive dissonance 
created by attempting to demonstrate a creative, spontaneous activity with a necessarily studied 
series of compositions. The virtual Hawthorne effect inherent to any academic writing of this 
kind is enough to stifle any combustions of creativity, and in this case doubly so. But given the 
limitations, it is necessary to do so. 
Not that everything about demonstrating improvisation with composition is bad. The 
premise of the models given by composers of the day was that a reader would gain from their 
compositions a sense of what the ideal improvisation might be like. Any actual improvisation 
given by the composers would presumptively be longer than any notated, given the nature of the 
rate at which inspiration chooses to reveal itself.  
Beethoven gives a rare endorsement for preparing outlines for improvisation that 
establish a formal structure on a sketch for the lied “Sehnsucht,” WoO 134. He includes this 
                                                     
34 Czerny, Letters, 78-82. Reprinted in Nathan Richardson, Richardson’s New Method for the Piano-forte: 
An Improvement Upon All Other Instruction Books in Progressive Arrangement (Chicago: Lyon & 
Healy/Oliver Ditson, 1859), 226. 
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instruction: “Variations on a Lied, a fugue at the end, and finishing pianissimo. Model every 
improvisation on this and perform it afterwards in the theatre.”35  
This method of sketching presumes that the reader holds a natural skill in improvisation, 
which means the best way to learn how to prelude is to start by composing to some degree; 
notational shorthand borrowed from basso continuo, partimento, and arpeggiando practices is 
useful in learning to construct preludes. Such a model may be found in C.P.E. Bach (fig. 8, p. 42, 
and fig. 9, p. 43), or Mozart (fig. 3, p. 22), or by this modest example of shorthand by the author 
(fig. 59), showing the manuscript draft of the interlude (ex. 6, pp. 128-31) to Haydn’s Symphony 
98 in B-flat major, Hob.I:98 (1792): 
 
 
             
35 “Led variirt am Ende Fuge und mit pianissimo aufgehört. Auf diese Art jede Fantasie entworfen und 
hernach im Theater ausgeführt.” Beethoven. Quoted in Angela Carone, “Formal Elements,” 13. 
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Figure 59: Author, sketch of interlude to Haydn, Symphony 90 in B-flat major, Hob.I:98 (1792). 
One final thought: learning to improvise is a process, and one that was recognized even 
by masters of the form to require diligence and work. Hummel, in his description of 
extemporizing fantasias, attempted 
… to ground my Fantasia on the flow of my own ideas, … quite freely and on the 
spur of the moment … When by degrees the taste and judgement were correctly 
formed; and when, after a couple of years quiet study in my chamber … I 
ventured to extemporize before a few persons only … Lastly, when I had 
succeeded in attaining such firmness and certainty in all this, as to be able to 
satisfy both parties equally, I ventured to offer myself before the public.36 
[emphasis added]. 
These words from the pen of one of the great improvisers of the nineteenth century should be 
encouraging to the budding preludist. 
 
             
36 Hummel, Practical Course, part III, 74. 
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Chapter 4: PRELUDING EXAMPLES 
The following chapter is divided into three time periods – Preluding 1750-75, Preluding 
1775-1800, and Preluding 1800-25. Each section is headed by names of some of the most 
important sources on preluding relevant to the period, and is followed by three “parents” – works 
upon which the examples are built. Examples can be preludes or interludes, and each parent may 
include more than one example. Each prelude/interlude example is written by the author in an 
effort to show model preludes to the specific parent works. 
PRELUDING 1750-75 
Sources: C.P.E. Bach, Versuch über die wahre Art, das Clavier zu spielen (1753/62); J.J. Quantz, 
Versuch einer Anweisung die Flöte traversiere zu spielen, 1752; Leopold Mozart, Versuch einer 
gründlichen Violinschule, 1756. 
PARENT 1 – Johann Gottfried Müthel, Sonata Primo in F from 3 Sonatas, 2 Ariosi and 12 
Variations pour le Clavessin (c1756).1 
Models: Müthel, Variation 10 (Fantasia) from Minuet and Variations (c1780); 
C.P.E. Bach, Fantasia in F major, Wq.59/5 (H.279, 1785). 
Johann Gottfried Müthel (1728-88) was J.S. Bach’s last student, having been given leave 
from his position as organist in the court of Duke Christian Ludwig II to study with Bach. 
Unfortunately, his leave was granted in 1750 – three months before Bach died. Despite the 
brevity of his tenure with Bach he managed to notate a number of the blind composer’s final 
works. After Bach’s death Müthel made the acquaintance of C.P.E. Bach, and Müthel is, aside 
from the junior Bach, the name most associated with the Emfindsamer stil, and the two 
composers represent the strongest exemplars of the Emfindsamkeit.  
Müthel’s writing is idiosyncratic, to say the least. Technically virtuosic, stylistically 
erratic, and tremendously detailed, Müthel left little to chance, or the imagination. 
                                                     
1 Edition: (Nürnberg: Jean Ulric Haffner, n.d. [c1756]). 
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PRELUDE to Müthel, Sonata Primo in F (c1756) 
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Example 1: Prelude – Müthel, Sonata Primo in F major (c1756). 
The prelude cadences in the key of the parent sonata (fig. 60): 
 
Figure 60: Müthel, Sonata Primo in F (c1756) - I Allegro, mm. 1-4. 
The models of Müthel’s writing are invaluable in trying to match or complement his 
style. In form, the prelude is in five distinct sections. The opening mimics the sonata, using the 
same harmonic progression as the opening, with two symmetrical French overture phrases (m. 3) 
to get to the following arpeggiation, written out in the manner of Müthel (mm. 4-11). Measures 
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11 and 12 borrow an arpeggiated octave stunt, used to effect by C.P.E. Bach, leading to a measure 
of arpeggiando. The final measure employs the recitative style to cool down for the entrance of 
the sonata, and misdirects the ear harmonically, slithering through a moment of F minor. 
Depending on one’s fidelity to the final cadence in the tonic, one could either play the prelude as 
written with the lower chord F major, setting up for a dramatic entrance of the sonata, or move 
directly from the penultimate into a more luxurious and ambiguous entrance of the sonata. 
PARENT 2 – Ferdinando Pellegrini, Sonata V in D from Sei Sonate per Cimballo con 
Violino ò Flauti, Op. 10 ‘et Ultima’ (1762).2 
Models: Pellegrini, Seize Nouveau Preludes pour le Clavecin, n.d. [1762]); Karl 
Friedrich Abel, Sonata II, KW 112 (1762). 
Ferdinando Pellegrini/o (c1715 – c1766) was a skilled composer, but not of a caliber that 
would ensure a meaningful legacy. His works are conservative, conventional, and rife with 
clichés of the galant mannerisms. Rumor has it that he was prone to beating a harpsichord silly to 
impress an audience of the nobility.3 He produced ten collections of works for harpsichord or 
ensemble, bearing as many opus numbers, plus a handful of various pieces, all of which were 
published in the 1750s and 1760s. Opus 10 was published “opera X et ultima,” signaling that 
Pellegrini died before publication. The works may or may not have been complete at the time of 
his death, and his Paris publisher may or may not have borrowed a few notes from other 
composers – namely Galuppi, Rutini, and Platti – to complete the opus and meet the contractual 
obligation to subscribers.4 
The Sonata V in D, Op. 10 is one of a genre of works known as accompanied sonatas. 
Essentially keyboard solo works with ad libitum parts accompanying them – usually violin, flute, 
cello, or some combination – accompagnata sonatas are anathema to us today, given the bias that 
                                                     
2 Edition: (Paris: Cousineau, Vve Daullé, n.d. [1762]). 
3 Blair Johnston, “Biography of Ferdinando Pellegrini,” All Music Guide, 
https://www.allmusic.com/artist/ferdinando-pellegrini-mn0001630808/biography (accessed 21 Feb. 2019). 
4 Ronald R. Kidd, "Pellegrini [Pellegrino], Ferdinando," Grove Music Online (2001), 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo-
9781561592630-e-0000021223. (accessed 25 Feb. 2019). 
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any chamber combination including a keyboard instrument is “hierarchically ordered with the 
keyboard at the bottom.”5 In the eighteenth century, these works were a response to the rising 
middle class and its increasing consumption of music for the amateur, domestic musician.6 The 
accompaniment practice was wildly popular, as described by Classical scholar William Newman: 
By 1800 accompaniment habit had become so infectious that to escape it 
composers had to specify “piano alone” (e.g., Wölfl’s Trois sonates pour le forte 
piano deul, Op. 3, 1797) there were accompaniments that reached the height of 
ridiculousness, as in Ferdinand Ries’ Piano Sonata Op. 76 … Here the flute has 
an occasional timid note or two separated by long rests, the general effect being 
that of a disturbance in the elaborate virtuoso piano part.7 
 The following figure shows the opening of the parent sonata (fig. 61): 
 
 
Figure 61: Pellegrini, Sonata V in D major – I. Allegro, mm. 1-8. 
The following figure 62 shows figuration in the left hand which appears first at measure 
46, and which is used as motivic material for the prelude which appears in measures 8 and 9: 
 
Figure 62: Pellegrini, Sonata V in D major Op. 10 – I. Allegro, mm. 46-50. 
 
                                                     
5 David Fuller, “Accompanied Keyboard Music,” The Musical Quarterly 60, no. 2 (1974): 226. 
6 Moore, “The Decline of Improvisation,” 69. 
7 William S. Newman, “Concerning the Accompanied Clavier Sonata,” The Musical Quarterly 33, no. 3 
(July, 1947): 348. 
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PRELUDE to Pellegrini, Sonata V in D, Op. 10 (1762) 
 
 
 
Example 2: Prelude – Pellegrini, Sonata V in D, Op. 10 (1762). 
The Pellegrini prelude is a rather straight-forward design based on arpeggiando practice, 
always within the harmonic confines of the parent sonata (ex. 2). Arpeggiation in measure 5 takes 
us outside the metric rhythm and the compass of the chords in measures 1-4. Measures 6-8 use 
sequence based upon the borrowed left-hand figure mentioned above, and after more 
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arpeggiando, measures 11-12 move from a I 6/4 chord through an implied dominant via right-
hand filigree to the tonic arrival. 
PARENT 3 – Christian Gottlob Neefe, Veránderungen über die Melodie “Kunz fand einst 
einem armen Mann.” (1774).8 
Model: Neefe, Fantasia für Clavier. n.d. [1797]; Mozart, Modulierendes 
Präludium (F-e), KV deest (1776-77). 
Neefe was city organist of Chemnitz and later court organist at Bonn, where he became 
Beethoven’s teacher. His rather modest keyboard output is outshone by his writing for was 
primarily interested in vocal music: he was important both as composer and teacher of lieder and 
Singspielen. He also was well-acquainted with the operatic works of Mozart; he prepared vocal 
scores of five of Mozart’s operas as an aid to disseminate them. His most popular theatrical work, 
Adelheit von Veltheim, reveals an interest in the exotic Turkish influence similar to that of Mozart 
in Die Entführung aus dem Serail, preceding Mozart’s opera by two years. Neefe was inspired to 
write two works based on Die Zauberflöte – Six pieces d’une execution facile tirées de … Die 
Zauberflöte for four-hands keyboard, and a variation set on Die Priestermarsch, both in 1793. 
Neefe stands as an early example of composers interested in tying movements together, 
as displayed in Sonata II in D minor from the same Sechs Sonataten (1774).9 This sonata includes 
an 8-measure adagio introduction to the opening Allegro in 3/4, and the instruction at the end of 
the second movement, “Attaca [sic.] subito il seguente Allegro” following a half-cadence in A 
major, sets up the dominant of D minor in the concluding movement. 
Variations on "Kunz Once Found a Poor Man,” the Romanze melody from “The 
(Wedding) Anniversary” by Christian Gottlob Neefe (1748-98) was published with six sonatas 
and another set of variations. The theme (fig. 63) is followed by twelve variations in A – all major 
except number six which is minor. The variations seem to follow no trajectory of development; 
                                                     
8 Edition: Neefe, Sechs Neue Kaviersonaten nebst Veränderungen über die Melodie der Romanze aus der 
Jubelhochzeit: Kunz fand einst einen armen Mann, und über ein bekanntes Arioso. (Leipzig: Schwickert, 
1774).  
9 Neefe, Sechs Neue Klaviersonaten. 
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that is, they do not progress in difficulty towards a climax as is typical of variation sets, but rather 
seem to alternate between more virtuosic settings with less virtuosic settings, the last of which is 
a minuet of a similar quality to the opening theme, and the only to stray from common meter. 
 
 
Figure 63: Neefe, Veránderungen (1774) – Theme. 
One curious example from the variations is no. 11, which specifically requires hands 
crossed, but apparently for visual effect, since the variation could easily be played as written  
(fig. 64). 
 
Figure 64: Neefe, Veránderung über “Kunz fand einst einem armen Mann” (1774) – Variation 11. 
The prelude is modeled on Mozart’s modulation prelude, but on the topography of the 
page, rather than particular figurations, harmonic progressions, or formal structure. Figuration 
and sequences are inspired from Neefe’s own fantasia, which takes the form of a composition in 
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sectional parts, rather than an expression of impromptu playing. This prelude runs the risk of 
being over-scaled to the compositional dimension and substance of the work it accompanies. 
PRELUDE to Neefe, Veránderung über “Kunz fand einst einem armen Mann” (1774) 
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Example 3: Prelude – Neefe, Veránderungen über “Kunz fand einst einem armen Mann” (1774). 
Preluding 1775-1800 
Sources: Antonio Borghese, A New and General System of Music; or, the Art of Music, deduced 
from new and the most simple Principles (1786); August Friedrich Christopher Kollmann, An 
Introduction to the Art of Preluding and Extemporizing, in Six Lessons for the Harpsichord or 
Harp, op. 3 (1792); Heinrich Christoph Koch, Introductory Essay on Composition (1782-93); 
Johann Gottlob Türk, Klavierschule (1789). 
PARENT 4 – Muzio Clementi, Sonata in B-flat major, Op. 24 No. 2 (1781). 
Models: Clementi, Preludes and a Cadenza, Op. 19 [1797]; Johann Wilhelm 
Hässler, Fantasies from Clavier- und Singstücke verschiedener Art. (1782). 
Muzio Clementi (1752-1832) was born in Rome but spent most of his life in England. A 
child prodigy who had his first organist position by age nine and an oratorio under his belt by 
twelve, he is today most easily identified with his collection of piano studies, Gradus ad 
Parnassum,10 which set the standard for piano instruction materials for the next two centuries. 
Although his compositions were largely forgotten by most for the duration of the nineteenth 
century, he was remembered by Debussy, who parodied his famous Gradus in the opening of his 
Children’s Corner (1908).11 
Of all the keyboard works of Clementi upon which to prelude, this sonata is particularly 
appropriate because of Clementi’s storied preluding upon it himself in the famous competition 
between himself and Mozart on Christmas Eve, 1781. The story goes that Clementi, who had 
started a three-year European tour in 1780, was in Vienna in 1781. Although not well-known on 
                                                     
10 Op. 44, published in three books: 1817, 1819, and 1826. 
11 Alan Tyson and Leon Plantinga, "Clementi, Muzio," Grove Music Online, (2001), 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo-
9781561592630-e-0000040033. (accessed 5 Mar. 2018). 
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the continent, his reputation had preceded him, and was called upon by the Emperor Joseph II to 
enter a musical contest with Mozart for the entertainment of his court. The contestants were 
called upon to demonstrate not only their virtuosity, but also their sight-reading and improvisation 
skills, which included duo improvisation (where the players alternated in improvising on a 
supplied theme) and improvisation on themes of their rival. To open the competition, Clementi 
chose the Sonata in B-flat, Op. 24 No. 2, and improvised a prelude before it. Mozart must have 
been impressed with the sonata, or at least the subject motive, since it became the undoubted 
inspiration for the opening to the overture for Die Zauberflöte (1791). Clementi later made a 
piano solo version of the Zauberflöte overture.12 After Clementi’s opening gambit, Mozart 
followed suit with his own 12 Variations on “Ah vous dirai-je, maman.” The emperor 
diplomatically – or perhaps in the Christmas spirit – declared the battle a draw, and the two 
contestants split the prize money of 100 ducats.13 
Two weeks after the competition Mozart confided to his father: "Clementi plays well, as 
far as execution with the right hand goes. His greatest strength lies in his passages in thirds. Apart 
from that, he has not a kreuzer’s worth of taste or feeling – in short he is a mere mechanicus." In a 
subsequent letter, he wrote: "Clementi is a ciarlatano, like all Italians. He writes Presto over a 
sonata, or even Prestissimo and Alla breve, and plays it himself Allegro in 4/4 time. I know this is 
the case, for I have heard him do so."14 Mozart was not alone in his criticism of Clementi’s empty 
virtuosity; Clementi himself found it distasteful three decades later.  
Clementi's impressions of Mozart, by contrast, were enthusiastic. Much later, the pianist 
Ludwig Berger recalled him saying: "Until then I had never heard anyone play with such spirit 
and grace. I was particularly overwhelmed by an adagio and by several of his extempore 
                                                     
12 See Goertzen, “By Way of Introduction,” 299. 
13 See Katalin Komlós, “Mozart and Clementi: A Piano Competition and Its Interpretation,” Historical 
Performance III (Spring, 1989): 3-9. 
14 Letter from Mozart, 7 June, 1783. Quoted in Leon Plantinga, “Clementi, Virtuosity, and the ‘German 
Manner’,” JAMS 25, no. 3 (Autumn, 1972): 308. 
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variations for which the Emperor had chosen the theme, and which we were to devise 
alternately."15  
Clementi is his own best model for preluding, and that he supplied us with examples of 
his own impressions of his improvisation in his Preludes, Op. 19 is a particular boon. After the 
opening statement, the theme of the sonata immediately turns into a fantasy, moving directly to 
the unrelated key of A minor, then using the dominant of the tonic to return to the tonic 
arpeggiations in measure 11 (ex. 4). 
PRELUDE to Clementi, Piano Sonata in B-flat major, Op. 24, no. 2 (1781) 
 
                                                     
15 Berger, quoted in Bart van Oort, “The English Classical Piano Style and its Influence on Haydn and 
Beethoven.” DMA thesis, Cornell University (1993): 107. 
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Example 4: Prelude – Clementi, Sonata in B-flat, Op. 24, No. 2 (1781). 
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Measure 15 begins a sequence based on a sui generis theme not found in the sonata. After 
more Mozartian figuration, another theme appears in measure 26, this one derived from measure 
27 from the sonata. The theme is degraded to a motive, used to get back to the dominant. The 
prelude continues attacca into the opening of the sonata (fig. 65). Joined with the “false start” 
beginning which uses the same theme, these devices deliberately cloud the entrance of the sonata. 
This is directly contrary to Czerny’s ideal of separating the prelude from the attendant work 
through technique and affekt, and contrary to every manual that directs the prelude to cadence in 
the tonic. Defiant to authority and precedent, this maneuver is either creativity, or hubris. 
 
Figure 65: Clementi, Sonata in B-flat, Op. 24, No. 2 (1781). 
PARENT 5 – Ignaz Pleyel, Sonata V for the Piano Forte with an Accompaniment for Flute in 
E minor, B.435 (1788).16 
Model: Clementi, Preludes and a Cadenza, Op. 19 [1797]; Giordani, Tommaso 
Giordani, Preludes for the Harpsichord or Piano Forte, Op. 33 (177-); Mozart, 
Fantasy K. 475 (1785). 
A student of Vanhal and Haydn, Ignaz Josef Pleyel (1757-1831)17 was the quintessential 
music entrepreneur, having built an empire on music performance, composition, publication and 
instrument building. His publishing house produced some four thousand works by the most 
illustrious composers in Europe, and was the first to produce a miniature score.18 His piano 
manufacturing business, Pleyel et Cie founded in 1807, expanded into harp building (Lyon), 
                                                     
16 Edition: (London: Preston, n.d. [1788]). 
17 A Pleyel curiosity is the claim made in the Grove Dictionary of 1904 that he was the “twenty-fourth 
child of the village schoolmaster at Ruppersthal in Lower Austria.” There is no such mention of this large 
family in current sources. See Ferdinand Pohl, “Pleyel.” Dictionary of Music and Musicians, ed. John 
Fuller-Maitland. (London: MacMillan, 1904), 773. 
18 R. Benton, “Pleyel family (i),” Grove Music Online (2001), 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo-
9781561592630-e-0000021940. (accessed 29 Nov. 2018). 
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developed the chromatic harp at the end of the nineteenth century, and was active in the 
harpsichord revival of the twentieth century. The business continued production until 2013.19 
PRELUDE to Pleyel, Sonata V for the Piano Forte with Flute in E minor, B.435 (1788) 
 
 
 
                                                     
19 Eleanor Beardsley, “Chopin’s Favorite Piano Factory Plays Its Final Chord,” NPR Classical, December 
28, 2013, 2:00 am ET, https://www.npr.org/sections/deceptivecadence/2013/12/28/257581367/chopins-
favorite-piano-factory-plays-its-final-chord (accessed 13 Jan. 2019). 
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Example 5: Prelude – Pleyel, Sonata V for the Piano Forte with Flute, B.435 (1788). 
The prelude follows with the sonata (fig. 66):  
 
Figure 66: Pleyel, Sonata V for the Piano Forte with Flute, B.435 (1788) – I. Allegro, mm. 1-4. 
The strategy for creating this prelude was to presage the sonata by employing themes 
from the sonata in a mock development. The opening five measures are an overture that end with 
stepwise chromatic movement to the relative major on a I6. Measures 6-8 are developments based 
upon the subject matter of measure 5 of the parent work (fig. 66), which immediately forecasts 
the broken octaves of the cadence into the development of the first movement (fig. 67) in measure 
9, and finally octave harmonies moving through a series of secondary dominants to the strong 
final cadence. This ending is in contrast to the contrapuntal entrance of the sonata (fig. 66). 
 
Figure 67: Pleyel, Sonata V for the Piano Forte with Flute, B.435 (1788) – I. Allegro, mm. 54-56. 
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PARENT 6 – Joseph Haydn, Symphony 98 in B-flat major, Hob.I:98 (1792).20 
Model: Haydn, Capriccio in G, Hob.XVII:1 (1765), Capriccio/Fantasie in C, 
Hob.XVII:4 (1789). 
Whether or not to use keyboard continuo with Haydn symphonies is contentious. This 
symphony, however, is the only of his orchestral works that has an obbligato keyboard part, 
however modest. The keyboard part – notated into the score – appears in the very end of the last 
movement of the symphony, suggesting that it was probably not the only thing played by the 
keyboard for the duration of the work, although it may have been. We know that Haydn led the 
“London” symphonies from the keyboard, and that he presided at the keyboard at its premier in 
1792 from the recollections of Samuel Wesley: 
His [Haydn’s] Performance on the Piano Forte, although not such as to stamp 
him a first-rate artist upon that Instrument, was indisputably neat and distinct. In 
the Finale of one of his Symphonies is a Passage of attractive Brilliancy, which 
he has given to the Piano Forte, and which the Writer of this Memoir remembers 
him to have executed with the utmost Accuracy and Precision.21 
The final movement caused some consternation for Haydn, who commented on it in a 
letter to Marianne von Genzinger, the dedicatee of the symphony: 
I must confess and admit to Your Grace that his causes me great embarrassment 
… because at present I cannot send Your Grace the Symphony which is 
dedicated to you, for the following reasons: first, because I intend to alter the last 
movement of it, and to improve it, since it is too weak compared with the first 
…22 
The keyboard appears after a pause as if for a cadenza for only eleven measures just 
before the final cadence. But instead of virtuosic display, this piano solo is actually decoration to 
piano pizzicato strings marked “cembalo solo.” Haydn, not a virtuoso, probably thought his 
audience would enjoy the tongue-in-cheek commentary (fig. 68): 
                                                     
20 Edition: (London: Johann André, Artaria & Imbault, 1796). 
21 Quoted in A. Peter Brown, The First Golden Age of the Viennese Symphony: Haydn, Mozart Beethoven, 
and Schubert. (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2002), 264-65. 
22 Ibid., 252. 
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Figure 68: Haydn, Symphony No. 98 – IV. Finale, mm. 365-72. 
The piano cameo is not the only solo appearance in the symphony. The violin enjoys a 
rather more substantive solo as well, and the presence of these solos evoke the concerto. Scholar 
A. Peter Brown makes the astute connection: 
On 9 March, 1792, at the next subscription concert in Salomon’s series, Haydn’s 
Sinfonia Concertante in the same key (B-flat) was heard for the first time. It is 
scored for solo oboe, bassoon, violin, and cello with orchestra. Perhaps 
Symphony No. 98/4 was meant as a kind of concertante prelude to that first 
hearing and allowed the composer, who would have been overshadowed in the 
next concert by the four soloists, at least one chance to demonstrate his “neat and 
distinct” style as well as his “accuracy and precision.”23 
When considering works to prelude upon, there are obvious reasons to not do so in this 
work. Obviously, preluding for a symphony presents questions and barriers, and there is evidence 
                                                     
23 Ibid., 265. 
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that Haydn didn’t even use the keyboard in symphonies in Vienna.24 Also, the diminutive solo at 
the last possible moment, with its big set up and tempo change is supposed to be a joke, and 
forecasting that joke would be ruined. One could argue that applying piano interjections to this 
symphony would destroy Haydn’s intent, acknowledging that another instance of solo piano in 
this work would destroy the fragility and preciousness of its appearance at the end of the 
symphony. In fact, the keyboard part written in the score is not necessary to the performance, 
evidenced by is absence in scores published in Vienna. James Webster puts it: 
He wrote it in the London autograph and performed it there; it is also transmitted 
in other authentic English sources. But the familiar rule applies: the musical 
practices characteristic of one venue cannot be assumed to have applied 
elsewhere. In fact, no Continental sources for this symphony, including authentic 
ones prepared under Haydn’s direction, transmit it. The implication that he did 
not associate the continuo with Austrian performance conditions could not be 
clearer.25 
Still, accounts tell us that he presided over the entire symphony at the keyboard,26 so it 
would be even more surprising for him to sit at the keyboard, presumably at the front of the 
orchestra, and not play. My position is that the piano was not a foreign object in the orchestra of 
the period, over and above the role of orchestra soloist. A solo interlude forecasting themes of the 
final movement places the final cameo appearance of the piano in the role of something like a 
petite reprise, making the solo even more quaint. Crafting the interlude in the fashion of a 
metrically loose and luxurious fantasia also gives the symphony a slow movement break between 
the final two movements, both of which are in B-flat major and 6/8 meter. 
Formally the interlude is constructed as a fantasy over subjects borrowed from each 
movement (ex. 6), and the first step to creating it was to extract motives and themes that would be 
useful for development in this “piano commentary” on the work, in the manner of a cadenza. The 
interlude begins by immediately recalling the subject of the Trio alternating with simple 
                                                     
24 James Webster, “On the Absence of Keyboard Continuo in Haydn’s Symphonies,” Early Music 18, no. 4 
(Nov., 1990): 600. 
25 Ibid., 601. 
26 Ibid., 600. 
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arpeggiation. This pairing is repeated in sequence as a mechanism to decompress the meter. 
Measure 13 presents the antecedent phrase of the opening subject of the second movement 
Adagio cantabile, this time in minor mode, followed by the consequent developed over measures 
17-20. Measure 21 manipulates the second motive from the Adagio over a sequence of 
modulations leading to G minor. Measures 28-33 begins with a restatement of the opening theme 
of the first movement leading to a half-cadence based on the motive from measure 95 of the 
Finale. This dominant cadence is the half-point cadence required by C.P.E. Bach, and is almost 
exactly at the mid-point. 
From here the interlude has passed from being based upon past material and is now 
forecasting what is to come. Measures 35 to 54 are based thematically upon the violin solo from 
the Finale – and likewise in an unrelated key of A-flat – but the left hand is patterned after the 
accompaniment found in Haydn’s Capriccio in C, and similarly uses right-over-left hand 
technique to move the theme from octave to octave. The Adagio theme makes a symmetrical 
appearance in the middle of part II, this time in D-flat. Arpeggiation leads to the first hint of the 
piano solo to come; measure 66 introduces a fragment from the opening of the piu moderato (IV), 
and ends with a Haydnesque, halting cadence on the dominant of the fourth movement. 
INTERLUDE to Haydn, Symphony 98 in B-flat major, Hob.I:98 (1792) 
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Example 6: Interlude – Haydn, Symphony 98 in B-flat major, Hob.I:98 (1792). 
Ending the interlude on the dominant seems natural to the style of Haydn, particularly in 
Symphony 98, where precedent is established in the work itself through a number of interuptions 
with dominants followed by measures of rest. The interlude adds a sense of cadenza to this 
“fantasia,” as well as balance;  a moment of freedom from triple-time meter in both the third and 
fourth movements, and some harmonic relief from B-flat major before the entrance of the fourth 
movement (fig. 69):  
 
Figure 69: Haydn, Symphony 98 – IV. Finale, mm. 1-8 
Examples of Haydn’s own fantasies support the strategy of improvising by developing 
themes. Haydn’s fantasies (models named above), and even the Finale of Symphony 98 bear out 
that his approach to creating a sense of spontaneity was based upon thematic manipulation. This 
anecdotal account of his process sums it up: 
Haydn himself at one time told Georg August Griesinger how he went about the 
process of sharpening his creative powers: “I sit down, I start to extemporize – 
according to whether my mood is sad or cheerful, serious or gay. When I had 
captured an idea, then my whole desire was to mould [sic.] it according to the 
rules of the art of composition.” 27 
                                                     
27 Georg August Griesinger, Biographische Notizen, 78. Trans. Carl Parrish, “Haydn and the Piano,” JAMS 
1, no. 3 (Fall, 1948): 27.  
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PRELUDING 1800-1825 
Sources: Johann Nepomuk Hummel, Ausführliche theoretisch-practische Anweisung (1828); 
Muzio Clementi, Introduction to the Art of Playing on the Piano Forte, Op. 42 (1803); Phillip 
Corri, Original System of Preluding (1813). 
PARENT 7 – Joseph Wölfl, Sonate Pour le Piano-Forté, Op. 38 (c1808).28 
Model: Fantasy and Fugue, Op. 9 [c1802]; Ries, 40 Preludes, Op. 60 (1815). 
The keyboard works of Joseph Johann Baptist Wölfl (1773-1812) have disappeared from 
the concert and recital repertoire since his death, but he was one of the most successful pianists in 
London at the beginning of the eighteenth century. Despite dedicating his Op. 6 sonatas to 
Beethoven in 1798, the two were rivals, and like Clementi and Mozart, found themselves locked 
in a duel, this time at the home of Count Wetzlar in 1799. In this competition, Beethoven 
humiliated Wölfl, whose local popularity in Bonn subsequently waned.29 
The Sonata, Op. 38 is not peculiar in any way; it is typical of Wölfl’s output. It was 
chosen as a parent for two reasons; the manner in which the first movement begins, which 
determines its receptiveness to a prelude, and the relationship between the ending of the first 
movement and the beginning of the second, which reveals its appropriateness for an interlude. 
The sonata opens somewhat quietly, with a single melodic line theme that cadences 
clearly at the end of the phrase (fig. 70). To contrast with the subject, I supplied a startling 
introductory measure, suggested by Ries’ Prelude 32 from the 40 Preludes, Op. 60 (1815), based 
upon the harmonic language of the sonata’s opening phrase. This one-measure introduction leads 
to a preludial subject which is the substance of the remainder of the prelude until the final 
cadence, which, with the introduction, frame the prelude. This strong frame contrasts with the 
                                                     
28 Edition: (A. Offenbach a/Main: Johann André, n.d. [c1808]). 
29 Ewan West, "Wölfl [Wölffl, Woelfl], Joseph," Grove Music Online (2001), 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo-
9781561592630-e-0000030510. (accessed 7 Mar. 2019). 
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passive entrance of the sonata. This prelude is a true prelude, not a hybridized one, as can be seen 
in the previous two parents.  
PRELUDE to Wölfl, Sonate Pour le Piano-Forté, Op. 38 (c1808) 
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Example 7: Prelude – Wölfl, Sonata in B minor, Op. 38 (c1808). 
The final cadence of the prelude sets up a contrast against the sonata’s soft, chordal entrance: 
 
Figure 70: Wölfl, Sonata in B minor, Op. 38 (c1808) – I. Allegro, mm. 1-7. 
The interlude (ex. 8), like the Clementi example above, weaves the first and second 
movements together by concluding stylistically and thematically like the first movement and 
using a borrowed theme (mm. 11-13) – this one from the opening of the third Presto movement – 
and arpeggiated figuration as devices to transpose and set up the entrance of the second 
movement. By eliminating the final cadence, this interlude serves as part cadenza, part 
introduction. The type of free-form material concluding the interlude (mm. 20-23) can be 
commonly found written into compositions starting from about 1815. This example, while 
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unusual for the period, is not vastly different from the Beethoven Sonata no. 28 example found in 
figure 52, measure 3 (p. 80). 
INTERLUDE to Wölfl, Sonata in B minor, Op. 38 (c1808) 
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Example 8: Interlude – Wölfl, Sonata in B minor, Op. 38 (c1808). 
PARENT 8 – Carl Maria von Weber, Vier Lieder, Op. 41 (1814).30 
Model: Konzertstück in F minor, Op. 79 [1821]; Hummel, 24 Preludes, Op. 67 
(c1814); Ries, 40 Preludes, Op. 60 (c1815). 
Carl Maria von Weber (1796-1826) was one of the first composers to try to shape 
appreciation of music by the emerging middle-class audience. He became an overnight sensation 
with his opera Der Freischütz in 1821, and was from that time a leading figure in German 
opera.31 A piano virtuoso, his piano works are less known today, as are his contributions to choral 
music and song. His untimely death at the age of twenty-nine may have been foreshadowed by an 
incident in Breslau in which the seventeen-year-old Kappelmeister of the theatre drank engraving 
acid from a wine bottle, leaving him ill for two months.32   
The examples for this parent work address the modulatory function of the interlude. With 
a dramatic introduction built into the first song of the set, a prelude is unnecessary. However, 
                                                     
30 Edition: (Berlin: Schlesinger, n.d. [1814]). The four songs are “Gebet während der Schlacht,” “Abschied 
vom Leben,” “Trost (Nach Abscluss des Waffenstillstandes),” and “Mein Vaterland.” 
31 Michael C. Tusa, "Weber family (9)," (2014), Grove Music Online, 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo-
9781561592630-e-0000040313. (accessed 7 Mar. 2019). 
32 Clive Brown, "Weber, Carl Maria (Friedrich Ernst) von," (2002), Grove Music Online, 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo-
9781561592630-e-5000004022. (accessed 7 Mar. 2019). 
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each of the songs is in a different key, and it is here that an opportunity to both weave movements 
together and modulate presents the interlude in its functional capacity.  
 
Figure 71: Weber, "Gebet während der Schlact," Op. 41, mm. 92-95. 
Following the end of the first song (fig. 71), the modulating interlude begins with the 
same theme, exploiting the repeated motif in a series of chromatic harmonies moving towards a 
static modulation in the new dominant, A (i – VI – vii dim 7/V – V ½ dim 7/IV), (ex. 9): 
INTERLUDE from Weber, “Gebet während der Schlacht” to “Abscheid vom Leben,” Op.41. 
 
Example 9: Interlude I – Weber, Vier Lieder, Op. 41 (1814). 
The end of the interlude, after a rhapsodic extended dominant in the new key, continues 
into the introduction of the second song, “Abschied vom Leben” (fig. 72): 
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Figure 72: Weber, "Abschied vom Leben," Op. 41, mm. 1-6 
“Abscheid vom Leben” ends with a strong final cadence (fig. 73): 
 
Figure 73: Weber, "Abschied vom Leben,” Op. 41, mm. 50-53. 
The ending of “Abscheid” suggests a contrasting interlude leading to the third song, 
“Trost.” A quasi-recitative style interlude moves chromatically over a D pedal point, leading to a 
newly-constructed melody built over the triplet motive of the accompaniment from “Abscheid.” 
With the help of enharmonic modulation, the melody melts downward in the new dominant, but 
with an added minor ninth to hint at the minor key of the opening statement of “Trost” (ex. 10): 
INTERLUDE from Weber, “Abscheid vom Leben” to “Trost,” Op. 41. 
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Example 10: Interlude II – Weber, Vier Lieder, Op. 41 (1814). 
The final modulating interlude moves us from the C major of “Trost” into the G major of 
“Mein Vaterland.” This interlude demonstrates that preludes need not be long. Only four 
measures are needed to move from C to A, but manage to do so interestingly through the key of 
E-flat. Given the built-in introduction to “Mein Vaterland” in the form of a two-measure 
recitando, the primary goal of this interlude is to set up the recitative, and does so by mimicking 
the harmonic progression borrowed from measures 51 and 52 from “Trost” (ex. 11): 
INTERLUDE from Weber, “Trost” to “Mein Vaterland,” Op.41. 
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Example 11: Interlude III – Weber, Vier Lieder, Op. 41 (1814). 
PARENT 9 – Friedrich Kuhlau, Grand Quatuor pour Piano, Violon, Alto et Violoncelle, Op. 
32 (1821).33 
Model: Kalkbrenner, 24 Preludes, Op. 88 (182-); Cramer, 26 Preludes or Short 
Introductions (1818). 
Friedrich Kuhlau (1786-1832) was a Danish composer born in Hanover. After settling in 
Hamburg, he was driven to Copenhagen when Napoleon invaded in 1810. When he was ten, he 
lost his right eye after falling in the street, and this seems to have been the first of a long string of 
tragedies. Plagued late in life with financial problems, illness, alcohol abuse and the death of both 
his parents, his house caught fire in 1831 and the resulting chest ailment eventually led to his 
death the following year.34  
Kuhlau’s Piano Quartet, op. 32 was the first of three, the others appearing in 1823 and 
1832. The tradition of the piano quartet developed out of the accompanied keyboard music of the 
early Classical era, and a number of quartets titled “sonata” were published with two violin and 
bass parts from the 1760s to the 1780s along with a number of works titled “concerto,” though 
these works were generally structured differently from the accompanied sonatas in quartet form, 
and the string parts were generally quite simple. These works were published to meet the growing 
demand for new works by dilettante musicians, and arrangements and original works continued to 
                                                     
33 Edition: (Leipzig and Copenhagen: Breitkopf und Härtel, n.d. [1821]). 
34 Gorm Busk, "Kuhlau, Friedrich," Grove Music Online (2001), 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo-
9781561592630-e-0000041007. (accessed 18 Feb. 2019). 
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be published to meet this demand.35 During the 1780s, the viola began to replace the second 
violin, and the designation “quartet” became standard. At about the same time, the role of the 
strings evolved from accompanist to colleague, and the serious piano quartet and quintet became 
more orchestral in form and scale, appealing to public audiences, while the concerto remained a 
simpler form appealing to domestic use. 
The Quartet Op. 32 features the piano as soloist, very rarely serving an accompanimental 
role, and is drafted very much in the manner of a nineteenth-century concerto. Replete with right 
hand scales, arpeggiation, and other figuration, the piano is a true solo role, often not supplying 
thematic material except in the opening exposition, either primarily or in the manner of a double 
exposition. Despite the elaborate pianism, this quartet is not particularly adventurous. Because of 
the opening salvo for unaccompanied strings, scant thematic material in the first movement, and 
the chorale-like entrance over an ambiguous surprise I – II harmony, this parent calls not for a 
prelude but an interlude, and this one serves a greater purpose in establishing mood than as an 
exercise in thematic development (fig. 74). 
 
Figure 74: Kuhlau, Grand Quatuor pour Piano, Op. 32 (1821) – I. Allegro, mm. 1-8. 
The interlude begins in C minor after a bombastic, V-I cadence in the first movement 
(fig. 75), and modulates – if one can call it that – to A-flat major in preparation for the solo piano 
exposition in the Adagio (ex. 12). Measures 1-7 start as a florid figure leading the interlude down 
                                                     
35 André Offenbach produced two periodicals for keyboard and chamber music to meet the needs of the 
female audiences; the Journal de musique pour les dames and Étrennes pour les dames. David 
Fenton, "Piano quartet," Grove Music Online (2001), 
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com/grovemusic/view/10.1093/gmo/9781561592630.001.0001/omo-
9781561592630-e-0000021643. (accessed 18 Feb. 2019). 
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from the extreme end of the keyboard (fig. 75) to arpeggiated figures that become pseudo-
contrapuntal. This dissolves into an arpeggiando section that represents a 19th-century sensibility, 
with downward arpeggios that maintain a melody in the top note (ex. 12, mm. 8-14): 
 
Figure 75: Kuhlau, Grand Quatuor pour Piano, Op. 32 (1821) – I. Allegro, mm. 327-34. 
INTERLUDE to Grand Quatuor pour Piano, Violon, Alto et Violoncelle, Op. 32 (1821)
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Example 12: Interlude – Kuhlau, Grand Quatuor pour Piano, Violon, Alto et Violoncelle, Op 32 (1821). 
Measures 15-18 are devices of deception, suggesting new key areas of G-flat and E-flat, 
which turn to a sequence in F minor with contrapuntal pretensions, becoming a chromatic descent 
(mm. 21-23) through F minor to an A-flat/6 chord in measure 24, which prepares a cadence in A-
flat. Instead, a deceptive C 6/4 replaces the expected E-flat 7 chord, capitalizing upon the 
ambiguous nature of the opening statement in the Adagio of A-flat to B-flat (Adagio, mm. 1-2). 
A Note on Parent Works 
The parent compositions were chosen to cover the gamut of works for which one might 
be inclined to complete with improvisation: solo keyboard sonatas and variation sets, 
accompanied sonatas for piano with another instrument, chamber piano music, song 
accompaniments, and orchestral works that are not concertos. Concertos are excluded from the 
possibility not because improvisation is not applicable, but because the concerto implicates the 
cadenza, a genre related to but outside the scope of the prelude or interlude. The works were also 
chosen to represent the breadth of the time period covered by this writing, and for their 
appropriateness to different forms of prelude or interlude, including attached and unattached, 
arpeggiando style, recitative, theme-based, and modulating interludes. It might be noticeable that 
major composers and well-known works are not represented. This was a deliberate choice 
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designed to bring to light works that might otherwise remain obscure to the reader, and to avoid 
the conflict between the readers past experience with a particular work with the idea of 
“modifying” the work with an attendant prelude. 
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Chapter 5: CONCLUSIO: AN ARGUMENT FOR PRELUDING IN THE 
21ST CENTURY 
Mockingbirds are the true artists of the bird kingdom. Which is to say, although they’re 
born with a song of their own, an innate riff that happens to be one of the most versatile 
of all ornithological expressions, mockingbirds aren’t content to merely play the hand 
that is dealt them. Like all artists, they are out to rearrange reality, Innovative, willful, 
daring, not bound by the rules to which others may blindly adhere, the mockingbird 
collects snatches of birdsong from this tree and that field, appropriates them, places them 
in new and unexpected contexts, recreates the world from the world. For example, a 
mockingbird in South Carolina was heard to blend the songs of thirty-two different kinds 
of birds into a ten-minute performance, a virtuoso display that served no practical 
purpose, falling, therefore, into the realm of pure art.1 – Tom Robbins 
Why should we adopt preluding today? 
The mental space required for preluding is perhaps not a space to be sought by all 
keyboardists. It is beyond basso continuo, which supplies a bass line and figures from which to 
create an accompaniment for a melodic line. Partimento moves one step beyond this by supplying 
a bass line and fragments of theme upon which to construct a solo piece. Preluding is not so 
generous, providing no notational information whatsoever. But this does not mean that preluding 
is creatio ex nihilo. Rather, it is creatio ex materia, where materia takes the form of themes and 
motives, harmonic vocabulary, and borrowed affekt, rather than bass lines, chord progressions, 
and melodies. 
Faced with the challenge inherent to improvising in a musical ethos that neither expects it 
nor particularly honors it, preluding could be easily dismissed as irrelevant and undesirable. This 
is especially so in a musical environment where the utilitarian purposes for preluding no longer 
exist, forcing us to rely on other justifications for its continued practice. Virtuosic display, 
appeals to an audience, and homage has to do with musical performance, not musical works, and 
to this end the prelude shines a light on the distinction between performance and performance 
practice. 
                                                     
1 Tom Robbins, Skinny Legs and All. (New York: Bantam Dell, 1990), 6. 
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Period v. Authentic Performance 
The early music (or historically-informed performance practice) movement has presented 
the performance and academic communities a number of questions, ranging from the practical to 
the metaphysical. For most practitioners of historically-informed performance, questions about 
the instruments, integrity of musical texts, and information from original sources have been 
sufficiently put to rest, and negotiations about the level of purity adhered to in any performance 
situation – while sometimes contentious – are approached with a common understanding of what 
we understand as ideal. Moving one step deeper into the subjective, the hermeneutics of musical 
texts will result in a wide variety of interpretations, but one could argue that it is no more so 
amongst the advocates of historical performance than that between “modern” performers. 
Venturing onto the path of the ontological, common denominators became scarcer, and in fact the 
distinction between the practical and interpretive concerns of the early music movement and 
those of the metaphysical sense can be identified linguistically by the terms “period performance” 
and “authentic performance.”  
One of the peculiarities about wrestling with authenticity in the modern era is that it is the 
only time when such a struggle is possible. Certainly, throughout most of history, Western music 
had a relatively short shelf-life,2 and performances of new music were, more often than not, by 
the composer himself. Those willing to entertain phenomenological concerns about authentic 
performance often focus on one of the most popular quandaries for both supporters and 
detractors; that of the “composer’s intentions.” These could only be considered when works 
outlived their creators, and whereas “tradition presupposes seamless continuity,” authentic 
recreation “is an attempt to renew contact with a tradition that has been interrupted or has 
atrophied …”3 Jerrold Levinson would have us accept that  
                                                     
2 That is, in the concrete sense. Certainly, concepts of music, the ‘idea’ of a composition could extend for 
centuries, but notated music was rather short-lived. 
3 Dahlhaus, 69. 
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 … the authenticity of a performance of a work is a matter of faithfulness to the 
determinative intentions publicly expressed in a score by a composer; 
authenticity does not require reproduction of the social milieu in which a work 
was premiered; authenticity is not a matter of matching some particular historical 
performance but instead of approaching the standard of a class of ideal, not 
necessarily actual, performances; authenticity is strictly satisfied in meeting a 
composers’ determinative expressed intentions, not in fulfilling  their concurrent 
unexpressed wishes, not in following their performing example; and as a 
consequence of these points, ‘different-sounding performances may be equally 
and ideally authentic.’4 
If authenticity is determined by faithfulness to the composer’s intentions, what does this 
mean for music that was not composed? What if composer expected works to be supplemented 
with the contributions of performers? Or if not to supplant, to supplement. This is certainly the 
case involving basso continuo, whose legitimacy is assured through notation. For the 
contemporary preludist, then, the issue is not what a composer intended by what was notated, but 
what the composer – and society – expected performers to supply in addition to what the 
composer had written. Authenticity cannot simply be fulfillment of the composer’s intentions; it 
must be the attempt at faithfulness to the practices of performing as they are relevant to whatever 
music is being performed. 
Scholar Bruce Ellis Benson suggests that 
In previous centuries (that is, up until the middle of the twentieth century), it 
seems safe to say that performers were generally more concerned with being true 
to the spirit of a piece; that is, they assumed that composers had usually had 
certain overriding aims in composing certain works and so had tended to view 
the task of the performer as being primarily concerned with realizing these… 
Here we have a rather different candidate for Werktreue, one defined not in terms 
of notes or instruments used but effect or content to be conveyed.5 
If it were true that fidelity to the spirit of a piece supplanted faithfulness to the score, 
would that fidelity also have extended to the constituent parts of a performance that were not 
                                                     
4 Jerrold Levinson, Music, Art & Metaphysics: Essays in Philosophical Aesthetics. (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2011): 393-94. 
5 Bruce Ellis Benson, The Improvisation of Musical Dialogue: A Phenomenology of Music. (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2003): 97. 
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notated? And if so, should that not also be true for those who are striving for an authentic 
performance today? Surely the answer is, yes. 
 
Image from Hummel, Practical Course, part III, 74. 
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Appendix 1: Keyboard Tutors 
Adam, Louis. Méthode de Piano du Conservatoire. (1805). 
 
Adlung, Jakob. Musica mechanica organoedi. (1768). 
 
Albrechtsberger, Johann Georg. Gründliche Anweisung zur Composition. (1790). 
 
Bach, Carl Philip Emmanuel. Versuch über die wahre Art, das Clavier zu spielen. I (1753); II 
(1762). 
 
Bach, J. C. and Francesco Pasquale Ricci. Introduction to the piano: Method, or, Collection of 
elementary studies for the forte-piano or harpsichord (c1788). 
 
Bemetzrieder, Anton. A Complete Treatise on Music: The Precepts and Examples in Two 
Separate Books, book II (1800).  
 
Borghese, Antonio D. R. A New and General System of Music; or, the Art of Music, deduced from 
new and the most simple Principles (1790). 
 
Campagnoli, Bartolomeo. L’art l’inventer á l’improviste des Fantaisies [sic] et Cadences Pour le 
Violon, Op. 17 (c1812).  
 
Clementi, Muzio. Introduction to the Art of playing on the Piano Forte, Op. 42 (1803). 
 
Corri, Philip Anthony. Original System of Preluding (1812). 
 
—. L’anima di musica: An Original Treatise on Pianoforte Playing (1812). 
 
Cramer, Jean Baptiste. Instructions for the Piano-forte … with a prelude to each key (1821). 
 
—. Instructions for the Piano Forte. n.d. [1815]. 
 
Czerny, Carl. Systematische Anleitung zum Fantasieren auf dem Pianoforte, Op. 200 (1836). 
 
—. The Art of Preluding, as Applied to the Piano Forte, Consisting of 120 Examples of 
Modulations, Cadences, and Fantasies in Every Style, Op. 300 (1833). 
 
—. Complete Theoretical and Practical Piano Forte School, book III, Op. 500 (1839). 
 
Devienne, François. Nouvelle Méthode théorique et Pratique Pour la Flûte (1794). 
 
Gretry, Andre Ernest Modest. Méthode simple pour apprendre a préludèr (1801/02). 
 
Gottsched, Johann Christoph. Auszug aus des Herrn Batteux Schönen Künsten (1754). 
 
Hässler, Johann Wilhelm. Clavier- und Singstücke verschiedener Art (1782). 
 
Heinichen, Johann David. Der General-Bass in der Composition (1728). 
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Hering, Carl Gottlieb. Praktische Präludirschule (1812-14). 
 
Hewitt, James. Il Introductione di Preludio, being an easy method to acquire the art of playing 
extempore upon the piano-forte (c1810). 
 
Hiller, Johann Adam. Musikalisches Handbuch für die Liebhaber des Gesanges und Claviers 
(1773). 
 
Hotteterre, Jacques. L’art de Preluder (1719).  
 
Hüllmandel, Nicolas-Joseph. Principles of Music, Chiefly Calculated for the Piano Forte or 
Harpsichord, Op. 12 (c1796). 
 
Hummel, Johann Nepomuk. Ausführliche theoretisch-practische Anweisung zum Piano-Forte-
Spiel, 2nd edition. n.d. [1828]. 
 
Kalkbrenner, Friederich Wilhelm Michael. Traité d’harmonie du pianiste, principes rationnels de 
la modulation pour apprendre á préluder et á improviser, Op. 185 (1849). 
 
Kirnberger, Johann Philipp. Die Kunst des reinen Satzes in der Musik, I (1771); II (1776-79). 
 
Klein, Johann Joseph. Versuch eines Lehrbuchs der Praktischen Musik (1783). 
 
Koch, Heinrich Christoph. Versuch einer Anleitung Zur Composition, parts II and IV (1782-
1793). 
 
—. Musikalisches Lexikon (1802). 
 
Kollman, August Friedrich Christopher. An Introduction to the Art of Preluding and 
Extemporizing, in Six Lessons for the Harpsichord or Harp, Op. 3 (1792). 
 
Löhlein, Georg Simon. Klavier-Schule, oder kurze und gründliche Anweisung zur Melodie und 
Harmonie (1765). 
 
Löhlein, Georg Simon, and August Eberhard Müller. Klavierschule, oder, Anweisung zum 
Klavier- und Fortepiano-Spiel: nebst vielen praktischen Beyspielen und einem Anhange 
vom Generalbasse (1804). 
 
Manfredini, Regole armoniche: o sino Precetti ragionate per apprender la musica (1797). 
 
Marpurg, Friedrich Wilhelm. Anleitung zum Clavierspielen (1755). 
 
Milchmeyer, Johann Peter. Die wahre Art das Pianoforte zu spielen (1797).  
 
Mozart, Leopold. Gründliche Violinschule (1756). 
 
Müller, August Eberhard. Grosse Fortepiano-Schüle (1825). 
 
Quantz, Johann Joachim. Versuch einer Anweisung die Flöte traversiere zu spielen (1752). 
 
Rellstab, Johann Karl Friedrich. Anleitung fur Klavierspieler (1790). 
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Riepel, Joseph. Anfangsgründe zur musicalischen Setzkunst, I (1752); II (1755). 
 
Sorge, Georg Andreas. Anleitung zur Fantasie (1767). 
 
Stevens, W.S. A Treatise on Piano-Forte Expression, Containing the Principles of Fine Playing 
on that Instrument (1811). 
 
Türk, Daniel Gottlob. Klavierschule, oder Anweisung zum Klavierspielen fur Lehrer und 
Lernende mit kritischen Anmerkungen (1789); second revised edition (1802). 
 
Vierling, Johann Gottfried. Versuch einer Anleitung zum Präludieren für Ungeübtere mit 
Beyspeilen (1794). 
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Appendix 2: Preluding Models 
Alkan, Charles Valentin. 25 Préludes dans tous les tons majeurs et mineurs pour piano ou orgue, 
Op. 31. n.d. [c1847].  
 
Beethoven, Ludwig van. 2 Preludes, Op. 39. n.d. [1803-04]. 
 
Bochsa, Nicolas Charles. The Harp Preludist. n.d. [c1840]. 
 
—. Fifteen Brilliant and Short Preludes for the Harp. In the Principal major and minor keys, 
intended to be played before my Piece of Music Composed expressly for his Pupils. n.d. 
[c1820]. 
 
Chaulieu, Charles. 24 Petits Préludes, Op. 9. n.d. [c1820]. 
 
—. La Clé des Modulations, Op. 220. (1843). 
 
Clementi, Muzio. Cadences dans des Differents Tons, pour le Pianoforte our Clavecin, dans le 
Stile de Quelques Auteurs Celebres. [c1788]. 
 
—. Preludes and a Cadenza each in the styles of Joseph Haydn, Leopold Kozeluch, Wolfgang 
Amadeus Mozart, Johann Franz Xaver Sterkel, Johann Baptist Vanhal, and Muzio 
Clementi, Op. 19. n.d. [1787].  
 
—. Préludes et Exercises, Op. 43. (1811). 
 
Cramer, Jean Baptiste. Vingt-six Préludes dans les Modes majeurs et mineurs les plus usités pour 
le Pianoforte. (1818). 
 
—. Vingt-six Préludes Mélodiques ou Pesées Musicales en forme de Cadences, Improvisations et 
Capriccios, Op. 91. (1839). 
 
Czerny, Carl. The Art of Preluding, as Applied to the Piano Forte, Consisting of 120 Examples of 
Modulations, Cadences, and Fantasies in Every Style, Op. 300 (1833). 
 
Forster, Emanuel Aloys. Fifty Preludes. n.d., [1828]. 
 
Giordani, Tomaso. Preludes for the Harpsichord or Piano Forte in all the keys flat and sharp. 
(177-). 
 
—. Fourteen Preludes or Capriccios and Eight Cadences for Keyboard or Harp, Op. 33. (c1785). 
 
Haslinger, Tobias. 30 Vorspiele in den gebräuchlichsten Dur- und Moll-Tonarten. (1816). 
 
Hässler, Johann Wilhelm. 360 Preludes for the Piano, Op. 47. (1817).  
 
Herz, Henri. Exercices et Preludes pour le Piano-Forte dans tous les tons majeurs et mineurs, 
Op. 21. (c1830). 
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Hummel, Johann Nepomuk.  Vorspiele vor Anfange eines Stukes [sic] aus allen 24 Dur und mol 
Tonarten zum nutzlichem Gebrauch fuir Schuler, Op. 67. (c1814). 
 
Kalkbrenner, Friederich Wilhelm Michael. Vingt-quatre Preludes pour le piano forte dans tous 
les tons majeurs et mineurs pouvant servir d’example pour apprendre a preluder, Op. 88. 
n.d. [182-]. 
 
Kessler, Joseph Christoph. Vingt-quatre Preludes pour le Piano, Op. 31. (1825).  
 
Kollmann, Augustus Frederic Christopher. An Introduction to the Art of Preluding and 
Extemporizing in Six Lessons, Op. 3. (1792). 
 
—. An Introduction to Extemporary Modulation, in Six General Lessons. (1820).  
 
Lederer, Joseph. Apparatus Musicus, oder Musicalischer Vorrath. (1781). 
 
Moscheles, Ignaz. Celebrated Preludes in the Various Major and Minor Modes, for the Piano, 
Op. 73. (1827). 
 
Mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus. Modulierendes Präludium (F-e), K. deest. (1776-77). 
 
—. Fragment eines Präludiums, K. 624 (1777). 
 
—. Präludium in C, K. 284a (1777). 
 
Ragué, Louis-Charles. Six Preludes for Harp, in Méthode de Harpe by Jacques-Georges 
Cousineau. (c1812).  
 
Ries, Ferdinand. Forty Preludes for the Piano Forte, in the Major and Minor Keys, Op. 60. 
(1815). 
 
Schumann, Clara. Einfach Praeludien für Schüler. (1895). 
 
Vallade, Johann Baptist Anton. Dreyfaches Musicalisches Exercitium. (1755).  
 
Wolff, Édouard. 24 Études en forme de preludes, Op. 20. (1839). 
 
Wschejansky, Philipp. Praeludium fûr das Piano Forte, Op. 5. (1800). 
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